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### Chapter Three—Exploration and Adoption

#### The ISF Exploration Process

- **Step 1: Establish an Exploration Team**
- **Step 2: Examining Current Partnerships**
  - Reviewing existing service contracts.
- **Step 3: Assessing Related Initiatives**
  - Building fluency with the PBIS framework.
  - Additional resources.
- **Step 4: Establish Shared Understanding of the ISF**
- **Step 5: Determine Benefit and Decide to Adopt or Not**

#### A State’s Journey through Exploring and Adopting the ISF

**District Exploration and Adoption**

### Chapter Four—Installing an Interconnected System at the District/Community Level

#### The ISF Installation Process

- **Step 1: Establish a District/Community Executive Leadership Team**
- **Step 2: Assess the Current Status of Mental Health and PBIS Systems in the District**
  - **Step 2a:** Assessing current system structures using the PBIS Implementation Blueprint Self-Assessment.
  - **Executive functions**
  - **Implementation functions**
  - **Step 2b:** Conduct a review of current initiatives.
  - **Step 2c:** Conduct a staff utilization review.
  - **Step 2d:** Review existing school and community data.
- **Step 3: Reaching Team Consensus on a Mission Statement**
- **Step 4: Establish District/Community Leadership Team Procedures and Routines**
  - **Step 4a:** Selecting and installing a universal screener.
  - **Step 4b:** Establish the request for assistance process.
  - **Step 4c:** Selection process for evidence-based practices.
  - **Step 4d:** Process to monitor fidelity of interventions.
  - **Step 4e:** Process to monitor outcomes of interventions.
- **Step 5: Develop Action Planning to Support Demonstration Sites**
  - **Step 5a:** Develop an evaluation plan.
  - **Step 5b:** Develop a professional development plan for training and coaching.
  - **Step 5c:** Selecting demonstration schools.
  - **Step 5d:** Finalizing a memorandum of understanding (MOU).

#### Conclusion
Chapter Five—Installation and Initial Implementation of an Interconnected System at the School Level

School ISF Installation and Initial Implementation Process

Step 1: Establish a Single Set of Teams

Step 1a: Identify needs for merging teams with similar goals.
Step 1b: Expand team membership.
Step 1c: Establish roles and functions of teams across tiers of support.
Step 1d: Consider role changes for staff.

Role shifts for administrative and instructional staff.
The changing role of school clinicians.
The changing role of community clinicians based in schools.

Step 1e: Establish team operating procedures and problem-solving approaches.

Team norms.
Confidentiality and communication.
Confidentiality at Tier 1.
Confidentiality at Tier 2.
Confidentiality at Tier 3.
Meeting routines and procedures.

Step 2: Assess the Current Systems, Data, and Practices

Step 2a: Assess current status of PBIS and mental health in the school(s).
Step 2b: Assess structures for identifying students who need access to supports.
Step 2c: Conduct an intervention inventory.
Step 2d: Assess data being used to identify social-emotional-behavioral needs.

Step 3: Establish School Level Procedures and Routines of a MTSS

Step 3a: Develop a process for implementing universal screening.
Step 3b: Develop a request for assistance process for identifying students who need additional supports.
Step 3c: Develop routines for data-based decision making.

Identify and review expanded data sources.
Enterance criteria and data thresholds.

Step 3d. Develop a process for selecting evidence-based interventions.
Step 3e: Establish a process for tracking fidelity of all interventions.
Step 3f: Establish a process for monitoring the outcomes of all interventions.

Step 4: Develop an Integrated Action Plan

Step 4a: Monitoring the effectiveness of the system.
Step 4b: Monitoring student impact.
Step 4c: Conduct professional development.

Conclusion.
Preface

In the 1990s and 2000s, I was fortunate to be deeply involved in improving mental health services for children and adolescents through education-mental health system partnerships. This included helping to found the Center for School Mental Health Assistance, now the National Center for School Mental Health (NCSMH), and in its 24th year of federal funding from the Health Resources and Services Administration. I am grateful to have had this experience with the NCSMH, and for its continued positive impacts in advancing more comprehensive school mental health (SMH) programs in all states in the United States (U.S.).

As the SMH movement was advancing in the late 1990s and early 2000s, I was engaged in research, policy and technical assistance/coaching through the center, and helping to build programs and improve practices in schools in Baltimore and other locations in Maryland. During this time, while I knew of Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS), I viewed it as a separate and different initiative, and had little to no interaction with PBIS staff and leaders, even though this framework was present in many of our schools (for a more recent example of this parallel play, see Splett et al., 2014).

Fortunately, national leaders in PBIS, Lucille Eber and Susan Barrett reached out to me in 2007 emphasizing that the two initiatives, SMH and PBIS should be working together. I found their arguments compelling, and we began to explore ways to build complementarity. This led to the development and dissemination of a white paper in 2009, followed by a convening of leaders identified by national centers for SMH and PBIS and in 2013, a monograph on an Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF) for PBIS and SMH was published (Barrett, Eber, & Weist, 2013). Each chapter of the monograph is written by leaders involved in PBIS and SMH. Practical guidance is provided on dimensions of interconnected work including the enhancement of teams and integration of mental health clinicians into them; data-based decision making; implementing and refining evidence-based practices (EBPs); school building, district and state approaches and connecting them together; and resources to build supportive policies and capacity. Reflecting a free and user-friendly resource for the field, the monograph has been viewed/downloaded more than 50,000 times.

The ISF is being implemented in more than 30 states around the U.S. and is being explored in other countries (e.g., Australia, Iceland, the Netherlands, New Zealand). This growth is related to its significant advantages of promoting depth and quality in schools’ multi-tiered systems of support (MTSS), economies of scale, and synergy in programming that reduces barriers to student learning and improves their social, emotional, behavioral and academic functioning.
PREFACE

(see below*). For the past six years, a national ISF workgroup has tracked progress and interacted with sites to provide guidance, learn about challenges and successes, and hear recommendations from the field.

Around two years ago, there seemed to be clear consensus on the need for a second version of the monograph (Barrett et al., 2013), with emphasis on pragmatic guidance and effective examples of implementation, and we are pleased to present this Volume 2 to you now. The purpose of this updated version of the ISF monograph is to help teams considering, just starting to, and/or already implementing the approach to deepen and improve the quality of the work based on guidance and practical examples reflecting our past six years of experience.

After providing relevant background and a compelling rationale for the ISF, relevant to all school districts in the U.S., this monograph provides step-by-step guidance for districts and partner schools to move this agenda forward systematically. Building from the prior monograph (Barrett et al., 2013) and validated key messages (a single system approach, mental health is for all, access is not enough, and the MTSS is foundational to successful school mental health), comprehensive guidance is provided on all relevant processes (e.g., district-school collaboration, diverse stakeholder involvement, teaming, screening, data use, installing EBPs, etc.). The monograph includes experiences from sites implementing the ISF from around the country, guides all phases of this work from exploration to full implementation and sustainability, and includes a range of valuable tools and resources, all from the vantage point of school districts and partner schools working closely together, ideally supported by state leaders and advances in policy.

There are a number of reasons why the ISF is gaining momentum in the U.S. In addition to advantages presented above, two other reasons are: 1) There is evidence that mental health challenges among children and youth are worsening (Torio et al., 2015), and limitations of traditional, single-system approaches are increasingly recognized (Lever et al., 2003; Splett, et al., 2013). Children, youth and families are suffering and there is an urgent need to move away from status quo approaches toward genuine cross-system collaboration, broadening the range of resources and support and improving the reach and depth of programs. 2) Research documents that well-done interventions in one realm of student functioning can affect that realm and other realms. For example, in studies on children and youth, effective academic intervention has been found to improve school performance, and also improve emotional/behavioral (EB) functioning (Mulcahy et al., 2017). Relatedly, well-done counseling may improve EB functioning and also improve school performance (Suldo et al., 2014). This interconnectedness of processes in people should be reflected in interconnectedness in our systems.

We are fortunate to be involved in the first randomized controlled trial on the ISF - Interconnecting PBIS and school mental health to improve school safety: A randomized trial, funded by the National Institute of Justice (#2015-CK-BX-0018, 2016-2020), as part of President
Obama’s *Now is the Time Initiative* to promote school safety and student success. The study involves 24 elementary schools with 12 in Charleston, South Carolina, and 12 in Marion, Florida, with 8 schools (4 per district) implementing the ISF, 8 schools implementing PBIS alone, and 8 schools implementing PBIS plus SMH (i.e., parallel play). Following a two-year intervention versus comparison period and one year of follow-up, major analyses are now underway. We are encouraged by preliminary findings indicating positive impacts for ISF schools compared to other conditions in team functioning and decision making; receipt of services by students with elevated needs; reduced inequity in service receipt for children of color; and teacher-rated improvements in social, emotional and behavioral functioning (with academic impacts being explored).*

In closing, we convey our significant appreciation to the Office of Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of Education (and project officer, Renee Bradley) and the Center for Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports for the foundational support and wise guidance provided in furthering the work and impact of the Interconnected Systems Framework for SMH and PBIS.

Mark D. Weist, PhD  
Professor, University of South Carolina  
November 15, 2019
CHAPTER ONE

Introduction: Setting the Stage for an Interconnected System of Education and Mental Health

The Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF) is a structure and process to establish a single system of delivery across education and mental health, with active family and youth engagement. The deliberate integration of mental health and other community partners into the multi-tiered Positive Behavior Interventions and Support (PBIS) system in schools is intended to ensure education and mental health structures interact in the most efficient and effective manner. The overall purpose of such an integrated system is to create a school culture and climate that promotes wellness (i.e., social, emotional, behavioral, academic, mental health promotion) of the whole child and addresses the needs of all students, especially those at-risk for or with mental health challenges. The ISF structure is focused on the system features needed to ensure evidence-based practices are delivered with accuracy and greater accountability to evaluate student growth overtime including formative and summative assessment.

History of the Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF) in Schools

Conceptual work on the ISF originated in 2007 through purposeful collaboration between national leaders of PBIS and expanded School Mental Health (SMH) programs, who recognized the parallel functioning and associated missed opportunities from separately functioning frameworks. This led to a white paper, Development of an Interconnected Systems Framework for School Mental Health (Barrett, Eber, & Weist, 2009) and increased discussion among leaders and staff from diverse youth-serving disciplines, with emphasis on education and mental health systems. The impetus was a keen awareness among PBIS and SMH leaders of the need to directly align structures to establish more comprehensive and effective systems of behavioral/mental health in schools. This was driven by the prevalence of underserved emotional, mental health, and behavioral needs of our children and the recognition of the value in applying organization, intervention and prevention sciences to address the situation. The need to ensure a multi-tiered, prevention-based methodology for supporting the mental health of all students was established.

The synergy created from the original workgroup and concept paper led to the development of the first monograph, Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental Health and School-Wide PBIS.
Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental Health and School-Wide PBIS Support (Barrett, Eber, & Weist, 2013). This publication was developed through a focused collaboration among practitioners and researchers from the fields of PBIS and SMH and outlined the rationale, and approach for an ISF, building from the success of the effective system features of the PBIS framework. It included descriptions from efforts in states and districts to date, clarifying essential features for using the framework to expand and improve mental health in schools. The chapters of the monograph, each coauthored by a PBIS and a SMH researcher/leader, described the structured use of district and school-based teams using relevant data to design, deliver and refine an expanded continuum of evidence-based practices.

Since 2013, work in the field of ISF, influenced by prevention and implementation science, has grown and now includes multiple examples of application across the country. Collaborations with and among the various sites over the past eleven years have contributed to a growing knowledge base on how to integrate these systems (Weist et al., 2018; Splett et al., 2017). This knowledge includes the development of planning tools, fidelity measures, and curriculum for supporting state, regional and local collaborations. From 2016-2019, the development of the ISF was guided by a National ISF Targeted Work Group led by the National Technical Assistance Center on PBIS. Participants included a host of field-based leaders who participated in regular webinars, highlighting knowledge development and experiences from state, regional, and local implementers. Further, field-based knowledge development has grown from national and international training events and conferences, and has been documented in professional publications.

Since the publication of the first ISF monograph, there has been a period of mutual growth and learning during which the implementation of the ISF across sites, guided by the ISF Targeted Work Group, has refined practices/tools/processes. These iterative improvements have increased the knowledge, effectiveness and efficiency of the ISF as implementation has expanded, often with the support of state and federal education and mental health grants. This enhanced knowledge base has informed the content of this second iteration of the monograph, Advancing Education Effectiveness: Interconnecting School Mental Health and School-Wide Positive Behavior Support, Volume 2: An Implementation Guide. The purpose of Volume 2 of the ISF Monograph series is to provide updated information and technical guidelines for the implementation of an interconnected system of PBIS and mental health that have emerged over the past six years. This volume is intended for state, district or building leadership at any stage of implementation.

The remainder of Chapter 1 will focus on the broader societal context leading to the development of the original monograph in 2013 and the continued relevance and need for the development of an interconnected system today. Additionally, the remainder of Chapter 1 will provide an expanded description of the purpose and structure of Volume 2.
Societal Context / Contextual Variables Impacting Child Development

As described in the introduction of Chapter 1, in 2007 national leaders in PBIS and SMH recognized a need to come together to develop a comprehensive and aligned framework to best support the often unmet social, emotional, and mental health needs of children and youth, using schools as a primary source of influence on child outcomes. At that time, the U.S. Surgeon General reported that 20% of children and youth were in need of mental health interventions, but only a third of those in need received support (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013). Of those that received support, 70% accessed support through the school setting, leading many to declare schools as the de facto mental health setting for children (Kutash, Duchnowski, & Green, 2011; Jacob & Coustasse, 2008). However, researchers have documented a lack of adequate evidence for intervention strategies used to address mental health needs in schools (Barrett et al., 2013; Kutash, Duchnowski, & Lynn, 2006; Weisz, Jensen-Doss, & Hawley, 2006). Additionally, a report from the National Research Council and Institute of Medicine (2009) put forth a national call-to-action to place a high priority on the behavioral, emotional, and mental health needs of young people in our country – and this call continues today. Clearly, the need to support children and youth behavior/mental health has been identified as a national issue, making it a priority for all.

Current Mental Health Wellbeing of America’s Youth

Clear identification of the current prevalence and trends in children’s mental health is difficult for a number of reasons. Variances in methodology for gathering data, various sources of information (e.g., medical providers, families/caregivers, community agency personnel) and even changes in and interpretations of diagnostic criteria make it difficult to determine exact prevalence and trends (Holbrook, et al., 2017). However, multiple studies indicate that there is a continuing increase in both the prevalence and severity of mental disorders in children and adolescents (Hellebuyck, et al., 2019).

Since the original call to action in 2007 and publication of the first ISF monograph in 2013, various agencies have reported a substantially larger prevalence of adolescents experiencing some type of mental disorder. National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) (2017) reported 20%, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Service Administration (SAMHSA) 40% (2018) and The National Institute of Mental Health (2019) closer to 50%. Thus, it is apparent that many children and youth exhibit a need for mental health services/intervention and yet an estimated 50% receive no treatment or education about mental health (NAMI, 2017). According to the results of the 2018 National Survey on Drug Use and Health, school settings are where the majority of youth receive supports (Kazak et al. 2010, SAMSHA, 2018). Additionally, the complexities of our society have increased; further proliferating the needs
of our children. For example, Twenge et al., (2010) found increases in more serious social/emotional/behavioral problems among current youth as compared to previous generations. This increase in more severe social/emotional/behavioral problems speaks to a broader set of stressors placing children's overall wellbeing at higher risk, and the need to establish comprehensive nurturing environments to mitigate these risk factors (Biglan, 2015).

**Depression in Children and Adolescents**

Recent studies indicate between 9.4% (NAMI, 2017) and 13.3% (SAMSHA, 2018) of youth aged 12-17 experienced at least one major depressive episode (MDE) in the years surveyed. Of the 3.2 million children and youth who reported having a MDE, 60.1% did not receive treatment (SAMSHA, 2018). Historically, the rate of treatment completion, even when treatment is delivered, is extremely low (Martini, Hilt, & Marx et al., 2012). It is estimated that 20% of children experience depression at some point during adolescence, while only half are identified and diagnosed before reaching adulthood (Zuckerbrot, et al., 2018).

Children with depression are 3.93 times more likely to use substances, 3.85 times more likely to exhibit antisocial behavior, 5.79 times more likely to engage in early sexual behavior, and 3.46 times more likely to have an eating disorder (Boles, Biglan, & Smolkowski, 2006). The prevalence of depression being undiagnosed or untreated in adolescents reached a point where, in 2018, the American Academy of Pediatrics and the U.S. Preventative Services Task Force endorsed universal screening for depression through primary care systems in children age 12 and over as detailed in the Guidelines for Adolescent Depression in Primary Care (GLAD-PC), (Zuckerbrot, et al., 2018).

**Suicide in America**

In addition to increase in rates of depression, there is an increase in rates of suicide and suicide ideation. There has been a 2.2% increase in the suicide rate among youth ages 15-24 years old between 2011 and 2016 (Drapeau & McIntosh, 2018). Currently, suicide is the second leading cause of death for children 15-24 years old (Heron, 2019). According to NAMI (2017) 90% of youth who died by suicide had an underlying mental illness. With such a high prevalence of depression and suicide among children and youth, and with schools continuing to be the de facto setting for service delivery, it is imperative to support educators to increase awareness around preventative measures, symptoms, and responses to possible threats of depression of suicide.

**Impact of Trauma**

Many children and youth in our schools experience life events or emotional states that inhibit access to learning and compromise their overall wellbeing (Santiago, Raviv, & Jaycox, 2018). According to data collected through the National Survey of Children’s Health, almost half of children and youth (46%) in the U.S. (ages birth to 17) have experienced one or more traumatic events in their lives with and between
18-20% of children experiencing two or more traumatic events (Child and Adolescent Health Measurement Initiative, 2017). These stressful or traumatic life events are referred to as Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) and are associated with a higher risk for adverse physical and mental health outcomes including alcoholism, smoking, drug use, depression, diabetes, suicide, heart disease, stroke, and obesity and also adverse academic outcomes (Sacks, Murphey, & Moore, 2014; Felitti, Anda, & Nordenberg, 1998). The prevalence of ACEs increases with a child’s age and, as the number of ACEs increases, so do the risks for negative outcomes (Felitti, Anda, & Nordenberg, 1998; Santiago, Raviv, & Jaycox, 2018). Similar to depression and suicide, it is imperative that educators are supported to understand the experiences in their students’ lives that may constitute a traumatic event, recognize possible symptoms of trauma, and respond accordingly.

**Substance Use and Abuse**

Substance misuse in the household is one ACE that has been intensified by the current opioid epidemic in the United States (Derefinko, et al., 2019). Opioid use in the United States has become a public health crisis, with the United States having the highest rate of opioid use in the world, outpacing many other countries by five to six times (National Institute on Drug Abuse, 2017). Opioid use is most prevalent in larger metropolitan areas where educational attainment and income occur at higher rates (Mack, Jones, & Ballesteror, 2017). Adolescents are especially vulnerable to opioid use, as evidenced by 7.9% of children ages 12-17 reporting the use of prescription drugs for non-medical purposes (Center for Disease Control, 2018). One-half of opioid-related deaths in the United States occur among men and women between the ages of 25 and 44, ages when many in the United States become parents and/or have school-age children. Children living in a home with a parent using opioids are more likely to experience a parental overdose, chronic stress, added household responsibilities, and unmet mental health needs and children living with an addicted parent are at higher risk for physical, academic, and social-emotional problems (Solis, Shadur, & Burns, 2012).

**Role of Technology**

Finally, compared to prior generations, technology plays a more central role in children’s lives. Children now have rapid access to greater amounts of information (i.e., cable television, internet, social media) on a continuous basis with readily available devices (e.g., cell phones), requiring them to process and filter more information at a faster pace than ever before. One of the social implications of technology for our children includes an increase in electronic aggression, or “any type of harassment or bullying (teasing, telling lies, making fun of someone, making rude or mean comments, spreading rumors, or making threatening or aggressive comments)” that occurs through a variety of devices with access to social media (David-Ferdon & Hertz, 2009). Electronic (cyber) aggression has emerged as a public health problem and can serve as another stressor in a child’s life with 15% of high school
students reporting having been cyber-bullied (Musu, et al., 2019). Being a target of electronic aggression has been associated with a higher risk for misusing alcohol or substances, receiving a school detention or suspension, skipping school, experiencing in-person victimization or emotional distress, and feeling unsafe at school (Ybarra, et al., 2007).

Despite the 1999 National Research Council’s and Institute of Medicine’s (2009) call-to-action for schools to invest in prevention and mental health promotion, schools and community agencies continue to struggle to establish efficient and effective systems of support for the children and youth they serve. The ISF provides systems with a structure and guidelines to use the public health prevention framework to implement practices and interventions across universal, secondary, and tertiary tiers of support that create nurturing environments (Weist et al., 2018).

Our schools continue to serve children, families, and communities with complex needs. Schools cannot do this work alone. As such, forming partnerships between schools and communities strengthen our preparedness and ability to educate the whole child by establishing: (a) comprehensive systems to mitigate the stressors experienced by young people in our society; (b) a continuum of evidence-based prevention and intervention strategies to support quality of life for all; and (c) a focus on the promotion of mental wellbeing for all (Biglan, 2015; Weist et al., 2018).

Context for Development of Volume 2 of the ISF Monograph Series

Since publication in 2013, the monograph outlining the ISF (Barrett et al., 2013) has gained increasing interest from educators and mental health providers in the field. The ongoing work of the ISF Targeted Work Group has supported field-based implementers to coalesce around the issues of installing and implementing a single system for the delivery of comprehensive behavioral health services at the local, regional, and state levels. National leaders have continued to support knowledge development sites as they move through the process of merging systems. Experiences with training, technical assistance, and networking have helped to develop and refine tools, curricula, publications, and other resources to assist local sites in moving forward with interconnecting their PBIS and mental health systems. To date, there are representatives from twenty-one states who have participated in some capacity with the ISF Targeted Work Group. Among these, nineteen school districts and over forty-two schools have contributed to the growth of knowledge development sites, by sharing their collective experiences and lessons learned from application of tools and resources within local contexts.

During this process, key leaders from education and mental health have continued to build strong collaborative relationships, further articulating core features and key messages used to guide states, districts, and school teams through alignment and action planning. To further support and clarify the alignment process,
leaders of the National PBIS and SMH Centers coalesced around ensuring consistent messages to the field and put forth four key messages of the ISF (Figure 1.1) to provide further guidance for implementation (Weist et al., 2016). These key messages are described in Chapter 2 and further illustrated throughout this monograph including tools and resources for working through the actualization of these messages.

Figure 1.1: Key Messages of the ISF

Interconnected Systems Framework Key Messages

1. Single System of Delivery
2. Mental Health is for All
3. Access is Not Enough
4. MTSS is Essential to Install SMH

It is important to acknowledge that this work is conducted within the context of best practices in implementation science (Fixsen, Naoom, Blasé, Friedman, and Wallace, 2005), with an understanding that systems change is a multi-year process. This multi-year process follows a progression of stages of implementation that include: Exploration, Installation, Initial Implementation, and Full Implementation (Fixsen, et al., 2005). The generic stages of implementation are defined in Table 1.1, and are further articulated and applied to the ISF in Chapter 2 and throughout this monograph.

Table 1.1. Stages of Implementation and Operational Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration/ Adoption</td>
<td>During this stage, a team is assessing the needs of the district and community and selecting evidence-based practice(s) to meet the identified needs while also assessing the readiness to implement (e.g. financial, political, resources).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation</td>
<td>The installation stage is about acquiring or repurposing resources to support the implementation of new practice or program. Resources include staffing, training, funding, evaluation systems, and coaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Implementation</td>
<td>This is referred to as the ‘fragile’ or ‘awkward’ stage of implementation when staff are beginning to implement changes. District continues to shift resources to support staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Implementation</td>
<td>When practices become the norm, and are integrated into policy and procedure. Practitioners are implementing with proficiency, leadership is supporting implementation needs, and stakeholders have adapted to innovation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Purpose and Structure of Volume 2 of the ISF Monograph Series

This volume is intended to be used by those interested in meeting child behavior/mental health needs in school, with an emphasis on developing an efficient system and process for integrating mental health promotion in schools. More specifically, this resource is designed as a “how to” manual for state, district, school personnel who are working to deliberately integrate community partners into an expanded multi-tiered system of social-emotional-behavioral support in schools to better meet the needs of all students. Content within each chapter is linked to relevant resources and tools that support the implementation of the ISF. Chapter 2 provides an expanded description of the Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF), and how the framework was developed, including a description of key messages and stages of implementation.

Remaining chapters are organized by phases of implementation with specific implementation guidelines organized and illustrated for use by state, district or school-based teams. Chapter 3 describes the exploration process, specific to an ISF, and considerations for adoption by state, regions and districts. Chapter 4 moves beyond exploration and adoption to articulate the installation steps for District and Community leaders and includes an Installation Guide of tools and activities. Chapter 5 guides coaches and local leaders through the steps for installation of an ISF within a school, and is also supported by an Installation Guide that includes templates, tools, and examples of the various steps identified from knowledge development sites. Chapter 6 provides a description and examples of full implementation with a focus on continuous improvement and sustainability.
CHAPTER TWO

Defining Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF): Origins, Critical Features and Key Messages

The Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF) was introduced in Chapter 1 as a framework developed by national leaders in the fields of Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) and School Mental Health (SMH) to advance effective systems of behavioral/mental health in schools. Recognizing the shared vision and value of both PBIS and SMH, the interconnected approach is a deliberate process intended to leverage the strengths inherent in each approach while also addressing the limitations of each. To assist in understanding the ISF process and structure, this chapter begins by briefly reviewing the contributions made from PBIS and SMH and describing how schools and communities can benefit from the combined assets of both while addressing the combined weaknesses inherent in both fields. An overview of the ISF is provided, including descriptions of the four key messages that exemplify the process. Additionally, the application of implementation science is explained as an organizing structure to guide movement through the phases of implementation with a focus on intentional planning for sustainability throughout implementation.

Origins of the Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF)

The PBIS Framework

PBIS is a framework for enhancing the adoption and implementation of a continuum of evidence-based, behavioral interventions to improve academic and behavioral outcomes for all students (Sugai et al., 2000). PBIS establishes four interactive elements (a) outcomes, (b) systems, (c) data, and (d) practices as the base for implementation. Systems are the structures (e.g., teaming, coaching, training, data systems, etc.) that are needed to ensure accurate and sustainable use of evidence-based practices (McIntosh, Horner, & Sugai, 2009). Teams use data to support the selection and implementation of practices matched to students’ needs. Data are also used to progress monitor whether interventions are having the intended effect so that adjustments can be made if needed, thereby, ensuring desired outcomes are achieved. Practices are the evidence-based interventions that address students’ needs to meet these identified outcomes. These interactive elements of PBIS provide the foundation for the ISF with emphasis on the
implementation of an expanded continuum of supports to meet the needs of all students, especially those with or at-risk of mental health challenges (Barrett et al., 2013).

PBIS was introduced into policy with the reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Act (1997) and districts across the country have accessed technical assistance and resources through the Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP)’s National Center on PBIS to support local implementation efforts. Currently being implemented in over 26,000 schools nationwide, PBIS has been associated with reductions in discipline referrals and out-of-school suspensions (Anderson & Kincaid, 2005; Bradshaw et al., 2009). Improvements in social/emotional functioning, school climate and academic performance have also been linked to PBIS implementation in schools (Bradshaw et al., 2009; McIntosh et al., 2006). Exemplifying the public health model, PBIS uses a continuous improvement process to meet the changing needs of a population including (a) building the needed skills of school personnel, (b) implementing interventions as intended, (c) providing ongoing coaching to support school and district personnel as they implement evidence-based practices, (d) assuring the fit of evidence-based practices to the needs of individuals and groups being served, (e) promoting collaboration among systems leaders, and (f) assuring appropriate implementation supports for evidence-based practices (Horner & Sugai, 2015).

As a multi-tiered system of support, PBIS emphasizes prevention and promotion of social-emotional-behavioral wellness at Tier 1; targeted intervention for students identified as at-risk at Tier 2; and intensive, individual interventions for students identified as needing high levels of support at Tier 3. Although effective outcomes are well documented, PBIS implementation has experienced slower installation at Tier 2 and even more challenges at Tier 3 as schools struggle to establish the systems and the expertise for students with higher level needs. Furthermore, PBIS has historically had an emphasis on externalizing behaviors while often overlooking more internalizing concerns, such as depression, anxiety and the impacts of trauma (Weist et al., 2018).

School Mental Health (SMH)

The field of SMH emerged during the mid-1990s as a vision of schools being a place where all students, especially those with mental health challenges, could receive comprehensive services (Dryfoos, 1994). In part, this was in response to the evidence that children who were identified with mental health concerns were not being offered needed services. SMH providers established locations within schools to facilitate the provision of mental health services to students. Over the past several decades, SMH models pioneered the inclusion of community mental health providers into schools and have been associated with increased access to care, enhanced preventive services, and reduced stigma of treatment (Elias, Gager, & Leon, 1997; Catron, Harris, & Weiss, 1998; Nabors & Reynolds, 2000). In more recent years, the National
Center for School Mental Health has partnered with the National Quality Initiative (NQI) and the School Based Health Alliance (SBHA) with the task of gathering national mental health census information to advance a data-driven mental health team process in districts and schools. One resource developed through this work is an online database with tools and resources to support building a more comprehensive continuum of mental health supports for students within schools (Connors et al., 2016).

While SMH efforts have resulted in services being moved to “where students are”, mental health providers still tend to operate separately from other professionals in the school system (e.g., teachers and administration); thus, services to students may be reactive versus preventative and occur without active participation of other professionals working in schools (Barrett et al., 2013). The lack of structured teaming processes in SMH implementation, as well as, inconsistent use of evidence-based practices and the lack of systemic progress monitoring (Evans & Weist, 2004; Kutash, Duchnowski & Lynn, 2006; Mellin et al., 2010) were identified as weaknesses to be addressed in the development of the ISF approach and process (Barrett, et al, 2013).

An Overview of the Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF)

The ISF is an implementation framework that creates and guides the deliberate merge of education and mental health systems and staff (Barrett, et al., 2013). The ISF was developed because, despite the strengths of PBIS and SMH, school and community systems continue to struggle to meet the mental health needs of children and adolescents, and schools often lacked a comprehensive, proactive universal approach to support mental health wellness in children and youth. The ISF draws on the strengths while addressing the limitations of both PBIS and SMH through the strategic linkage of SMH practices within the framework of PBIS, producing a single system of delivery for behavior/mental health supports. The result is an integrated structure and process for education and mental health leaders to interact more effectively and efficiently.

A desired outcome of the merge into a single system is to expand the availability and effectiveness of a full continuum of evidenced-based interventions to promote the success and well-being of all students. This includes students who have been historically underrepresented in mental health services, such as African American males (Alang, 2019; Bain, 2014). Examples within an expanded continuum include social/ emotional/behavior curriculum for all students at Tier 1; trauma informed practices at either Tier 1, 2 and/or 3; small group or individual cognitive-behavioral based interventions for anxiety; function-based behavior support plans; and highly individualized wraparound plans. The interconnected multi-tiered approach to prevention and intervention establishes conditions where more students can access supports without requiring labels, diagnoses, or insurance plans. This includes the positioning of mental health and other community partners into an integrated structure of social/emotional/behavioral instruction and support within the school,
to improve educational outcomes for ALL, with a specific focus on those with, or at-risk of, developing mental health challenges (Barrett et al., 2013). Traditionally, educators have referred students with mental health needs to a separate set of staff (i.e., school- or community-employed mental health providers) when they have felt unable to provide effective support. An interconnected system places the mental health providers on the school-based multi-tiered teams where school staff and community representatives work together to design interventions that are likely to produce outcomes for the presenting problems.

The ISF should be viewed as a process of integration and enhancement rather than the initiation of a new system or program. For this reason, implementing an ISF should not be viewed as a separate initiative within a school system. Many schools and districts have a multi-tiered system of PBIS that can be enhanced with the integration of support from mental health and other community partners. In fact, integration of all related social/emotional/behavioral initiatives (e.g., bullying-prevention, restorative practices, social/emotional learning curricula, skills-training groups, etc.) can be accomplished through the ISF implementation process outlined in this monograph.

**Key Messages**

As referenced in Chapter 1, national leaders in the fields of PBIS and SMH have coalesced around four key messages, which describe an interconnected system: 1) A single system of delivery; 2) mental health is for all; 3) access is not enough; and 4) MTSS is essential to install an ISF (Weist, et al., 2016). The following section describes each message and provides examples of what will be different in an interconnected system versus the traditionally separate structures for PBIS and mental health in schools.

**Message 1: A single system of delivery.**

A *single system of delivery* is one in which education and mental health systems are integrated across tiers of support, with multi-disciplinary teams using data to implement one continuum of evidence based behavioral/mental health practices. This is initiated by a state, regional, or district level executive leadership team with the authority to make decisions for change within both the education and community mental health systems targeted for integration. The executive leadership team addresses the policy, funding, and work force issues that impact the integration of personnel as they move into a blended structure at the school level. Team membership at all levels should be representative of education, community mental health, students, and families, as well as, other community stakeholders.

This integrated team structure is different than typical district or school leadership teams that are comprised primarily of educators reviewing data and making decisions regarding the types of interventions and supports students need. In traditional systems, decisions typically involve matching education/school-based interventions with student need. When students exhibit a higher level of need or present with symptoms outside the school team's exper-
tise (e.g., depression or anxiety), the school team makes a referral to a school or community-based mental health provider, often co-located within the school. The school or community-based mental health providers are often not part of the problem-solving team initiating the referral and responsibility for selection and monitoring of interventions shifts to a separate set of professionals. By contrast, in a single system of delivery, the school- and/or community-based mental health specialists are part of the school teams at each tier of decision making, and work together with school personnel to explore possible interventions and decide collectively who will deliver the selected intervention(s) at each tier of support. Referrals across teams within a school are replaced by a single Request for Assistance processed through one set of teams and referrals are reserved for when a student has medical or other needs outside the abilities of the merged teams of school and mental health providers.

Message 2: Mental health is for all.

This message assumes the value in recognizing mental health wellness as a protective factor and a variable that can be addressed within a single system of delivery across a continuum of supports. Mental health wellbeing is associated with healthy emotional, cognitive, and behavioral functioning, which contributes to school success (Lester & Cross, 2015). Within a mental health for all approach, student social, emotional, and behavioral health is addressed with the same level of attention and concern as cognitive development and academic achievement. This results in social-emotional-behavioral skills being taught by all staff, across all settings, with all students, and embedded in all curricula.

In a non-integrated approach, schools may be addressing the teaching of behavioral expectations separately from a curriculum intended to address social/emotional learning. For example, a school implementing PBIS may be using a teaching matrix to guide the instruction of desired student behaviors across each setting for each expectation (e.g., pick up trash in the cafeteria as an example of Being Responsible) and the school may also have adopted a social/emotional curriculum which is taught separately. Within an integrated system, data informs the selection of valued social/emotional skills which are aligned with and included in the school’s Tier 1 teaching matrix. This allows the curriculum to articulate not only the specific desired student behaviors, but also the valued pro-social skills for that setting or routine (e.g., include others when you see they are sitting alone in the cafeteria as an example of Being Respectful). Relevant data are used to ensure the school’s core social-emotional-behavioral competencies are the focus at each of the tiers, with a match between the skills targeted for instruction and the level of particular need in the school building. For example, if a large number of students are reporting stress and anxiety, then it may be more efficient and effective to include instruction around coping skills for all students through the Tier 1 curriculum. This may be accomplished by defining and anchoring coping skills to school-wide expectations in a teaching matrix and/or using a separate program focused on coping skills that is reviewed.
Message 3: Access is not enough.

Historically, SMH programs have focused on counting the number of students referred to mental health providers, considering the number of students receiving a service as a measure of effectiveness. However, simply gaining access to SMH programs is an insufficient metric of effectiveness and systems need to move from access to outcomes as their determining measurement of impact. A major feature of successful PBIS implementation over the past 20 years is careful monitoring of the effectiveness of interventions over time through student outcomes and fidelity of the delivery. It will be essential to apply this rigorous progress monitoring approach to all interventions delivered within a comprehensive system of behavior/mental health support, regardless of who is delivering the intervention.

Within an integrated system, psychosocial measures and school record data (e.g., student attendance, assignment completion, behavior, disciplinary referrals) are used to both (a) identify needs so students gain access to necessary supports and (b) monitor student progress toward goals within each tier of the multi-tiered framework. Using data, practices are matched to presenting problems and monitored for both fidelity and outcomes. When interventions do not achieve desired outcomes, teams make appropriate adjustments such as improving the fidelity of the intervention, adding components to the intervention or selecting a new intervention.

Within an ISF, teams are explicit about defining intervention features, including specific techniques, dosage, and frequency. This may be different for mental health interventions delivered through separate structures that might have traditionally been described in more generic terms (e.g. “student will receive cognitive behavioral therapy to address traumatic stress symptoms”). Teams working within the ISF describe interventions specifically and include measurable goals and action steps to implement the interventions selected to address the presenting problem. For example, the student “will learn when and how to use the deep-breathing technique when experiencing distress about entering morning math class in order to (a) reduce visits to the nurse from two times per day to one time per week: and, (b) improve attendance at school in the morning from 50% to 80% within two months.” Skills acquired during sessions with mental health staff are supported by ALL staff and linked to Tier 1 instruction in the classroom to promote generalizability across settings. In the above example, teachers are aware of which students are working on coping and problem-solving skills so that they can easily prompt, reinforce, and correct these skills throughout the school day as part of core instruction at Tier 1. Chapter 5 provides examples of intervention progress monitoring strategies that link across tiers.

* It should be noted that the National Center for School Mental Health standards (Connors et al., 2016) now directly promotes student outcomes for measuring the impact of SMH.
Message 4: MTSS is essential to install SMH.

The ISF uses the features of MTSS as successfully applied through PBIS implementation over the past two decades. The core features of an MTSS include (a) coordinate implementation with a representative leadership team, (b) use data to guide all team decisions, (c) establish formal processes for team-based selection and implementation of evidence-based practices across tiers, (d) ensure early access through use of comprehensive screening, (e) establish a rigorous progress-monitoring system for both fidelity and effectiveness of all interventions, and (f) invest in team based professional development and ongoing coaching at both the systems and practices level (Sugai & Horner, 2009).

Using the MTSS core features, the ISF approach intentionally includes components and adaptations to emphasize and integrate mental health. This is accomplished through the inclusion of a broader range of partners, a wider scope of data, and an expansion of interventions to address internalizing mental health issues such as anxiety, depression, and trauma. Applying the MTSS features systematically to the expanded continuum of interventions is a deliberate and defining aspect of the ISF process. The following section provides a brief description of how each MTSS feature is positioned within the ISF. These descriptions are expanded and illustrated through the steps for installation and initial implementation of an interconnected system that are detailed in Chapters 4 (at the District/Community level) and Chapter 5 (at the school level).

MTSS Features within the ISF

An integrated team process.

Integrated teaming structures within districts and schools are expanded to be representative of all stakeholders including families, students, community mental health providers, and other invested community partners. The purpose of one set of integrated teams is to ensure that school- and community-based leaders and providers (e.g., teachers, school social workers/counselors, community mental health clinicians) share decision-making to increase efficiency and effectiveness. Also, teams with a wider array of stakeholders, including students and families, will be better positioned to address the shared goals within their school-community, providing a foundation for a nurturing environment that promotes positive social, emotional, and behavioral health for all students and the adults that support them.

An expanded use of data.

Interconnected teams make decisions about how to improve student well-being using school
data (e.g., attendance, grades, discipline data) as well as community data (e.g., poverty, homelessness, domestic violence, substance use). From prevention through intensive, individual interventions, the teams will review relevant school and community data in order to determine the approaches needed to most efficiently meet the needs of all students. For example, a community with increasing rates of incarceration for opioid use may want to invest in prevention-based instruction at Tier 1 that is linked to the health curriculum and specific professional development and coaching (e.g., supports and services available for families) for staff who are facilitating Tier 3 Wraparound interventions.

**Team-based selection of all evidence based practices.**

Within an MTSS, teams use formal processes for selecting a continuum of evidence-based practices based on likelihood of desired impact on identified needs. An integrated framework expands this formal process for selection of evidence-based practices to include the use of both school and community data in this process and to purposefully include all clinical services/interventions in the team selection process. This may be a change for school personnel who may not be experienced in the use of community data to select school-based interventions. This may also be a change for community mental health clinicians who may not be used to selecting their mental health interventions through a team process that includes educators.

**Using comprehensive screening for early identification.**

PBIS implementers may be using office discipline referral data, as well as, attendance and grades to identify students at-risk of school failure. Over the past decade, an increasing number of schools have begun a formal screening beyond these data points to better identify students at the first sign of need. In the ISF, districts are encouraged to adopt a structured and comprehensive universal screening for uncovering internalizing, as well as, externalizing needs of children and youth within a community. Rather than having a separate screening process for mental health needs, an integrated screening process includes early indication of anxiety, depression, impact from a traumatic life experience, substance misuse, as well as, conduct problems.

An important component of comprehensive universal screening is that all adults who work with children and youth, including teachers and other school staff, understand mental health challenges, how to recognize them, and what to do if they are concerned. Therefore, a related feature to ensuring early access is the availability of one clear and simple process for teachers, families, and students to request assistance with behavioral/mental health needs. This will likely be a change in the way of work for schools that have typically used separate referral pathways for needs viewed as behavioral verses needs perceived as mental health issues. Creating one pathway for access to interventions, regard-
Tracking fidelity and impact.

Often schools implementing PBIS track fidelity and outcomes for behavioral interventions across tiers while interventions delivered by mental health clinicians may be monitored separately, differently and, in many cases, with less rigor. In an integrated system, interventions for anxiety, depression, trauma, and substance abuse are monitored for fidelity as well as outcomes, following the same standards and rigor as applied to reading and behavior interventions. School-based teams benefit from having clinicians on the team as they provide additional expertise and are able to explicitly describe and help design a broader array of behavioral/mental health interventions. An integrated team is better positioned to identify the most efficient method for assessing fidelity and the effectiveness of each intervention. For example, when delivering a Tier II intervention designed to reduce trauma-induced behaviors (e.g., fight, flight or freeze responses), the team would discuss the critical features of the intervention per relevant research and design a fidelity checklist for clinicians to use as a self-assessment of the accuracy of their intervention delivery. Monitoring the effectiveness of the intervention can be supported by a classroom-based daily progress report that captures data of student skill fluency in natural settings. (Specifics of these progress monitoring routines are described in Chapters 4 and 5.)

Professional development: Training, coaching, and performance feedback.

School-and community-employed mental health staff traditionally receive different professional development based on their job role. For example, teachers typically have not had access to information about mental health conditions such as anxiety and depression, and mental health clinicians working in schools are not typically versed in Tier 1 or lower level Tier 2 interventions associated with PBIS. Although coaching to build fluency with skills has become common in typical PBIS implementation, coaching to fluency in delivery of interventions delivered by clinicians in co-located systems is less common. In an interconnected system, education and mental health staff receive professional development around the expanded continuum of behavioral/mental health interventions with the ongoing coaching and technical assistance needed to implement interventions accurately. Additionally, blended professional development on team operating procedures, data-informed decision-making, and related MTSS skills is provided for all staff in an interconnected system.

Applying the Stages of Implementation for Successful and Sustainable Systems

As previously discussed, PBIS utilizes the logic of implementation science which calls for recognition of the current status of where stakeholders are in the process of change with an eye towards what comes next (Fixsen, et al., 2005). Aligning and integrating school mental health
within the PBIS framework follows the same logic. However, applying the stages of implementation of innovations, like the ISF, is not a linear process, but rather a process that is iterative in nature and involves continuous quality improvement (Fixsen et al., 2009). Education and mental health systems are dynamic and often include challenges associated with frequent changes in staff, policies, and priorities. The remaining chapters provide guidance for ongoing analysis of system structures and data resources that allow leaders to make decisions about alignment and integration, possibly eliminating the need to create new structures.

The remaining chapters of this monograph are organized around the stages of implementation necessary for successful and sustainable systems change. Readers can progress through this monograph based on the current status of their system, choosing to focus on specific action steps linked to the priorities in their state/region, district, or school. Table 2.1 summarizes the stages of implementation and provides operational definitions and ISF illustrations. This visual is intended to help implementers of the ISF process consider readiness for an integrated approach (Exploration/Adoption), resources and structures necessary to support implementation (Installation), initial implementation steps following training (Initial Implementation), and integration and fluency with the innovation among the majority of stakeholders (Full Implementation). Planning for sustainability is part of initial and on-going dialogue and action planning. Table 2.1 also includes tools for support that will be described with access to each tool in the upcoming chapters.
## Table 2.1: Stages of Implementation with ISF Illustration (adapted from Fixsen et al., 2005)

### Exploration/Adoption

*During this stage, a team assesses the needs of the district and explores and selects evidence based practice(s) to meet the identified needs while also assessing the readiness to implement (e.g. financial, political, resources).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISF Illustration</th>
<th>Tools for Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Leadership team reviews current PBIS implementation and SMH efforts to determine needs and fit for an ISF. After fit is determined, team conducts assessment of readiness to implement. | • District Systems Fidelity Inventory (DSFI)  
• PBIS Implementation Blueprint  
• NIRN Hexagon Tool |

### Installation

*During this stage, a team allocates or repurposes resources to support the implementation of new initiatives, practices or programs. Resources include staffing, training, funding, evaluation systems, and coaching.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISF Illustration</th>
<th>Tools for Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The leadership team is expanded by establishing community partnerships. The expanded team creates a shared vision and identifies team operating procedures (e.g. schedule, action planning process). The expanded leadership team will also conduct resource mapping, establish a professional development plan, and define an evaluation plan.</td>
<td>• ISF Leadership Installation Guide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Initial Implementation

*This is referred to as the ‘fragile’ or ‘awkward’ stage of implementation when staff are beginning to implement changes.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISF Illustration</th>
<th>Tools for Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Enhancing the core features of multi-tiered system of support (MTSS) begins. This includes a plan for: professional development on the ISF; implementation of features; and, monitoring the continuum of evidence based interventions, including those used to support mental health needs. | • Tiered Fidelity Inventory – Action Planning Companion Guide  
• ISF Implementation Inventory |

### Full Implementation

*When practices become the norm and are integrated into policy and procedure. Practitioners are implementing with proficiency, leadership is supporting implementation needs, and stakeholders have adapted to innovation.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISF Illustration</th>
<th>Tools for Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sites are implementing with fidelity and outcome data is demonstrating improvements.</td>
<td>• ISF Implementation Inventory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pursuing multiple innovations to improve student outcomes is a common practice within education and other child-serving organizations. The impetus for adding initiatives or changing program/curricula direction, often as part of system transformation, may result from new leadership entering the system; a newly recognized need within the community (e.g., response to community opioid crisis); a natural disaster such as a hurricane, fire, school shooting; or a large scale national trauma such as 9/11 (Weist et al., 2002). Additionally, securing a new grant or funding source may spur state and local school systems to adopt new initiatives or programs. When approaching change through an implementation lens, it is important to consider ways to align and integrate new initiatives/programs with existing initiatives. Implementing a new initiative/program separately from existing initiatives/programs may lead to an inefficient use of resources, an overburden on educators, and inconsistent, fragmented approaches to common issues (see Technical Guide for Alignment, National Technical Assistance Center on Positive Behavior Interventions and Support, 2017).

Recently, the mounting evidence about the unmet mental health needs of children and youth (Merikangas et al., 2010) has prompted schools and communities to explore a more effective way of preventing and responding to student behavioral/mental health needs. Recognizing the potential problems associated with duplication and splintering of efforts, increased attention is being focused on integrating school and community resources into a single system of delivery (Eber, Weist, & Barrett, 2013). An additional stimulus for exploring the benefits of interconnecting behavioral/mental health and education systems is the recent influx of state and federal funds and priorities to increase the presence of mental health clinicians in schools in response to school safety and related concerns about ensuring mental health support for all students. This includes a range of programs under President Obama’s Now is the Time initiative, Remarks on Gun Violence, including Project Prevent, Project Aware, Safe Schools/Healthy Students, and School Climate Transformation grants (Obama, 2013). Organizations are increasingly recognizing that, although more clinically trained staff are needed, it is not sufficient to merely add staff without changing system structures to ensure effectiveness.

Regardless of the motivation for change, it is essential that organizations invest in an exploration process to ensure (a) the proposed new approach or initiative is a good fit with identified needs, and (b) that the structures are in place to support implementation efforts that
will produce a measurable impact. This chapter describes the exploration process with regards to the ISF at a state or district level. The assessment of current partnerships, related initiatives, and the potential impact of such a change within schools and communities are addressed through this process. Supportive resources and tools are described and a state and district case example of exploration and adoption of an ISF are included.

The ISF Exploration Process

The purpose of the exploration phase, as defined by Fixsen et al., (2005), is to assess the match between innovation and consumer need. During this phase, key leaders convene to evaluate needs and examine current systems, practices, and resources to ensure the innovation can fit the unique context of the organizations/community being served and whether implementation is feasible. When exploring the interconnecting of mental health and PBIS, key leaders in the school and community organization(s) are brought together to consider the potential benefit of applying an ISF to improve shared goals. During exploration, these leaders will invest in learning more about each other’s current approaches and how the adoption of an ISF would impact existing agreements and routines within and among the various partner agencies.

The exploration process is team driven and involves the following steps (a) establish an exploration team, (b) examine current partnerships, (c) assess the impact of existing initiatives or programs (d) develop a shared understanding of the ISF, and (e) determine benefit and decide to adopt or not. Although all entities should address these steps during exploration they may occur in a different order, and with varying degrees of intensity, depending on local context that may impact the transformation process. For example, the exploration process of an ISF with a state education agency (SEA) or local education agency (LEA) where the PBIS framework for organizing evidence-based interventions is in place may look different than the exploration process in systems where the PBIS framework is not in place. Table 3.1 provides examples of coaching questions that may be helpful as a facilitator guides leaders through the exploration process.

Table 3.1: Exploration Steps and Examples of Guiding Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Coaching Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Establish an exploration team</td>
<td>• Do you have an existing district leadership team?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Examining current partnerships</td>
<td>• Do you have family or community partners on your team?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Assessing related initiatives</td>
<td>• What existing agreements do you have with community partners?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establish shared understanding of the ISF</td>
<td>• What is current status of MTSS structures/implementation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Determine benefit and decide to adopt or not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 1: Establish an Exploration Team

The exploration process begins with critical leaders, typically from education, reaching out to similar leaders from mental health and other child-serving agencies, to form an executive level exploration team. It should be noted that this process could be initiated by another system, such as the mental health system. Team members are typically key opinion leaders with knowledge about the current status of behavioral and mental health initiatives being used within their organization(s) and the larger organizational structures that influence implementation efforts (e.g., key policies, budget priorities). This exploration team might be a subset of a larger multi-disciplinary team assigned to determine need, examine resources, assess stakeholder buy-in, and determine if adoption of an interconnected system is feasible and desired. At a local level, a school board, superintendent, leaders from a mental health or other youth-serving system, or mayor’s office would likely designate the composition of this group. This may be in response to a recent or high-profile data point such as increased suicide attempts or completions, spikes in unemployment, or increased gang activity. As the team discusses and deliberates the potential of moving to a single system of delivery within schools, new members may be added to better reflect the partnering organizations or other critical leaders necessary for a comprehensive community approach.

As the exploration team moves forward, it may be useful to include a person knowledgeable about the ISF and the MTSS features inherent in the PBIS framework that guides the ISF. This person could be a local leader, a PBIS Coach, or someone from outside the school or community system. Some groups have found it helpful to have an outside facilitator to support the team as they move through the exploration phase and into adopting a new course of action. For example, in Milton, PA, school district leaders reviewed their Pennsylvania Youth Survey (PAYS) (2018) data and noticed increases in suicidal ideation, feelings of depression, use of substances, and reports of bullying and harassment. In response to these findings, they reached out to the McDowell Institute for Teacher Excellence in Positive Behavior Support to access facilitators with experience in systems change efforts specific to youth mental health at the community level. The facilitators helped the team explore how an expanded system of delivery, within their existing PBIS framework, could help them address the issue(s) of concern, ideally documented with measurable data. The remaining sections in this chapter highlight several tools and resources to assist teams in exploring the potential benefits of using the ISF approach.

Step 2: Examining Current Partnerships

Exploring an ISF approach involves discussions about the impact of a shift to a single system of delivery for the potential partners, with a range of relevant dimensions including policy and financing, and reviewing and adjusting job descriptions for key staff. An essential step in this process is to examine the existing partnerships and facilitate conversations about
what would be different, including allocation of resources and potential organizational barriers that would need to be addressed. For example, education systems are likely to have some level of existing partnerships with outside agencies and organizations addressing the mental health needs of families and student in the community. There may be a state level children’s cabinet or, at the county level, a community behavioral health team. These teams typically include partners from various child-serving systems such as education, social services, behavioral/mental health, and justice. Often, some of the organizations may already have formal processes in place that include contracts or working agreements. However, the existing team may not be engaged in conversations about organizational change and may not have the authority required to change operations to manage the increased needs of the community. Notably, when these groups come together, for example, to pursue a federal grant, there is often a level of collaboration already established that may help to propel the initiative forward.

As the exploration team examines the status of these existing partnerships, it may be helpful to meet with school teams and partner agencies that are providing supports to learn first-hand how these arrangements and service contracts are functioning and the extent to which the current partnerships are demonstrating a positive impact for youth. Interview sessions with stakeholders and “listening tours” with educators, students, community partners, and families/caregivers can provide an important view of how the overall system is performing across all levels of operation. For example, a district or school that has used the previously mentioned (Chapter 2) SHAPE system (Connors, et al., 2016) to assess the status of their current SMH program(s) might use the results to further examine existing partnerships, and other features of the current mental health system that may be impacted by a change to a single system of delivery. The exploration team can use results from this assessment to inform recommendations for improvement and suggestions for identifying schools that may be ready to improve or expand current efforts.

**Reviewing existing service contracts.**

If the system has current contracts, working agreements, or Memorandum(s) of Understanding (MOUs), the exploration team will need to study specific arrangements and language within the contractual agreements to identify what may be different if PBIS and mental health systems are integrated. For example, some schools may not have external community providers who come into their school but may have a system for referring children and youth to community agencies. Others may have contracts with mental health clinicians who provide interventions to a caseload of students in a co-located model. This information helps the exploration team to identify how the current system defines and funds roles and functions of clinical staff in schools, perhaps revealing strengths and possible barriers to blending the service delivery of school and community employed clinicians. This process can help the team identify potential improvements that could result from moving to an integrated system where mental health
providers contribute to system development and progress monitoring of all interventions by participating in school-based teams. For example, an existing partnership agreement may include funding to support additional behavioral health staff to be placed at school sites with the commitment from schools to provide office space. However, if the agreement does not explicitly state the role of the staff as part of the system, the team will need to explore how to fund participation on teams across the tiers. Another important dimension to consider is whether MOUs specify funding to the behavioral/mental health system for clinician placement in schools. Such funding is foundational to effective partnerships (e.g., the clinician is an active member on the PBIS team, and involved in Tier 1 and Tier 2 programming), as without it, clinicians may retract to a co-located model related to fee-for-service pressure (Weist, Paternite, Wheatley-Rowe, & Gall, 2009).

**Step 3: Assessing Related Initiatives**

To explore the need and desire to interconnect systems, the exploration team needs to understand all existing initiatives related to social, emotional, and behavioral health both in the school and community. This usually begins with educators (ideally in collaboration with mental health system partners) developing an inventory of efforts currently in place within the school system and then expanding the list to include related efforts underway in the broader community. Part of this assessment involves identifying the extent to which fidelity and impact are being measured to determine whether or not the initiatives are having the desired effects. A preliminary review of this inventory can reveal strengths and opportunities for improvement through a transition to an integrated system. Questions that can be addressed through this dialogue include (a) are current interventions being evaluated with enough rigor to know if the resource allocation is producing measurable student outcomes? and, (b) are vulnerable student populations (e.g., students of color and students with disabilities) experiencing benefits from current efforts? As the potential impact of interconnecting all mental health and education initiatives is explored, the team may begin to address the feasibility of interconnecting related initiatives more specifically. For example, can social-emotional competencies be taught directly to students in the classroom through Tier 1 implementation of PBIS? Is bully-prevention instruction clearly embedded in the PBIS Tier 1 curriculum to ensure clarity and efficiency for teachers?

**A Key Question**

*Are current interventions being evaluated with enough rigor to know if the resource allocation is producing measurable student outcomes?*

The assessment of current initiatives often includes asking the team to consider moving away from the notion that “more is better” and focus on a smaller number of initiatives that prioritize a direct impact on agreed upon needs. A tool that can be used to guide the team’s review...
of current behavioral/mental health initiatives is the Technical Guide for Alignment (National Technical Assistance Center on Positive Behavior Interventions and Support, 2017). The purpose of the technical guide is to provide a structured alignment process with concrete steps to assist leaders as they examine current practices across educational and other youth-serving units and systems (e.g., instruction, special education, mental health, justice). It guides teams to consider the extent to which current practices are implemented with fidelity and produce meaningful academic and social/emotional/behavioral outcomes, with a focus on the support systems needed to select, install, and implement new practices. The exploration team can use the Alignment Worksheet in Appendix B of the previously mentioned Technical Guide to complete the crosswalk process described above, and uncover areas of concern that can be addressed through applying the ISF to connect all school and community initiatives related to mental health/behavior. The Alignment Worksheet directs the team to list similar initiatives and answer a series of questions related to lead division/organization, the population served, research base, and evaluation. The team may learn that there are no fidelity measures or it may find that each organization uses its own data system to track fidelity and impact. These findings will be significant as the leadership team moves through exploration, and possible adoption, of an ISF. This analysis of initiatives can be used later to guide an action plan with specific recommendations for efficiency, sustainability, and more significant impact. As the team considers using an innovation like the ISF to build an integrated model, the team will need more information and a deeper understanding of what an ISF will involve.

Step 4: Establish Shared Understanding of the ISF

At this point, the team has focused on examining the current system and conducting an internal review by sharing data, listening to stakeholders, and analyzing current partner agreements. The team has considered areas of strength, areas for improvement, and has had conversations to determine if the system is ready to move to a single system for supporting behavioral/mental health through schools. The team also needs to ensure that all partners have a shared understanding of an interconnected system of PBIS and mental health in schools, including the implementation process and effort required to establish a standard way of work among educators and their community partners. Often teams place value on the innovation without considering the capacity of the system to undertake the innovation. It is wise to invest time discussing how the change fits with existing initiatives, existing policy, and how professional learning is consistent with adult learning research. One approach to developing a shared understanding of the ISF is to increase fluency with implementation science by studying the PBIS Implementation Blueprint (Center on PBIS, Oct 2015). This Blueprint provides foundational content and descriptions of the key elements of PBIS implementation as depicted in Figure 3.1. The National Technical Assistance Center’s PBIS.
Building fluency with the PBIS framework.

The PBIS framework was selected as the foundation of the ISF as PBIS is an established large scale implementation effort with well documented effects (Horner, Sugai, & Fixsen, 2017). The critical elements of this successful framework are described in the The PBIS Implementation Blueprint and can be used to guide the exploration team through a deeper understanding of the elements associated with sustainable implementation. We recommend that the key leaders engaged in the exploration use the PBIS Implementation Blueprint as a guide to obtain a

District Systems Fidelity Inventory (DSFI)\(^7\) (OSEP Center on PBIS, 2019) to assess the current status of PBIS within the district. (For state-level teams, a PBIS State Systems Fidelity Inventory (SSFI)\(^8\) (Center on PBIS, 2019) is also available.)

Figure 3.1: PBIS Implementation Elements
consistent interpretation of what they would be working toward, and to ensure full comprehension of the framework for possible adoption. To accomplish this, the exploration team may want to begin developing a glossary of terms anchored to the critical elements outlined in the PBIS Implementation Blueprint to organize their dialogue for decision-making about potential benefit and adoption.

The heart of the framework is the leadership team. Within an ISF, this is a multi-agency leadership team fully inclusive of key stakeholder groups with authority to make the organizational change (Splett et al., 2017). Through facilitated dialogue, the exploration team can become familiar with the critical elements essential to the functioning of the PBIS framework and how these features are defined within an ISF. The executive functions, highlighted in blue in Figure 3.1, include stakeholder engagement, funding and alignment, policy, and workforce capacity. The task for the exploration team is to pursue a full understanding of how these critical elements of the PBIS framework are further defined with the integration of mental health within this framework. For example, stakeholder engagement involves actively involving all partners in shared goal setting and policy development to support a new way of work. When integrating mental health through an ISF, stakeholders will go beyond school boards, families, and politicians, and include representation from community mental health providers and mental health advocacy groups. It will be essential, to establish goals and policies, and to engage a wide range of stakeholders (e.g., teachers, youth, family members) in sharing perceptions and disseminating information.

The funding and alignment aspect of adopting an ISF will involve a review of current financing of all behavioral and mental health efforts with a dialogue about what would need to change to interconnect the staff and services of education and community agencies. Will the targeted agencies be willing to engage in this process including the development of a 3-5 year budget to install and initially implement the interconnected system in a designated number of demonstration schools, with additional school sites being added in increments? The shared funding plan typically involves reallocation of existing resources to allow more flexibility and will need to move from short-term funding streams to stable institutional funding streams to support long-term investment and sustainability of a merged system. Within an ISF, the exploration team seeks to understand how all participants, including educators and community-based agency leaders, will be involved in reviewing existing funding and service contracts to identify possible reallocation of resources and/or different sources of financial support.

The exploration team will also have to consider that an ISF will need to become part of the organizational policy in both the school and community organization. This will involve an executive leadership team investing in mapping existing initiatives and making recommendations and decisions regarding the alignment of all related behavioral/mental health initiatives/programs. For example, trauma-informed practices and restorative justice practices would
need to be integrated across the tiers of support. Interventions delivered by community-employed clinicians would also be blended across tiers and monitored by teams with the same rigor as those provided by school personnel. Current approaches or initiatives that are not compatible with the framework may need to be discontinued.

*Workforce capacity* is the *PBIS Implementation Blueprint* element that guides decisions around personnel, roles of staff, and allocation of time. Within an ISF, this will include dialogue around the changing roles of clinicians. For example, what will it entail to have a community-based mental health provider on a Tier 1 team? How is that clinician’s role defined on the team and how do they work with existing school clinicians in this role? How could the role of school counselors, school psychologists, school social workers and other staff with behavioral expertise (e.g., special educators) change within an ISF where all interventions are selected and monitored through one set of behavioral/mental health teams in schools?

The critical elements outlined in green in Figure 3.1 are the state and district-level implementation elements that are directly related to building capacity through accurate and consistent support of the school sites as they prepare to put the ISF into practice. The implementation features the exploration team needs to develop an understanding of are: *training, coaching, evaluation and performance feedback*. The leadership team should discuss what is involved in building the capacity of school and agency personnel to work together in teams across tiers of support and with specific evidence-based interventions that are guided by rigorous evaluation of fidelity and outcomes.

Within an ISF, the team should have discussions about the need for an integrated professional development plan and the possible impact on existing district and agency efforts. For example, the executive team will need to make sure school and community mental health personnel are brought together for training events to ensure all partners become fluent with the teaming functions and implementation of behavioral/mental health across all tiers. Staff from both education and mental health should be included in a plan for developing internal training capacity. In addition, the executive/exploration team should discuss the importance of coaching support as part of the overall professional development plan as this feature is essential to building capacity for accurate implementation in the school sites (Gunderson et al, 2018). Some of the considerations within an ISF include whether they will use existing PBIS coaches and expand their roles to make sure they are aligned with an integrated behavioral/mental health approach. It is recommended that the mental health agencies also identify personnel who will partner with the school-based coaches to ensure consistency within the single system of delivery.

The exploration dialogue of the *evaluation and performance feedback* element includes assessing current school-based data systems, evaluation schedules, reporting process on both fidelity and outcome data, and established feedback loops between the site-based teams and the district team. Within an ISF, this dialogue
will include discussions around extending this comprehensive evaluation system to include the use of mental health screening tools, community data, and an expanded evaluation plan that includes mental health indicators.

As previously mentioned, the facilitator of this dialogue should be a person versed in implementation science, the PBIS framework, and how the ISF is uniquely defined when expanding PBIS to include a broader continuum of mental health supports integrated into the schools. This broad array of skills may require 2 people working in partnership as a facilitator of the exploration dialogue. Individuals facilitating this process should engage the exploration team in dialogue around the description of each element and be able to provide examples of what it looks like within an ISF. For example, workforce capacity within an ISF includes dialogue around how the roles of clinicians will change as they become active team members on system teams across tiers. As information is uncovered during the process of exploration, leaders will be required to synthesize new information quickly, and transfer knowledge and translate key findings to other stakeholder groups. This knowledge translation process will be critical to securing buy in and support for investing in a new way of work (Kamasak, Yavuz, & Atluntus, 2016).

Additional resources.

Additional resources that describe and illustrate the ISF are available to support the efforts of the exploration team. These resources describe and illustrate the ISF and include publications, recorded webinars, presentation materials, and implementation tools. For example, a 2017 ISF brief, *Aligning and Integrating Mental Health and PBIS* (Perales et al., 2017) describes the ISF as an alignment process, with concrete examples that may help the exploration team process including establishing communication across stakeholder groups. Recorded webinars that may be useful for exploration include: a basic overview of an ISF; potential stakeholder engagement; and potential barriers such as funding and confidentiality. The exploration team can view *recorded webinars* to provide a more comprehensive understanding of how the ISF process is different and how leaders within the organization(s) are key to the success of integration.

*Step 5: Determine Benefit and Decide to Adopt or Not*

The exploration team has examined current partnerships, assessed the structure and impact of existing initiatives/programs, and developed a shared understanding of an ISF and related tools. Once this work is completed, they are ready to determine benefit and decide to adopt or not. If the exploration team determines there is a high degree of compatibility and shared values, they will be in a position to move forward and coalesce around a shared vision. They can then begin a discussion about adoption and the level of formality needed to move forward with connecting and expanding their behavioral/mental health efforts through a single system.

The adoption process involves making recommendations to and securing buy-in from broader stakeholder groups including executive leaders in education, mental health and other...
As mental health organizations shift how they operate within schools, they may need guidance during the exploration/adopter, installation, and initial implementation phases. A Mental Health Agency Checklist has been developed to address the potential changes that clinicians and leadership will make as they move towards a single system of service delivery. This tool identifies key areas, such as shared decision making and team-based problem solving, which will be supported by identified coaches from the provider agency. Leaders from the mental health agency can complete this checklist quarterly throughout the installation process in order to ensure the organization fully supports an integrated approach.

The expanded district/community leadership team identifies and articulates the initial scale of installation, typically focused on demonstration sites, and develops a plan for moving system-wide. For example, a state level leadership team may decide to install the ISF in 3-4 districts that are implementing PBIS and want to address more significant mental health needs within their structures. Alternately, a state may decide to install an ISF as an expanded version of PBIS, including local mental health partners, in districts who have not yet installed PBIS. A cadre of state-level PBIS trainers and coordinators, supported by one or more federal grants could be allocated to support these installation efforts in demonstration districts. At a district level, the leadership team may choose to have 3-5 schools, supported by one community mental health agency serve as their demonstration sites with coaching support from both the district and the mental health agency.
Initial implementation at demonstration sites is closely monitored and supported. The experiences and lessons learned will inform any necessary changes to training and coaching plans, evaluation tools, and procedures. Essential to this iterative process is an ongoing feedback loop between demonstration sites, coaches, and the district leadership team. The initial scale of adoption will inform coaching and training needs. Further, the leadership team will define partnerships and MOUs when the decision is made to adopt an ISF. The initial action plan developed by the team at the time of adoption should be focused on 1-3 years of goals with action steps for at least one year. Overall, the team should create a timeline for the next 3-5 years, with overall investment in an ISF extending beyond 10 years.

Chapter 4 describes installation steps that may include the expansion of the Leadership Team, including the identification of additional partners and stakeholders. As stakeholders are identified and communication and collaboration procedures are developed, teams can potentially identify more/different resources to support the installation of an integrated system. The executive functions of funding, policy, systems alignment, and workforce capacity will need continuous focus as they are critical to ensuring initial and sustainable capacity to support implementation. Chapter 4 continues from installation of key system structures to initial implementation at the District/Community Level. Initial implementation includes defining professional development, coaching, and evaluation structures necessary to support an expanded behavioral/mental health system in schools. This includes further discussion of an action plan that ensures that the implementation drivers (e.g., professional development, coaching, evaluation, performance feedback, behavioral/mental health expertise) are installed and revised as needed.

The following section provides a case study to illustrate how a state agency engaged in the process of exploring options for implementing comprehensive behavioral/mental health support for students across the state. Following the state example is a local district/community example to describe how the process unfolds in a symmetrical process. Throughout the remainder of this monograph, other examples are provided to illustrate how state, regional, district, and local school systems have progressed through the various stages of implementation during their journey with the ISF.

A State’s Journey through Exploring and Adopting the ISF

In the first monograph (Barrett, Eber, & Weist, 2013), early adopters of the ISF were featured at the school, district, and state level.
Pennsylvania was one of the states highlighted as an exemplar in the exploration/adoption and installation of an ISF. The organic process in Pennsylvania continues to be representative of what exploration/adoption may look like at a state level.

In the mid-2000s, a diverse group of stakeholders in Pennsylvania came together to discuss shared priorities related to behavioral health. The group included family advocates; behavioral health providers; educators from early childhood, school age, and higher education; leaders in health, human services, and justice; and managed care organizations. Some of the participants had previously collaborated on projects and had a shared commitment to improving the behavioral health and wellness for children, youth, and families. This shared commitment was due in part to feedback from families, educators, and behavioral health providers that outcomes for children were either inadequate or not being monitored for impact and fidelity. Also, one of the original issues the group coalesced around was the number of students who were placed out of their homeschool into more restrictive educational or mental health placements. These issues led the group to begin exploring the status of existing efforts to improve the behavioral, social, emotional and mental health outcomes for students. The team found that the educational and mental health initiatives and systems were not effective in meeting student needs due to limited collaboration, overlap in services, and lack of focus on fidelity and outcomes of services.

Leaders in the Department of Education (DOE) were familiar with PBIS and aware of some movement toward better integrating school mental health. As a result, the Department of Education began to explore various innovations that would advance their shared commitment to improving behavioral health and wellness for children, youth, and families. PBIS was among the innovations explored by the team of multi-system stakeholders. Concerns were expressed that PBIS application would emphasize a focus on the education system only and not other child-serving systems. The group wanted to ensure cross-system collaboration that would impact children, youth, and families across the life domains of home, school, and community. This led to the exploration of an ISF, which appealed to the group because of the effectiveness of the PBIS framework and the possibility to expand upon the framework to include mental health support and other providers and interventions. Their exploration process led to a shared understanding of the ISF and a team decision to form a Community of Practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) to guide and support the adoption and installation process of an ISF.

Community of Practice
As defined by the IDEA Partnership (2014), is a group of professionals who care deeply about a common issue and decide to work together voluntarily to improve practice related to that issue.

The Pennsylvania Community of Practice (CoP) on School Based Behavioral Health was established in 2007. Convened through the Bureau of Special Education, the CoP includes...
the State Departments of Education, Health, and Human Services. In addition, advocacy groups, behavioral health providers, managed care organizations, universities, and other private groups participated in the CoP. This affiliated network has braided funding and resources, including designated employees of various agencies, who carry out the goals and objectives of the group. Operating with a Systems of Care Philosophy (Stroul, Blau, & Friedman, 2010), shared decision making and input from all members is valued equally. Moving forward from their decision to adopt an ISF as their way of work, the CoP developed an action plan that would address their shared priorities.

During the exploration/adoption phase, the Pennsylvania CoP developed a shared understanding of their new way of working together and began the process of establishing their executive leadership team. This team is made up of organizational leaders with authority to leverage resources, including the allocation of staff for an implementation team for state-wide scale-up of PBIS, nested within an ISF. The leadership team used the PBIS Implementer’s Blueprint to organize the agenda of their meetings. Working through a sub-committee structure, the group focuses on visibility, political support, policy, funding, and personnel readiness. The leadership team also established a three-year action plan that outlined the priorities of the CoP. The goals outlined in the action plan included: 1) install the PBIS framework in both early childhood and school settings (i.e., Program-wide and School-wide PBIS); 2) align and integrate PBIS and Systems of Care to form a single sys-
tem for social, emotional, behavioral health for all children, youth, and families; 3) provide professional development to school employed staff; and; 4) develop a continuum of practices linked to both mental health literacy and suicide prevention strategies.

**District Exploration and Adoption**

Leaders in the Scranton (PA) School District, featured in the first volume of this monograph series (Barrett et al., 2013), began exploring options to better meet the rising need for mental health supports for students in 2008. As part of their exploration process, district leaders made outreach to county leaders who had oversight of the mental health system to establish an exploration team. This newly formed stakeholder group began to explore current partnerships and service delivery. They discovered that multiple mental health providers came into the schools to work individually with identified students in a narrowly defined way. For example, some students received support from a clinician for a specific amount of time (e.g., one hour per week). Other students received support from a practitioner (Bachelor Degree) on skill instruction or behavior redirection for a set time frame (e.g., ten hours per week) based on presenting problem. There was little communication or collaboration with school staff and desired outcomes were not achieved.

The group began to explore options that included expanding school-based partial hospitalizations or opening an alternative school. The district knew they wanted the new model to provide mental health support and also knew that they did not want the new model to result in an increase in restrictive placements. County leaders encouraged the adoption and installation of PBIS by the district. Simultaneously, they committed to bring together a group of stakeholders to use an integrated model to maximize impact, rather than continuing to try to meet all student needs through individualized support. Based on their acquired understanding of an integrated system, the team decided to adopt the ISF as the framework to guide the work.

Once an ISF was adopted, the exploration team was modified into an executive leadership team and began defining systems to support a new way of work. The managed care organization, in partnership with county stakeholders, educators, and mental health providers began developing an ISF, as their new way to ensure more comprehensive mental health services to children, youth, and families/caregivers within schools, the home, and community. The Scranton School District was one of the first to partner with the managed care organization to install the new model, using the PBIS framework to promote improved school climate and culture and focus on prevention, and early intervention. The mental health agency, recognizing the added value in working through a fully integrated system, agreed to have clinicians participate in the school teaming model to improve communication and collaboration with the schools. This new partnership allowed all involved to better support students, families and caregivers identified as needing higher levels of intervention and support. Together, by operating through an ISF, they were able to produce improved outcomes for their students including reductions in highly restrictive placements.
While the change was occurring at the LEA level in the Scranton School District, a similar change was happening at the state level that created conditions conducive for school districts and regional education agencies to move forward with more integrated approaches for planning comprehensive supports. As stated above, for this work to occur at the local level, there had to be a change in policy and funding structures from the state department of human services. In this instance, leaders at the local and regional level were able to leverage support because similar conversations were happening at the state level around the notion of better supporting the social, emotional, and behavioral health of all children, youth, and families. What emerged has been a now longstanding commitment to school behavioral health within Pennsylvania.
CHAPTER FOUR

Installing an Interconnected System at the District/Community Level

Ideally, adopting and installing an interconnected system involves layered implementation from the state, to the local level with state systems modeling and supporting district level structures. Districts then organize the partnerships and administrative components needed to guide and ensure effective integration at each school building. Many states also use regional or county structures for providing support to districts engaged in the integration of PBIS and mental health. As described in previous chapters, state, district and school teams benefit from this symmetry across organizational levels as consistent policy, funding, systems alignment, and workforce structures support a solid foundation for sustainable change. Because the unit of implementation of an ISF is most transformative at the local level, the remainder of this monograph will detail the installation process at the district/community and school levels. Implementers who have a role at the regional or state level can extrapolate the concepts presented for district/community leaders and apply the logic and the tools within their systems.

This chapter describes the process of integrating PBIS, mental health, and related social-emotional-behavioral initiatives at the district/community level. Coaches and leaders are guided through the installation of interconnected features the following five steps: (a) develop a district/community executive leadership team; (b) assess the current status of mental health and PBIS systems in the district/community; (c) reach team consensus on a mission statement; (d) establish team procedures and routines; and (e) establish action planning to support demonstration sites. This chapter also includes an ISF District Leadership Installation Guide which is designed for use by facilitators and coaches who are supporting district/community leaders to customize the integration of PBIS and school mental health to fit the unique context and culture of their community. Description of features, installation steps, guiding questions and an action plan template are included in the Installation Guide.

Installation

The purpose of the installation phase is to allocate or reallocate resources to initiate innovation. People who have the authority to allocate resources are identified, awareness activities are taking place and analysis of roles, functions and overall organizational structure is carefully examined.
The installation process leads to a comprehensive action plan, outlining the activities for the integration of district/community effort into an interconnected system of behavior/mental health. These actions will typically include a new or revised Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that defines the roles and functions of the parties involved, and a funding plan that articulates how partners operate within the system. The action plan considers organizational structures that influence the way the child/youth-serving agencies, school systems, and other key stakeholders work together to promote a culture of wellness. Figure 4.1 illustrates the steps of the installation process and the intended outcomes that can be accomplished using the Installation Guide.

This chapter also provides explicit descriptions of the installation process, including tools and examples that can support teams in developing an action plan. The action plan should include strategies that build on the strengths of the community, its schools, and other child/youth-serving systems.

Figure 4.1: The ISF Installation Process
The ISF Installation Process

Step 1: Establish a District/Community Executive Leadership Team

As described in Chapter 2, the development of an interconnected system of behavioral/mental health in schools should be initiated and led by executive-level leadership from education, mental health, and other partnering agencies. Adopting a truly integrated way of working involves organizational change, requiring active leadership from those with authority to change policy, braid funding streams and re-position personnel and procedures at the school level. Including family members and community partners expand the focus and provides a more significant opportunity to incorporate local culture thus ensuring decisions that reflect a relative context.

Moving from the exploration team described in Chapter 3 to an established district/community leadership team involves setting up formal structures for (a) meeting regularly with key stakeholders, (b) continuously assessing the extent to which systems are efficient and effective, and (c) allocating or repositioning resources as needed to achieve maximum impact on student outcomes. The development of an integrated leadership structure should reflect the local context by building on existing strengths. For example, many districts have an executive-level team that supports their PBIS implementation; a viable strategy is to expand this team to include community partners and family/youth representatives. Other districts may have an interagency partner who provides mental health services to school age children, and recognizes limitations of conventional co-located models (e.g., only Tier 3 services for some students on some days) and are moving toward an integrated system of delivery. Districts just getting started with PBIS, can prioritize mental health integration from the onset and include family representatives and community partners as they form their first executive leadership team.

Executive-level leadership, including cabinet-level leaders, family, and community members, will need to be engaged in the team as significant changes in organizational practices (e.g., re-position staff, change job descriptions, review policy, and re-allocate funding) are con-
sidered. Developing teams should consider including school board members and other key community leaders who can influence a broader community commitment to reducing stigma and investing resources that support a school-based health and wellness agenda. Although executive level administrators are essential to guide decisions that impact installation, other key stakeholders are also critical to complete the installation process. Building level leaders, program directors, clinical staff, family members, and youth leaders are also needed. Teams should actively seek family and youth membership by ensuring adequate resources (e.g., compensation, training) are designated to support their participation as leaders. Figure 4.2, although not exhaustive, includes stakeholders who should be considered for representation in the developing team.

Once the core team is established, the group can begin to work through the other installation steps. The initial focus will be on studying the existing organizational structures that impact schools’ abilities to adopt an interconnected structure which include: policy, funding, and workforce capacity. This review of the current status will guide the executive team in considering changes to how they create a culture of wellness and prevention for all students and staff, while also responding with targeted and intensive mental health supports to identified students. The team will also consider the logistics of engaging with the first cohort of school sites to learn about the implementation process and continuously refining district-level support. As the team progresses through these steps, members can be added to reflect changing needs and priorities.

Figure 4.1: District Community Leadership Team
Step 2: Assess the Current Status of Mental Health and PBIS Systems in the District

As the district/community leadership team engages in their assessment of existing systems, they may create smaller workgroups to gather more information and share findings with the full team as they move toward action steps. The goal is to establish a shared understanding of (a) the current status of mental health programs and services in schools, (b) the existing relationships between the district and the community mental health system, and (c) the current implementation of the MTSS features discussed in Chapter 2.

Districts and schools can be in various stages of mental health and PBIS implementation and partnerships to begin implementation of an ISF. For example, all schools in a district may be implementing PBIS with fidelity at different tiers, or there could be no schools with PBIS implementation at any tier within the district. Similarly, districts may have MOUs that designate mental health agency clinicians to caseloads of identified students in schools; other districts may have no actual interaction with community agencies but recognize unmet student needs that prompt them to investigate partnering with community providers. All described scenarios and any combination of the situations provide an opportunity for using the steps described in this chapter, customizing to fit the community context and adopting and installing an ISF.

Regardless of the starting point, the leadership team can determine the current level of implementation by considering the following actions: (a) assess existing system structures, (b) review the status of current initiatives related to behavior/mental health, (c) conduct a staff utilization review, and (d) review existing school and community data. These team-based assessments can help the district community leadership team to identify 3-5 priorities that will determine the initial tasks in the action plan. The following section provides a brief description of the processes and resources for these assessment activities.

Step 2a: Assessing current system structures using the PBIS Implementation Blueprint Self-Assessment.

As described in Chapter 3, the PBIS Implementation Blueprint (Center on PBIS, Oct 2015) is designed to further understanding of the structural framework for operating an effective multi-tiered system of support. The exploration team was encouraged to use PBIS Implementation Blueprint to reflect on how their current system works and what specific organizational changes may be needed to move to a single system of behavioral/mental health in schools. Following the decision to adopt the ISF, the district/community leadership team can use the National Technical Assistance Center’s PBIS District Systems Fidelity Inventory (DSFI) (OSEP Center on PBIS, 2019) to assess the current status of PBIS within the district. (For state-level teams, a PBIS State Systems Fidelity Inventory (SSFI) (Center on PBIS, 2019) is also available.) Self-assessment results inform action planning with attention to building organizational capacity to sustain and enhance a multi-tiered system of support. This self-assess-
ment tool can guide the newly formed executive leadership group to create a common language and establish agreements to support an integrated PBIS/mental health approach. Assessing the elements of PBIS implementation will help the team (a) build fluency with core features of PBIS, (b) build consensus by discussing and rating the implementation status of the current system, (c) explain how to better integrate and align efforts, and (d) prioritize enhancement activities for the action plan. The team may consider using a facilitator who is fluent with the PBIS framework and systems change to lead them through a discussion of the items on the self-assessment tool. The facilitator, whether district employed or secured from outside the community, should have experience working with teams and applying the core features of the framework at both the school and district level.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the elements in the DSFI which are organized around two structural and seven task components. The two structural elements in the PBIS Implementation Blueprint and the DSFI are the leadership team
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and local implementation demonstration sites. An ISF requires a well-functioning executive team, representing both the education and mental health systems, as this strong leadership structure is needed to support all other functions. Initial small-scale installation through demonstration sites allows for ongoing refinement, ensuring success while strengthening local capacity. The seven task elements address executive functions (see the blue boxes in Figure 4.3) and implementation functions (indicated in green). The self-assessment process involves the members reflecting on the current status of these nine elements of a comprehensive system with the logical starting point being the leadership teaming element. The assessment process guides the group to reach consensus on membership and routines for the district/community leadership team, including a structured meeting protocol with minutes, reporting schedules, and decision-making procedures.

This assessment process involves team members reaching consensus on a score for each item, using the descriptions of each rating for each item. As described in the administration guidelines for this tool, the team members should focus on the descriptions rather than the numerical scores as the major purpose of this self-assessment is to guide action planning. The following brief descriptions of the functional elements illustrate the blending of mental health with PBIS, and are intended to serve as guidance for the facilitator and clarification for the team members who may be new to an interconnected system.

**Executive functions.**

The items related to executive functions are designed to improve a comprehensive system-wide approach and include stakeholder engagement, funding and alignment, policy, and workforce capacity. Stakeholder engagement focuses on support for an interconnected approach that involves active participation among community members, families and students. Engaging stakeholders in dissemination of marketing resources will help promote visibility and develop consistent messages for agreed-upon priorities such as reducing mental health stigma. The items related to funding can guide the team to build a blended, flexible and sustainable funding stream that allows clinicians to participate in systems planning, moving beyond the restrictions of a fee-for-service delivery model. Flexible funding that is independent of diagnosis and insurance plans can expedite delivery of interventions, especially at Tiers 1/2.

The policy assessment items can help the team examine the extent to which current policies support an integrated system and highlight where changes to policies could eliminate potential barriers to integration. For example, agencies have different policies concerning confidentiality that are based on interpretation of the laws that govern student records in education (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act [FERPA], 1974) and client records in mental health (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act [HIPAA], 2004). Because educational and mental health records are often viewed as separate, teams may incorrectly assume they are not able to share information.
about students supported in an integrated system. The team will need to agree on a standard policy to address how data will be shared to ensure students are linked to appropriate interventions and have their rights protected. These decisions should be articulated within the MOU and shared with families and other stakeholders. Additional dialogue around policy items will assist the team in achieving equal priority for academic achievement and social-emotional-behavioral health. Policy change to reflect the need for mental health informed responses rather than exclusionary responses to mental health needs are also prioritized through the assessment items. New or revised policies will need to be clearly articulated and communicated to stakeholder groups. Items on the self-assessment related to alignment will assist the team to develop protocols for selecting evidence-based practices and streamlining the number of initiatives.

Workforce capacity items prompt the team to address job descriptions of agency and school personnel to allow changes that may be needed for implementation of an interconnected system. Roles that may need modification include those for administrators, coaches, and both school employed clinicians (i.e. school counselors and school psychologists) as well as community employed clinicians. The executive-level team will need to discuss qualifications and skills, allocation of time, identified job activities, and how both education and agency personnel will be supervised and evaluated. For example, job descriptions of school-based and community-based clinicians may need to be modified to clarify their active participation on specific teams, and expectations for the use of data and interventions they will deliver. The Staff Utilization section below (Step 2c) will provide further detail on assessing current staff resources and needs.

Implementation functions.

The implementation elements (training, coaching, evaluation, performance feedback, content expertise) are designed to promote accurate use of evidence-based practices. For example, the function of the social-emotional-behavioral expertise element ensures that personnel with skills in social-emotional instruction and behavioral/mental health interventions are available across the tiers. The assessment items for training will help the leadership team identify and refine school level readiness criteria, develop professional development with a clear scope and sequence including opportunities for teams to participate in peer networks, and identify how to build local training capacity. Teams should identify gaps among personnel groups. For example, staff trained as clinicians may be lacking knowledge and experience about how interventions can be effectively integrated into classrooms; teaching staff may be lacking knowledge and information about specific mental health interventions for conditions such as depression or anxiety. Leadership should provide opportunities for all staff to build their knowledge and expertise with the full continuum of available behavioral/mental health interventions.

The items related to coaching will help the team determine adequate coaching supports based on phases of implementation and needs indicated by data. The team is encouraged to
develop a comprehensive professional development plan that allows for differentiated supports provided by district/community coaching. Identified coaching personnel from both education and mental health partner agencies will need to be positioned with adequate time for the designated coaching activities. A strong focus on building coaching capacity will help support, sustain and enhance the effort.

The assessment items for evaluation and performance feedback target the need for systems that let school teams easily track daily occurring student data (e.g., out-of-class time, discipline referral patterns, daily progress reports) and provide disaggregated reports across sub-groups. The ability for data systems to allow school teams to effectively review screening, attendance, behavior, academic, and other community demographic data is essential. As data systems for daily use are examined, the team should consider how all interventions facilitated by both school and community employed clinicians will be tracked and monitored by teams through the same data system. Additional items assess the extent to which outcome data and accomplishments are disseminated, acknowledged, and celebrated with the school and community on a regular (quarterly) basis. Also, district community leaders should establish expectations, support, and recognition for regular and accurate use of such data routines at the school-level.

Through this self-assessment process, the leadership team will begin to develop an action plan that will move them towards a single system of behavioral/mental health in schools. More details for developing an action plan will be described later in this chapter. The facilitator and coach will need to continuously refer to the items in the DSFI to secure agreements around the new approach, especially as additional staff and leaders from education and community agencies join the effort.

Step 2b: Conduct a review of current initiatives.

During the exploration phase, the team conducted a preliminary review of fidelity and outcome measures of all existing social-emotional-behavioral initiatives. This information will be used as the team begins to examine initiatives with a focus on the documented impact of each initiative as well as the potential overlap of effort. This information allows the team to identify opportunities to align or eliminate related initiatives as they begin the integration into a single system of behavioral/mental health support. The focus is on effectiveness and efficiency, embracing the concept that ‘more is not necessarily better.’ The team should consider investing in a small number of evidence-based practices that are matched explicitly to the needs of their community and have the potential of impacting the numbers of students with identified needs. The leadership team should establish a formal internal review process that will allow the team to examine the extent to which current initiatives are (a) implemented with fidelity, (b) having an impact, and (c) matched to their specific community need. It is suggested that this continuous improvement process become an established routine to occur quarterly and/or before adding new initiatives.
The team, to provide an overall picture of existing social-emotional-behavioral related initiatives or programs available to the broader community, can use the ISF Initiative Inventory template to organize a review of current efforts that can be potentially streamline for efficiency. The template guides the team can to list the initiatives currently available across the school community and assess each initiative with regards to the following features: (a) effectiveness, relevance, and fidelity; (b) funding and resource allocation; and (c) areas of redundancy. Executive team members with organizational and budgetary authority should conduct this process for all the initiatives related to behavior/mental health from both the school district and participating agencies. Each partner agency should seek input from stakeholders to ensure detailed knowledge of the core features of the initiative and an understanding of how the initiative is implemented. A facilitator or coach can guide the district/community leaders through the information and facilitate decision making towards an efficient, aligned system.

Table 4.1 provides an example of a completed ISF Initiative Inventory template example represents the efforts of a district/community team engaged in interconnecting their behavioral/mental health systems. In this example, items indicated in red were ‘flagged’ for action by the team. For example, the team recognized that PBIS and programs that were labeled as social-emotional instruction had similar outcomes. Therefore, they decided to integrate these two initiatives by redesigning the training and coaching to position teachers to deliver the social-emotional skill lessons within the classroom by embedding the skills into their PBIS behavioral matrix across settings. The leadership team also recognized a lack of evidence of impact for a professional development activity they described as ‘mental health awareness.’ The facilitator guided the team to a strategy for determining how teachers apply the practice through a survey to be used pre- and post-training. An additional area of note by the team was the separate, one-hour overview of suicide prevention being provided to all staff. It was determined to be insufficient based on youth report data indicating increases in both suicidal ideation and attempts. The team decided to move from a general mental health overview, where they did not see an impact, to a more specific and comprehensive approach to suicide prevention, using evidence-based strategies for professional development, including ongoing coaching and support for teachers and staff. More on the process for selecting evidence-based practices will be reviewed later in this chapter.
## Table 4.1: ISF Initiative Inventory Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Initiative</th>
<th>Connection to Mission</th>
<th>Personnel Involved</th>
<th>Expected outcome</th>
<th>Evidence of Outcomes thus Far</th>
<th>Financial commitment and source of funding</th>
<th>Fidelity Measure</th>
<th>Professional development, Coaching and performance feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBIS</td>
<td>School climate and culture</td>
<td>All Staff</td>
<td>Reduction in suspensions, ODRs, restrictive placements</td>
<td>Improved suspension, ODR and restrictive placements</td>
<td>District Coach FTE, Stipends for building coaches, &amp; professional development</td>
<td>Tiered Fidelity Inventory</td>
<td>Quarterly coaching for building coaches; PD for new staff; On-going PD and coaching for all staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Emotional Behavioral Skills Curriculum</td>
<td>School climate and culture through social and emotional learning</td>
<td>School counselors and social workers</td>
<td>Improved skills for students in grades K-5</td>
<td>Reduction in ODRs from last school year</td>
<td>Purchasing curriculum plans for each grade level and PD for integrating into academic content</td>
<td>Self-report of counselor or social worker</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellness</td>
<td>Increasing awareness of the whole child</td>
<td>All Staff</td>
<td>Increased awareness of mental health issues</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Paying for materials for each teacher</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1 hour PD for staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullying Prevention: Stop, Walk, Talk</td>
<td>Aligns with PBIS framework</td>
<td>All elementary staff</td>
<td>Increased awareness of interactions and respect for self and others</td>
<td>SWIS data shows reduction in ODRs for bullying behavior</td>
<td>Substitutes for PD time</td>
<td>Part of fidelity check for PBIS – TFI</td>
<td>Teachers receive ongoing PD, coaching and TA from the district and building coaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide Prevention</td>
<td>Increasing awareness of whole child</td>
<td>All high school staff</td>
<td>Increase awareness</td>
<td>Increase in suicide ideation and attempts</td>
<td>Substitutes for PD time</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>8 hours of PD for all staff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is recommended that teams develop a schedule (e.g., quarterly, twice annually) for ongoing review of related initiatives. Routine use of the ISF Initiative Inventory template, especially when considering new initiatives, will allow the team to proactively plan for alignment and integration of all related social-emotional-behavioral efforts. This data-based approach for making decisions about their continuum of evidence-based practices will ensure the district/community can effectively meet the needs of all students within their community. With finite resources of people, time, and funding, prioritizing effective and efficient initiatives with demonstrated student outcomes is critical.
Step 2c: Conduct a staff utilization review.

A critical feature of an interconnected system is the availability of staff that can effectively design and deliver interventions across the continuum. In most schools and districts, non-teaching staff (e.g., counselors, psychologists, social workers) are providing social-emotional-behavioral interventions. There may also be community employed clinicians or other professionals (e.g., mentors, case managers, behavior specialists) who deliver interventions within schools.

To determine how staff resources should be allocated within a merged system, the team should assess the current workforce capacity by identifying roles, responsibilities, and time allocation of all staff. The Changing Role of Staff: District Level Discussion Guide was developed to facilitate discussions with the various staff groups and includes items specific to the role of administrators/instructional staff, as well as, school and community employed clinicians.

A recent study by Kelly and Whitmore (2017) provides an example of a staff utilization review that examined the time social workers in multiple school districts engaged in various activities. Researchers applied a time study tool to gather and analyze data related to activities performed by school social workers. Researchers tracked social worker self-reported activities per fifteen-minute intervals, indicating direct support to general education, special education, or a mix of students or families. Categories of activities included: direct services with a student, crisis response, material preparation, compliance documentation, assessment, and compliance meetings. Initial findings indicated that school social workers spent approximately two hours per day in direct service tasks with every hour of direct service being matched by nearly two hours of indirect service (e.g., crisis intervention, documentation or assessments, and time spent in meetings). Of concern to the participants in the study was the realization that social worker indirect service time was not accounted for in district-level decision-making about case-load numbers and staff allocation. These initial findings emphasize the importance of assessing the current functioning of clinical staff to identify possible changes for better efficiency and effectiveness.

To assess the current workforce capacity and compare to the overall behavioral/mental health needs of students, the district/community leaders will need to establish a process to analyze current utilization of staff resources. Based on the study mentioned above, (Kelly & Whitmore, 2017), a modified Time Study Template to gather and analyze data on clinician time is provided in the installation guide. The team could apply a similar process by identifying a timeframe (e.g., a specific week, select days within a month) and having all clinicians track how their time was spent. Modification of activity and population served categories may be needed to match the performed responsibilities in the district/community.

Once the summary of clinician time is completed, the district/community leaders can further assess the current status and desired future for utilizing workforce capacity and resources. For example, the team may want to consider allocating time for clinicians to consult at Tier
1, coordinate and facilitate interventions at Tiers 2 and 3, as well as participate on the systems teams. If clinicians are spending 10-15 hours per week supporting the implementation of Tier 1, leadership may want to prioritize strategies to build the capacity of all staff to support the implementation of Tier 1, thus freeing up clinician time for supporting and providing individualized interventions.

**Step 2d: Review existing school and community data.**

It is recommended that the district/community leadership team initiate a comprehensive review of available school and community data to assess the needs of the whole student population. District leaders may already have a process to review attendance, grades, suspensions, expulsions, students placed in restrictive settings, and universal screening data. This information should be combined with available community data, including demographic information, suicide ideation/attempt, hospitalizations, child welfare contacts, juvenile justice interactions, and other related data points. In addition to school-level data and community demographic data, this review should include other community-level indicators of risk and protective factors, including family and youth perspective data, which may be gathered from surveys and focus groups. Specific community needs may be further indicated by local occurrences such as an opioid crisis, spikes in unemployment, school/community violence, or a natural disaster. This broader data review, combined with the information gathered during the DSFI self-assessment, initiative inventory, and staff utilization audit can inform the team’s priorities, and guide next steps.

**Step 3: Reaching Team Consensus on a Mission Statement**

As district and community leaders begin to coalesce around agreed upon priorities, they will need consensus on a shared mission that is valued by all stakeholder groups. A mission statement (a) defines the purpose of the team, (b) establishes goals for work, and (c) creates a shared vision that can be communicated with stakeholders including teachers, students, and families. Some of the previous steps (e.g., reviewing data and discussing shared priorities) have provided a foundation for creating the mission statement so formalizing a shared vision with goals should be a natural progression of solidifying the team.

A proposed strategy is to conduct a crosswalk of all organization mission statements, comparing the current mission statements to the messages in the ISF approach. As the team identifies similar goals and objectives, they can determine if there is an existing mission statement that meets the purpose and goals of integrated work or if a new mission statement would better define the vision. An example of creating a new mission statement is from the Elgin Area School District U-46, a large urban district in Illinois, which formed a Community Alliance with over 30 different community agencies. They developed a mission statement that defined their purpose and established an identity for the group. Their statement emphasizes the use of data as a shared priority for their action planning to promote wellness.
U-46 Mission

The mission of the U-46 School and Community Alliance is to create, integrate, and leverage existing and new school/community partnerships that develop a full continuum of systematic interventions based on data. It encompasses three intervention tiers:

- Systems for promoting healthy development and preventing problems
- Systems for responding to problems as soon after onset as is feasible
- Systems for providing intensive care

Step 4: Establish District/Community Leadership Team Procedures and Routines

After looking at district and community data and establishing a mission statement, the next vital part of the installation of an ISF is to establish procedures and routines that operationalize the core features of a multi-tiered system of support (MTSS) at both the district and school levels. This part includes defining procedures for teams to (a) choose and install a universal screener, (b) select interventions, (c) monitor fidelity, and (d) monitor outcomes. As the routines and procedures are agreed upon, the team will develop an integrated action plan that is linked to the implementation elements of the PBIS Implementation Blueprint and DSFI (i.e., training, coaching, evaluation and performance feedback, and behavioral/mental health expertise).

The district/community leaders may decide to adopt a typical meeting agenda to establish a consistent process that increases the likelihood that all team meetings, both at the district/community and school level run effectively. It is recommended that the district/community leadership team start with a few selected schools to serve as demonstration sites for the district, allowing them to test the procedures and routines. As successes and challenges are identified, changes can be made, thus engaging in continuous quality improvement. The following sections describe each of the four procedures to be designed by the district/community leadership team for installation at both the district level and in the pilot demonstration schools.

Core Features of MTSS

1. Effective teams
2. Data-based decision making
3. Formal processes for the selection and implementation of evidence-based practices (EBP)
4. Early access through the use of comprehensive screening
5. Rigorous progress-monitoring for fidelity and effectiveness
6. Professional Development and ongoing coaching
CHAPTER FOUR

Step 4a: Selecting and installing a universal screener.

Early access and comprehensive screening have been present for physical health, such as vision and hearing, for many years. Academic screening in the core curriculum, such as reading and math, have become part of the norm in more recent years. Screening for social-emotional-behavioral concerns has not been common practice. Even when schools screen, the tendency is to screen only for acting out problem behavior and not for internalizing concerns, such as anxiety and depression (Weist et al., 2018). Comprehensive screening within an integrated system expands the lens to identify students with both externalizing and internalizing behavior needs.

It is recommended that the executive leadership select the screener to be used district-wide. When choosing a screener, leadership should ensure that the tool identifies both internalizing and externalizing behavioral concerns of students. As many screening tools are available, teams should engage in a selection process that compares the following critical features across tools: (a) evidence of each tool, (b) resources (e.g., staff time, technology, cost) needed to implement, (c) fit with other district initiatives and priorities, and (d) readiness and capacity to implement. There are both cost and no-cost options available. The fit for the district needs and capacity is imperative. The Systematic Screening Tools: Universal Behavior Screeners document is a resource to support teams in beginning the search and the Screening Resources document provides additional resources to learn more about individual screeners.

After selecting a universal screener, the leadership team should establish routines and procedures for consistent communication with relevant stakeholders, including families, students, and teachers. Additionally, procedures for when and how the screening will be conducted should also be established at the district/community level for consistent implementation at the school level. For example, will screening occur two or three times per school year? For secondary schools, decisions will need to include which teachers will complete the screener (e.g., homeroom teacher, second-period teacher, English teacher), and how the necessary technology supports will be installed. The Universal Screener Timeline provided in the ISF District Installation Guide offers an example of what it might look like from starting exploration to fully implementing a universal screener.

Screening data must be analyzed quickly and used for decision making at the school and district/community level. Therefore, the district/community leadership team will also need to determine roles and responsibilities for collecting, managing, analyzing, and sharing data. Personnel with the skills to provide supports should be available to assist school teams in determining which students with indicated risk need which level of intervention as not all students who screen positive will require individualized interventions. Decisions about how to provide additional clinical evaluations for some students will be needed. Additionally, the leadership team should consider how screening results can be
used in combination with other school-community data to identify students for additional supports. For example, they may decide to pair the screening data with other data available through their district’s data management system to guide decision-making at the school level. For example, a procedure may be needed to quickly calculate the indicator of risk of the screening data triangulated with existing early warning system data that typically includes attendance, grades, and discipline referral/suspension data. The use of an early warning system including an example will be discussed more in Chapter 5. These systems must be in place before the administration of a screener given the inherent time-sensitive nature of the assessment outcomes.

An essential task of the district/community leadership team is to ensure every school has a response plan, including personnel trained in providing additional assessments to adequately address the needs of children and youth who are experiencing elevated emotional distress. Schools must have interventions in place before implementing the screener so they will be prepared to respond to students identified as needing more support. The team should ensure their continuum of interventions, supported by both school and community clinicians, can address internalizing, as well as, externalizing needs identified by the screening data. *The Best Practices in Universal Screening for Social, Emotional, and Behavioral Outcomes: An Implementation Guide* (Romer et al., 2019) is an additional resource that summarizes current research and provides recommendations for both selecting and installing a universal screener.

**Step 4b: Establish the request for a assistance process.**

The first use of universal screening often leads to an increasing identification of students needing additional supports. School teams will need to be prepared to respond quickly to the identified needs of students and response across the district needs to be streamlined within a single system. This level of response could be a significant change for schools and community agencies that previously had separate or undefined procedures for receiving intervention. To ensure a rapid response within a single streamlined system, district/community leadership needs to provide school teams with a protocol for connecting students to full continuum of social-emotional-behavioral interventions. This will potentially be a shift from making referrals to a co-located mental health team as now all requests for assistance will be handled through a team that processes and monitors all interventions delivered by both school and community clinicians. Referrals to outside providers would only be for medical issues or complex family needs that are beyond the capacity of the newly defined single system of delivery. This could be a significant shift in operating procedures for both school and community personnel. Providing professional development and on-going coaching from the district level will ensure fidelity of implementation and sustainable systems.

To ensure the effectiveness of an integrated teaming structure that includes school and community personnel and redefined roles, the district/community leadership should consider guidelines for school teams to manage request for
assistance. The guidelines will establish parameters to ensure consistency while also providing flexibility to meet the differing needs of individual schools. One example requirement might be that all schools have a designated coordinator, such as a Tier 2 team leader, who manages requests for assistance regularly between team meetings to ensure and monitor rapid placement of students into higher-level interventions. Another requirement could be that all school teams have established entrance and exit criteria for all interventions. Flexibility for schools may be in who participates on the team that monitors Tier 2 interventions and what their criteria for entrance and exiting are.

**Step 4c: Selection process for evidence-based practices.**

The executive leadership team should establish a formal process for selecting interventions for installation across all schools. They will be responsible for deploying resources (e.g., funding, staff to facilitate interventions, coaching supports) and will need to carefully determine how the overall system will be impacted if another initiative is added to the menu of available interventions. The team may want to consider using the *Hexagon Tool* (Metz & Louison, 2019) to help make decisions about new interventions being considered for district-wide installation. The Hexagon Tool guides dialogue and decision-making for selecting potential interventions by organizing information about (a) need, (b) fit within current initiatives, (c) evidence of effectiveness, (d) capacity to implement, (e) usability, and (f) resources and supports. This tool allows the team to assess the fit between the proposed intervention, prioritized need, mission, and assess the implementation readiness and resources necessary to install, sustain, and expand the intervention to all students. The process supports an informed decision on whether to adopt a specific intervention.

Another tool teams may use when considering the installation of a specific behavioral/mental health intervention, is the *Consumer Guide to Selecting Evidenced Based Mental Health Services* within a PBIS model (Putnam et al., 2013). This Guide includes a checklist and case examples to assist teams in selecting interventions that match data and presenting problems while ensuring that staff has the skills needed to implement the intervention. Specific recommendations for assisting the team to consider how to match the developmental, linguistic, and cultural characteristics of the student population are also included.

A district/community leadership team in Pennsylvania established a hybrid *Protocol to Identify Mental Health EBPs within the PBIS Framework* that used a combination of the Hexagon Tool and the Consumer Guide (Runge et al., 2017). They developed an efficient one-page worksheet with 12 guiding questions for coaches to use to guide teams through decisions for selecting new interventions. Specifically, they had each team member evaluate the interventions being considered using the 12 guiding questions. Then the coach facilitated a consensus-building dialogue to help the team determine which intervention would be added to their continuum.
**Step 4d: Process to monitor fidelity of interventions.**

Once district/community leadership has decided to launch a new intervention, the team has the task of determining how to accurately assess the extent to which the intervention is being implemented with fidelity. This information will be needed to help leadership deploy training and coaching resources more effectively. Choosing fidelity measurement tools and processes is an essential step in developing an evaluation plan (described in Step 5, later in this chapter). The team will be considering how fidelity tools fit with other measures and processes already in place. The following questions from the previously described *Consumer Guide to Selecting Evidenced Based Mental Health Services* can assist in determining how to measure fidelity as part of the installation of a new intervention:

1. When and how often will the teams assess implementation fidelity?
2. What tool will the teams use to assess implementation fidelity?
3. For this intervention, what is an acceptable level of implementation fidelity?
4. What will the district/community leadership team do if implementation fidelity is below this acceptable level?

Since not all evidenced-based interventions have a validated fidelity measure, the team may consider investing in the development of a fidelity tool or process for an intervention they are considering for adoption. The team will develop a fidelity tool that would identify core components/critical features of the selected intervention(s) and the recommended dosage and frequency. Additional fidelity tools for measuring the overall accuracy of the behavioral/mental health system and the interconnectedness of PBIS and mental health at the school level will be discussed in Chapter 5.

**Step 4e: Process to monitor outcomes of interventions.**

In addition to ensuring that all school level teams follow a consistent process to monitor fidelity, the leadership team has a role in ensuring these teams monitor outcomes of each intervention. As part of the evaluation plan, the district/community leaders will establish expectations for schools to adhere to the evaluation protocol for all interventions, regardless of who delivers them. These expectations include (a) identifying entrance criteria into an intervention, (b) progress monitoring during the intervention, and (c) criteria for exiting an intervention. These criteria will include data used to make general decisions about rules for access to interventions (e.g., three visits to the nurse or two minor discipline referrals is entrance criteria for a Tier 2 intervention). Coaches will support school teams to routinely engage in a problem-solving process as they progress monitor outcomes for all students. Impact of interventions at the building levels should be aggregated and reported to leadership at least annually to inform district-level action planning over time.

In summary, the role of district/community leadership is to establish consistent routines and procedures that ensure adherence to the core features of MTSS. This plan will involve a series
of action steps for (a) selecting and installing a universal screener, (b) selecting interventions, (c) monitoring fidelity, and (d) monitoring outcomes. The next section describes the team’s action plan for the integration of PBIS, school mental health and related social-emotional-behavioral initiatives. The action planning process to ensure the systems are in place to support use of data and installation of practices, is linked to the implementation elements of the PBIS Implementation Blueprint (i.e., training, coaching, evaluation, and performance feedback, and social-emotional-behavior expertise).

**Step 5: Develop Action Planning to Support Demonstration Sites**

Thus far, the team has spent time reviewing data, assessing the current status, and identifying action steps for integrating efforts using the MTSS framework. Although determining action items is ongoing during Steps 1-4, we describe the action planning process as Step 5, resulting in a comprehensive multi-year action plan. District/community leaders are encouraged to project action-planning for at least a three-five year span as they consider sustainable change over ten years.

In addition to addressing the executive functions of the integrated system (e.g., stakeholder engagement, policy, and systems alignment, funding, and workforce capacity) the action plan addresses several critical components related to implementation. These implementation components include an evaluation plan and a professional development plan outlining the steps for training and coaching which are designed to build capacity by increasing the number of staff with social-emotional-behavior expertise and the established systems to support effective implementation over time. Other key components include a method for the selection of demonstration sites with defined readiness and commitment factors. Finalizing the MOU is also a key component for the 3-5-year action plan. The MOU outlines the resource commitment of all organizations involved and articulates how they will work in an integrated way.

As mentioned above, the ISF District Leadership Installation Guide is organized as an action plan template the team can use to organize their activities, and includes an example of a multi-year action plan using this template. The team may also decide to use a format for planning that is directly linked to an existing district improvement or strategic plan. Regardless of which template the team uses, agreements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Plan Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Fidelity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Professional Development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Demo Sites</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. MOU</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Resource Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Roles of Staff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to support the action item must be supported through the MOU document.

**Step 5a: Develop an evaluation plan.**

The evaluation plan provides the process and protocol for collecting and analyzing information for decision-making at the district as well as the school level. Drawing from the Evaluation Blueprint for School-wide Positive Behavior Support (Algozzine et al., 2010), the district team will develop an evaluation plan that describes what activities are being implemented, the extent to which the activities are having a positive impact on students and the extent to which the effort is worthy of replicating and scaling. District leaders will develop evaluation plan organized around the following categories: **context** (e.g., goals and objectives), **inputs** (e.g., training and coaching supports, budget allocation), **fidelity and impact** of implementation related to the social–emotional-behavior of the students. The team will also develop evaluation questions that address **replication, sustainability and continuous improvement** activities. More specifically, the ISF District Leadership Installation Guide includes a resource *Designing an Evaluation Plan* with sample evaluation questions, data sources and suggested data collection schedule. The goal for the team is to develop an evaluation plan that organizes activities across the six broad categories and documents (a) the goals and objectives of the initiative, (b) documentation method(s) to track training, coaching, and technical assistance activities, (c) fidelity measures that assess adherence to the critical features of the initiative, (d) capacity measures that examine the organizations ability to sustain and expand the effort, (e) outcome measures that assess the extent to which there is a positive impact on students, staff, families, and communities, and (f) replication, sustaining and scaling factors that contribute to ongoing improvements of the overall effort.

In developing an action plan for integrating PBIS and related social-emotional-behavioral efforts, tools currently being used by various initiatives will need to be examined, and decisions about streamlining evaluation efforts may be required. Functions being met by current tools will need to be considered, and some tools may need to be replaced or eliminated, and tools specifically designed to measure the integration of efforts may need to be added to the plan. As previously discussed, screening tools that identify students with both internalizing and externalizing needs will need to be selected as well as the logistics for installing them at the school level. Each community will have unique features that affect the scope, areas of focus and format of the evaluation effort. Evaluators will customize the evaluation plan to meet the needs of their specific community.

While sensitive to the concerns of schools completing multiple tools, national ISF leaders recognized the need to have a tool to evaluate an ISF. The *ISF Implementation Inventory* (Splett, Perales, & Weist, 2019) is a fidelity tool developed through early experiences and lessons learned with knowledge development sites. This fidelity tool is used at the building level to assess implementation at all three tiers and develop an action plan. Notably, the authors completed a national validation study and found the tool to
be psychometrically strong, with reliable scores at each tier, and high usability ratings (Splett et al., under review). As districts are getting started with the installation and initial implementation, it is recommended that they use the ISF Implementation Inventory with pilot schools for the first three years to guide integration efforts and provide feedback for replication and sustainability across the district. With facilitation support by coaches, it should be completed at baseline, during installation, and in the spring of each school year. As the ISF interconnects PBIS and school mental health, the ISF Implementation Inventory also requires assessing the implementation of PBIS implementation to ensure the behavioral prevention and intervention strategies employed in all tiers of PBIS are installed and interconnected with school mental health. Thus, schools should also complete a measure of PBIS implementation fidelity such as the SWPBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory. Once the ISF Implementation Inventory is completed, an electronic report card is generated that highlights areas for strength and improvement for each school with comparisons to prior administrations to measure growth over time. A district report card can also be generated aggregating results for all schools completing the tool. Teams can use this information for action planning at the school and district levels. This information will also provide the leadership team with data on the implementation progress of the domains over time.

Step 5b: Develop a professional development plan for training and coaching.

Once the district/community team has established the evaluation plan and identified the measures school team would use to track progress and fidelity, they will need to develop a plan to provide training and coaching support to all school and community staff who participate on teams. The training and coaching plan will include steps for building local capacity by increasing the number of staff with social-emotional-behavioral expertise and ensuring personnel has an understanding of their roles within the interconnected system. All staff from both school and community agency settings should understand the integrated approach and the process for how the school and agencies are working toward a single system of behavioral/mental health support.

Coaching is a set of responsibilities, actions, and activities that bridge training and implementation through supportive facilitation and provision of appropriate resources; and coaching is associated with more successful district implementation (George et.al., 2018). While coaching to support district-wide improvements has become more prevalent in education over the past 15 years, this has not been the case in mental health systems where a clinical supervision model is more typical. The supervision approach in mental health involves supporting clinicians with their assessment, treatment planning, and clinical intervention processes. Ensuring compliance with documentation, billing, and agency policies is also a normal part of supervision in
mental health agencies. District/community leaders will need to discuss how the role and function of a coach are different from those of a supervisor within mental health as they develop the professional development plan for moving to an integrated model.

As seen in the sample Data Informed Professional Development and Coaching Monthly Calendar, the district/community leadership will provide ongoing coaching from both district and community-based agencies will be necessary for building capacity. The designated coaching personnel will need to be active participants at the executive leadership level and also provide support to the school level teams, assisting in the collaborative planning and development of cross-training. At the school level, coaches will play a significant role in supporting teams to use the new protocols established by the district/community leadership. At the advanced tiers, coaches will ensure that community and school employed staff responsible for implementing interventions receive appropriate professional development and coaching regarding each intervention.

**Step 5c: Selecting demonstration schools.**

As the PBIS Implementation Blueprint describes, it is recommended that the executive leadership select a few schools to closely monitor and support as the newly defined integrated system is installed. Demonstration schools will allow district/community leaders to respond and adjust procedures and protocols as needed based upon challenges and lessons learned. For larger districts, more formal procedures and criteria for selection of demonstration schools may be needed. Decision rules, including readiness and commitment criteria, are used to select demonstration schools for initial implementation. The team may choose demonstration schools based on local priorities (e.g., a high percentage of students who have experienced trauma, a high school with a prevalence of suicidal ideation, etc.). Other selection factors might include a highly motivated building administrator, who has buy-in from staff and families; or a decision to start at the elementary level when there are only a few elementary schools within the district. The district/community leadership team should communicate with stakeholders about decisions for how and why schools are selected and the process of adding schools. Additionally, ongoing updates to keep all stakeholders informed about the impact of the initiative will also be needed.

**Step 5d: Finalizing a memorandum of understanding (MOU).**

The need for revision or development of a MOU was introduced at the beginning of this chapter. The roles and responsibilities of all involved school and mental health staff in the newly merged system should be written in the MOU. For districts and mental health organizations with existing relationships and MOUs, a review of the current MOU will be critical to assess what changes may be required to achieve a single delivery system with shared decision-making through the integrated teams. For example, an existing MOU in a co-located mental health service delivery may include an expectation that school staff identifies and refers students to the mental health clinician. In an integrated approach, the MOU would outline
how the clinician, as part of the team, would work together to review data and identify students needing targeted or individual intervention. Team-based system tasks for community clinicians in an integrated system may include sharing community data, shared problem-solving, and selecting interventions through a team process. Additional tasks that may need to be addressed in the agreement may be all clinicians engaging in team-based progress monitoring of all interventions for both fidelity and outcomes.

As these essential discussions begin, perceived barriers of confidentiality, funding, and other policy implications often emerge. It is critical that all of these items are reviewed and decisions reflecting input from the team are written into the MOU. To guide these conversations, teams may want to use the, Developing the MOU\(^3\) document that outlines the elements typically included in MOUs between organizations. The district/community leadership team can review each element and use the guiding questions provided to articulate how they will design the MOU to support a single system of delivery.

**Conclusion**

In summary, it is critical to have a district and community leadership team guiding and supporting the implementation of an integrated system at the school level. This leadership team must include members who have the authority to reallocate resources and pursue changes in funding and policy as needed. This level of support will leverage the strengths of the current system and work to build capacity within the school community for sustainable change. As the leaders continue to coalesce around these critical elements of installation and implementation, work at the school level can begin. The next chapter focuses on installation at the school level.
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Installation and Initial Implementation of an Interconnected System at the School Level

In Chapter 4, the essential functions of an executive-level district/community leadership team to address the deliberate integration of PBIS, mental health and related social-emotional-behavioral initiatives are described. Installation tasks led by this team include assessing the current status of PBIS and mental health systems, data and practices; confirming a shared mission and establishing structures to support school-based personnel as they blend their efforts into a single system. This installation process allows the district to make informed and strategic decisions about the procedures and protocols needed to move toward an integrated system. Leaders and coaches, using their integrated action plan, will be positioned to guide the installation tasks for school level implementers.

This chapter outlines the steps for installation and initial implementation at the school level, paralleling the process described for district/community leaders in Chapter 4. Coaches can use the ISF School Installation Guide to support teams through the following steps (a) establish a single set of teams to address the social-emotional-behavioral needs of their students, (b) assess the current systems, data and practices, (c) establish school level routines and procedures of a Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS), and (d) develop an action plan for installing and implementing the interconnected system for aligned social-emotional-behavioral efforts. Guiding questions and activities accompany each step in the School Installation Guide and allow teams to reflect and discuss current efforts and identify areas for enhancement and alignment. As will be described, the installation steps at the school level align and build on the decisions already made at the district/community level. Recognizing that schools will be at various levels of both PBIS and school mental health implementation, the Installation Guide is structured to allow coaches and teams to consider the existing structures and unique characteristics of a school and community. For example, some schools within a district may be implementing PBIS with fidelity and have working agreements with mental health partners, while other schools may not have reached fidelity with PBIS and/or have no mental health partnerships. District/community leadership will need to determine how to organize schools into professional learning cohorts so training and supports can be customized to match specific needs.
School ISF Installation and Initial Implementation Process

Step 1: Establish a Single Set of Teams

Teaming is an essential systems element for implementing multi-tiered frameworks such as PBIS, Response to Intervention (RtI), and the ISF (Barrett et al., 2013; Brown-Chidsey & Steege, 2010 Nellis, 2012). Most schools have teams of faculty and staff that meet to collaborate around academic curriculum, behavior, and safety. Sometimes schools have multiple personnel and/or teams that focus on mental health, trauma, or social-emotional health. The first task is to align and integrate personnel and stakeholders, including family and youth representation, into one set of multi-tiered teams that address all social-emotional-behavioral efforts through a unified system. These teams should include persons with expertise in the multi-tiered framework of PBIS and persons with experience implementing behavioral/mental health interventions across tiers. School-employed and community-employed clinicians who provide support to students in the school should be active members of the multi-tiered teams so the interventions they provide to students and families can be more effectively managed. The goal is for one set of multi-tiered teams to design and monitor all interventions provided to students, resulting in an expanded continuum of supports through a unified system that is more efficiently able to meet and monitor the behavioral/mental health concerns of all students.

Step 1a: Identify needs for merging teams with similar goals.

As described above, established teaming structures for blending PBIS and other mental health efforts creates a foundation for a comprehensive system where all social-emotional-behavioral efforts are combined into a single system within the school. If schools have multiple teams that address social-emotional-behavioral needs, staff can feel overloaded with meetings and unaware of potential overlap of efforts. Additionally, families, students, and teachers can be confused about where and how to seek assistance. Consolidating teams into one set of multi-tier teams can improve efficiency and reduce confusion and stress.

Coaches and school leaders are encouraged to use the Aligning Team Structures: Working Smarter, Not Harder worksheet to review all existing teams for consideration of streamlining. This task involves identifying all related teams, purpose/goals for each team, use of data and measurable outcomes used by teams, staff involved, and student groups targeted. This task will set up the discussion to identify potential overlap and the need for reorganizing for maximum efficiency. For example, the importance of a single set of teams is recognized as coaches, and leaders discover multiple teams with similar goals that often operate using a different set of rules and processes (e.g., agenda, request for assistance process, data-based decision making). The example of a school’s completed teaming worksheet in Table 5.1 illustrates an overlap in three different school-wide teams, justifying the school’s decisions to streamline into one universal Climate & Culture Team that uses an expanded data set and includes relevant leaders and coaches.
Table 5.1: Aligning Teaming Structures: Working Smarter, Not Harder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative/Committee/Team</th>
<th>Purpose and Strategic Goal Supported</th>
<th>Data Based / Measurable Outcome(s)</th>
<th>Target Group</th>
<th>Staff Involved</th>
<th>Overlap? Modify? Eliminate?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PBIS                     | Ensure positive, safe, predictable and consistent environment | ODRs, suspensions, attendance, universal screening data, school climate surveys | All students, staff, and families | • Principal  
• Social Worker  
• 3 General Education Teachers  
• 1 Special Education Teacher | • Overlapping purpose of PBIS/Safety/Trauma-informed Teams  
• Combine teams and name Climate & Culture Leadership Team  
• Ensure Trauma-informed leads are part of team  
• Additional meeting time in May for updating safety protocols |
| Safety/Crisis team       | Update protocols to ensure safe environment and plan for crisis | None | All students, staff, and families | • Principal  
• Social Worker  
• 2 General Education Teachers | Expand use of data to monitor police contacts from school and safety assessments conducted |
| Trauma Informed Team     | Ensure students feel safe, supported and ready to learn | ODRs, suspensions, attendance, universal screening data, school climate surveys | All students, staff, and families | • Principal  
• Social Worker  
• 2 General Education Teachers  
• 1 Special Education Teacher | • Overlap with PBIS team  
• Combine team ensuring Mr. Smith and Mrs. Morris are on the team as PBIS Coaches |

**Step 1b: Expand team membership.**

Once the teams with similar goals have been merged, teams can consider adding other partners who can provide an expanded view of data to inform strategies across school, home, and community. District coaches can guide schools as they make decisions about adding clinical expertise as well as family and student representatives to multi-tiered teams. For example, the community employed clinicians participating on Tier 1 teams can bring additional data for team consideration. The experiences of community partners, families, and students will provide different perspectives as teams review data, select instructional strategies, and design professional development for teaching social-emo-
tional-behavioral competencies. In some schools, community clinicians are team members, but due to funding restraints or conflicts in schedules, are not able to regularly participate in team meetings. The district community leadership team will need to continuously discuss and make decisions about how to remove these types of barriers and assist with overcoming new challenges that may arise during the school installation phase. The Team Membership Inventory provides coaches with a process to guide leaders to identify essential members missing from teams.

Step 1c: Establish roles and functions of teams across tiers of support.

After members are added to the multi-tiered teams, the next step will be defining the role and function of teams, with the primary purpose of building and supporting systems to ensure effectiveness across tiers. Coaches and leaders can use the Systems Conversations for School-based Teams as they review and clarify the purpose of these teams and identify areas where they may need coaching and technical assistance with the focus around team-based selection and monitoring of evidence-based practices. Table 5.2 below provides descriptions of the essential functions of the teams, illustrating the shift away from discussing individual students to monitoring and supporting the effectiveness of the multi-tiered systems.

Table 5.2: Systems Conversations for School-Based Teams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multidisciplinary Tier 1 Team</th>
<th>Multidisciplinary Tier 2 Systems Team</th>
<th>Multidisciplinary Tier 3 Systems Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Coordinates and monitors support for all students, all staff, and all settings</td>
<td>• Coordinates and monitors interventions for groups of students needing support beyond Tier 1</td>
<td>• Coordinates and monitors interventions for all students receiving individual interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focuses on prevention and early identification of student needs across the school/community</td>
<td>• Ensures data-based selection of evidence-based practices for small groups of students</td>
<td>• Ensures data-based selection of evidence-based practices for individual students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Monitors data to identify when and how to adjust the system to meet the needs of the whole school/community</td>
<td>• Monitors and ensures timely access for students identified through data and/or request for assistance from student, family, or staff</td>
<td>• Monitors the number of students receiving individual interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develops decision rules for when a student receives additional interventions</td>
<td>• Reviews how many interventions are in place, how many students are supported through each intervention, and how many of those students are responding</td>
<td>• Evaluates the number of students are responding to individual intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reviews aggregate data from both school and community</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Considers needs for additional staff PD and coaching as needed per aggregate data review of the effectiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 1d: Consider role changes for staff.

Previous chapters have discussed probable role shifts for clinicians and other school-based personnel with the merge to a single system of behavior/mental health support. As discussed in Chapter 4, the district/community leaders will need to address any changes needed in job descriptions, staff allocations, and contractual agreements to ensure adequate representation on teams. As schools begin to establish one set of teams for social-emotional-behavioral support, it will be necessary for coaches and school leaders to examine current roles of staff and develop an understanding of how roles may need to change as the school moves to an interconnected approach. It is recommended that coaches guide this discussion with attention to the roles of administrators and instructional staff, as well as, school and community-based clinicians. Additional professional development may need to be directed to support specific job modifications.

The following section discusses potential changes in clinical, instructional, and administrative roles within an integrated system. Coaches and leaders are encouraged to become familiar with and use this information to identify strategies and action items to support needed modifications at the school level. The Changing Role of Staff: Building Level Discussion Guide was developed to facilitate discussions with the various staff groups and includes items specific to the role of administrators/instructional staff, as well as, school and community employed clinicians. The district professional development plan should include opportunities for school-level personnel to learn about and discuss potential role changes, including dialogue about their perceptions of modified roles. Ongoing coaching should be directed towards clarifying roles and increasing competency and confidence with changes.

Role shifts for administrative and instructional staff.

In recent years, mental health and wellness, including trauma-informed care and school climate, have emerged as a priority in educational policy; yet many staff has not received adequate training and support to implement prevention-based mental health support with confidence and fidelity. The move to an integrated system requires attention to the shifting roles for school administrators and instructional staff who have historically focused primarily on the academic needs of their students. With appropriate funding and support from the district, school leaders will be able to dedicate professional development days to prepare all instructional staff to promote positive, predictable school environments and embed social-emotional-behavioral competencies across academic content areas. New areas of professional development should address the importance of developing relationships with students and how connections with students will be addressed systematically in the school. Other skill sets needed for instructional staff include how to complete universal screeners to identify students who are at risk and how to use the multi-tiered request for assistance process.

It is important to recognize the essential role school-based leaders have in supporting
their staff as mental health is positioned within their MTSS system. As the mental health needs of all students become a focus in schools, self-care strategies for staff should also be considered. Leaders will develop plans for additional support to staff by establishing priority areas and pacing for professional development days based on input from staff and district leaders. As leaders engage in this integrated effort, they will need to validate mental health as a priority for staff and students by not only including the topic in professional development time but also addressing it in staff meetings and identifying time in master schedules to provide supports.

**The changing role of school clinicians.**

Traditionally within schools, social workers, psychologists, and counselors have narrowly defined roles that include responsibility for selecting and implementing social-emotional-behavioral social interventions for a specific caseload of students and, in some case, teaching social-emotional-behavioral lessons in the classroom. In an integrated system, school staff with behavioral/mental health expertise engage in team-based system activities, including data review, intervention design, progress monitoring, and design of professional development. As the multi-tiered system of social-emotional-behavioral support expands across tiers, school psychologists, counselors and social workers begin to function as social/emotional leaders, guiding team selection of evidence-based social emotional curriculum, and providing professional development to teachers on how to integrate social-emotional-behavioral instruction within their academic content. Another role modification involves clinicians moving from an approach of independently providing interventions to an identified caseload of students to a system where all interventions are selected, and monitored through the single set of teams, regardless of who is delivering the intervention.

**The changing role of community clinicians based in schools.**

As discussed in previous chapters, community employed clinicians in schools have traditionally worked in a co-located model, where they independently determine the interventions or strategies to use when working with groups or individual students. Although communication and collaboration with school staff may happen, it is typically limited to sharing information about how to support specific students. In a single system of delivery, community clinicians based in schools will now actively participate in the multi-tiered teams, sharing decision-making about intervention selection, problem-solving, and progress monitoring. This team-based dialogue will address all students regardless of who facilitates the actual intervention. Clinicians, with the support of their agency supervisors, will collaborate with school leadership to clarify their new role and identify their comfort level with specific changes. As such, training and coaching activities will need to be customized to address their specific needs.

Professional development activities that include both community and school employed staff should be designed to fit the needs within each school, including training and ongoing dialogue sessions outside of team meetings. For example, a community clinician may
have limited experiences working alongside staff in schools and, despite of having offices in the school, may have limited knowledge of school teeming structures, school operations, or how school personnel provide interventions. In these circumstances, a school employee may be assigned as a partner to the community clinician to help orient them to the overall school operations and culture.

**Step 1e: Establish team operating procedures and problem-solving approaches.**

Consistent operating procedures and routines improve implementation and sustainability of best practices, leading to improved student and school outcomes (McIntosh, 2016). A critical step for the emerging single set of teams is to establish team operating procedures that support efficient problem-solving within the MTSS system that now includes community partners and family/youth members. These operating procedures include agreement about team norms, roles of team members, regularly scheduled meeting times, and a procedural agenda for team meetings. As school-based teams expand beyond teachers and school-employed personnel, it is vital to ensure all members have a voice in and an understanding of how the team will function. Communication and confidentiality are examples of team operating procedures that need to be clearly defined as systems work together with a primary focus on improved student outcomes.

**Team norms.**

Team norms are established through agreements that define how teams will operate. These norms guide the behavior of team members to ensure efficiency, effectiveness and a sense of cohesion. Common norms typically include expectations about starting and ending on time, listening for understanding, and being an active participant. Establishing an orientation process in the initial stages of new teams or when team membership has expanded, can ensure all members have a shared understanding of how the team will conduct its activities within a structure that includes both the education and the community mental health systems. All members, including families, can benefit from an introduction to each system including a discussion of professional jargon (e.g., acronyms), organizational structures (e.g., hierarchy in reporting), and data systems (e.g., comprehensive data dashboard). Investing in a shared understanding upfront between systems can improve the team's efficiency and effectiveness.

Creating an environment to ensure equitable voice and participation is essential with expanded team membership. Teams may want to consider an agreement to ensure the team members feel comfortable to inquire or ask when something is unclear about a system. For example, a norm may be to seek clarity as needed. Adding a team norms such as, value all levels of expertise and seek input from all voices, may support teams in hearing the voices of all stakeholders equally. Providing suggestions on how to contribute and a detailed review of relevant policies and agreements such as confidentiality (discussed below) could strengthen participation.
Confidentiality and communication.

Protecting student records, private information, and sensitive personal data are substantial legal and ethical considerations. In traditional co-located models of SMH, efforts to protect mental health information can also become a perceived barrier to supporting the needs of students. Clinicians and other team members are sometimes reluctant to share information because of how laws and policies are interpreted. This absence of information can lead to a lack of communication about interventions or discussion of student concerns altogether. Having clear expectations about how to address confidentiality will protect the privacy and eliminate potential barriers to effectively supporting interventions across settings.

As described in Chapter 4, it is the role of the district to define policies and agreements about confidentiality with partnering agencies and document the decisions in contractual agreements or memorandums of understanding (MOUs). These expectations about how information is shared will need to be communicated across school teams. Coaches may support teams to ensure all staff understand and adhere to confidentiality agreements. The agreements should include how information is to be documented, with whom certain information and data can be shared, and under which circumstances sensitive information will be disclosed. For example, there will need to be a protocol about how progress monitoring of interventions will be documented, stored, and who will have access to this information.

The various meetings that occur across a multi-tiered system involve a range of school staff (teachers, administrators, coaches, family representatives, etc.) and the confidentiality agreements at the higher tiers will need to address aggregate data about groups of students, as well as, how student-specific information will be shared. If a school is already implementing PBIS and has a co-located mental health model, they may have had different ‘rules’ about information sharing in the separate systems/teams. When moving to an interconnected system, the teams may need direct coaching and technical assistance around confidentiality as they move from separate teams to a single set of teams at these more intensive tiers. The following sections discuss confidentiality across the tiers with respect to what types of data and discussions should and should not occur within the meetings at the various tiers.

Confidentiality at Tier 1.

At Tier 1, teams discuss data pertinent to all students, staff, and settings in aggregate. Because school and community data are reviewed broadly at Tier 1, teams do not discuss individual students. Confidentiality at this tier will include decisions on what information the team will and will not share with other stakeholders. For example, the team may have access to data on staff who need additional support with classroom management practices. This sharing of information is an administrative and coaching issue and is not information that team members would share outside of the team meeting.
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Confidentiality at Tier 2.
Within the PBIS Framework, there are typically two types of meetings that occur at Tier 2: a systems meeting and a problem-solving meeting. At the systems level, teams do not discuss individual students, but instead, review the effectiveness of the overall system by discussing the number of students supported through each intervention and the number of students responding to each intervention. For example, a clinician facilitating a small group intervention for students with depression would share skills being taught and data indicating how many students were making progress. The clinician would not share details of what students were sharing during the group intervention. Fidelity data is also reviewed to allow the team to determine if the lack of effectiveness is related to the accuracy of the delivery of the intervention or a mismatch between the intervention and the needs of the students. Confidentiality decisions address how fidelity and progress monitoring data are described and who has access to the data outside of the team meeting.

The second type of Tier 2 meeting follows a problem-solving method, designed to create a support plan for students who have not responded adequately to lower-level Tier 2 interventions, but who do not require a highly individualized Tier 3 process and plan. These meetings typically follow a brief, structured problem-solving format (approximately 20 minutes per student) for developing a quick/simple behavior support plan for one student at a time. This team is a standing team trained to conduct this brief behavior intervention planning and may include students and their teachers and family. For example, there may be a student participating in a small group intervention for coping skills who has begun experiencing active fight, flight, or freeze because of a recent trauma in the community. In developing a support plan, the team may discuss the traumatic event and how it is manifesting in the student’s presenting problems at school. Confidentiality routines might include sharing the designated release form with the family and team members, with the acknowledgment that families always have the option to decide what information can and cannot be shared outside of the meeting.

Confidentiality at Tier 3.
Like Tier 2, the Tier 3 Systems team meetings focus on access, fidelity, and overall effectiveness of all Tier 3 interventions. This systematic review of interventions is organized by categories (e.g., complex function-based behavior support plans, person-centered plans, cognitive behavioral therapy plans), with a discussion about the number of students supported with each type of intervention, the number of students experiencing success, and the levels of fidelity of the different interventions. Tertiary Systems meetings do not include the development of interventions for individual students, as each student needing Tier 3 support has their individual team that meets regularly to build networks of support, design and refine specific strategies, and review data. The Tertiary Systems Team is instead charged with monitoring the student identification process, selecting interventions, assessing supports needed for Tier 3 facilitators, ensuring quick access for students, and examining aggre-
gate Tier 3 fidelity and outcome data in the same way the Secondary Systems team does for Tier 2 interventions.

Like the Tier 2 problem-solving intervention process, confidentiality policies and agreements relative to individual student intervention teams also involve release of information forms with families/youth always having the option to decide what is shared with whom. Tier 3 interventions effectively engage families who need to be active participants in decision-making, thus consenting to sharing information about their child across systems. However, it is still essential to routinely address confidentiality, reminding team members about not to share information outside of the intervention team. Typically, organizations have formal release of information forms that are used, and as partnering agencies merge into one system, the executive level district/community team will make decisions about which release forms will be needed. These decisions provide documentation of the agreements between entities for sharing protected information. It is recommended that coaches and leaders ensure that all participants of individual Tier 3 intervention teams continuously review the confidentiality agreements with all team members and ensure families and students are comfortable with decisions about sharing information.

Meeting routines and procedures.

Once there is shared understanding of how the team will operate, teams assign individual team member roles. The team will designate a facilitator, minute taker/recorder, and data analyst and identify back-ups for each role. Team agreement on activities for each role before, during, and after the meeting needs to be established. It may be useful to identify two team members, a school-based and community-based team member, for the data analyst role within an integrated model. Having a data analyst role from both systems could ensure data and perceptions from both systems are incorporated within the problem-solving process. Establishing the role of a gatekeeper may also support teams in adhering to established norms around equity of voice and expertise of all team members. The role of a gatekeeper could be an additional team member role or a role for the meeting facilitator. Coaches can regularly guide teams through the process of identifying expectations for each role, assigning team members to each role, and determining scheduled meeting dates and times.

The Team Initiated Problem Solving (TIPS) process (Todd et al., 2011), designed for use by both behavior and academic teams in schools, provides a model to guide efficient team meetings where data is used throughout the problem-solving process. Using the TIPS process to support teams with problem-solving has been shown to have a positive impact on student outcomes (Preston et al., 2015) as it guides the team to the common focus on student/school outcomes. The Sample - TIPS meeting agenda provides a structured and consistent format for agenda, notes, and action planning and can be used to guide the systems work within teams at each tier; it can also be used within individualized (Tier 3) student intervention teams. Specific training and coaching are essential to building fluency with TIPS (Newton et al., 2011; for more information, visit www.pbis.org).
It is standard practice within the TIPS process to display the agenda during the meeting, documenting the data-based decision-making process for all to see as the meeting progresses. For each problem that requires a solution, the team proceeds through the following steps: (a) identifies the who, what, when, where, and why; (b) sets a goal that defines the level at which the problem is no longer a problem, (c) brainstorms solutions and decides what will be done to bring about the desired change, (d) uses data to determine if the action steps were done with fidelity, (e) uses data to determine if the solution is having the desired impact on the outcome, and (f) makes decisions to continue, modify, or stop the plan (Preston et al., 2015). The expanded team membership within an integrated model will ensure both school and community data are utilized within the problem-solving process. Table 5.3 provides a Tier 2 team example to illustrate the TIPs process.

Table 5.3 TIPS Example for a Check-in Check-out (CICO) Intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precise Problem Statement</th>
<th>Goal and Timeline</th>
<th>Solution Actions</th>
<th>Identify Fidelity and Outcome Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seven students who participated in a CICO intervention have not made progress per 4 weeks of Daily progress Report (DPR) scores. These students have elevated risk levels for internalizing concerns on the universal screener and have, on average, missed classes 10% more than peers due to visits to the nurse or absences. Current levels, See data spreadsheet for student data on:</td>
<td>These seven students will participate in a small group intervention taught weekly for eight weeks. Skills include how to identify feelings, how to use a cognitive STOP strategy, and how to ask for help. Students will report the use of skills in the self-report survey.</td>
<td>The school social worker and clinician from Sunny Mental Health co-facilitate this intervention. It meets on Tuesdays during the flex period.</td>
<td>Fidelity data to collect: Intervention facilitators to share group agenda and attendance with intervention coordinator. Outcome data to collect: Attendance, DPR scores, and student self-report survey collected weekly by intervention facilitators.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- CICO scores
- screening results
- attendance
- Time out of class

- attendance to 90%
- time in-class to 90%;
- DPR scores to 80%;
- use of skills taught by 80%
Step 2: Assess the Current Systems, Data, and Practices

As schools begin to establish a single structure for merging the efforts of educational, mental health, and other community partners, they will identify current systems, data and practices for areas of strength and features that need improvement. All districts and schools, even schools within the same district, will be at different places in implementation of PBIS and school mental health. Some districts and schools will have contracts with mental health partners and some will not. Assessing the status of existing PBIS and school mental health systems, data being used to inform decisions, and interventions currently in place will be critical to developing an action plan for integration into a single system. The following section describes several activities and tools that can be used by coaches and teams to assess the current status of PBIS and mental health structures, and student need based on their school and community data. In schools with established PBIS structures, these discussions will typically occur within Tier 1 and Tier 2 teams. However, schools may choose to have a merged leadership team examine how teams across the tiers engage in the assessment activities needed to move to an interconnected system.

Step 2a: Assess current status of PBIS and mental health in the school(s).

The ISF uses the PBIS framework to integrate and expand the availability and effectiveness of evidence-based interventions for all students. As part of assessing the status of or readiness for PBIS, coaches support school teams to determine the extent to which the core features of PBIS are in place. The Tiered Fidelity Inventory (TFI) (Algozzine et al., 2014) can be used as (a) an initial assessment to determine the extent to which features of PBIS are in place, (b) a guide for implementing core features across all 3 Tiers, and (c) an ongoing analysis of fidelity. If the SWPBIS TFI is already being used in the school, the coach can review the latest assessment with the team(s), assisting them in determining which features they should focus on for improvement. If the school is new to PBIS, or needs an updated fidelity check, an experienced PBIS coach should walk team(s) through the SWPBIS TFI to establish a baseline measure of features and set the stage for planning the installation or improvement of the PBIS/ISF components. The school walk through component of the SWPBIS TFI should also be used. This process includes administrative, staff, and student interviews and a review of data sources, handbooks, procedure manuals, and the code of conduct to secure an accurate baseline assessment.

The school may also have data about the current status of a mental health system that can help to determine overall areas of strength as well as areas for improvement. For example, if the school has used the previously mentioned School Mental Health Quality Assessment School Version (Connors et al., 2016) they may have an assessment of screening efforts, funding, resource allocation and documentation of interventions. Rather than these results being reviewed by a separate co-located team, this data is now being combined with the results of the
SWPBIS TFI so the newly integrated team can assess all aspects of mental health/behavioral systems, data and practices.

Coaches, to support specific and deliberate integration of mental health components into the PBIS framework, are encouraged to use the ISF Action Planning Companion Guide to the SWPBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory with the merged leadership team(s). The ISF Action Planning Companion Guide builds on the SWPBIS TFI by providing mental health features aligned with each item of the inventory and can be used by the coach to help the team assess and plan specific mental health enhancements for the developing integrated system. For example, enhancements to the teaming items on the TFI address the addition of community partners and families on teams; and enhancements to data items encourage broader social/emotional indicators, including community data, to inform Tier 1 instruction. It should be noted that the ISF action planning items do not impact scores on the SWPBIS TFI, but are used to guide the development of a single system of delivery.

**Step 2b: Assess structures for identifying students who need access to supports.**

Traditionally schools have used a referral process that transfers the responsibility and ownership for student’s mental health interventions to a separate person or system, even when located and provided within the school. Integrated teams use an internal request for assistance process that places decisions about all interventions (e.g., who will deliver what interventions and how impact will be monitored) within the single set of blended teams. The use of a referral is reserved for circumstances outside the current scope of the integrated service teams such as students with specific medical or family support needs. Since this may be a substantial change for schools and partnering agencies, leaders will need time to assess the current process for requesting assistance and discuss strategies for modifying current procedures to reflect an integrated approach. The guiding questions in Figure 5.1 are designed to assist teams in assessing the current status of their process for identifying students who need additional supports so they can develop strategies for moving to a single request for assistance process to be used within the integrated system.

**Figure 5.1 Guiding Questions to Assess Process for Identifying Students**

**Guiding Questions to Assess Process for Identifying Students for Intervention**

1. Is there one or multiple systems in the school for managing requests for assistance across tiers?
2. Is there one or multiple requests for assistance form(s)?
3. What are the data thresholds currently in place for accessing supports? (e.g., three minor infractions to access a check-in check-out intervention)
4. Is the process for making/managing/responding to requests for assistance clearly defined and documented?
**CHAPTER FIVE**

**Step 2c: Conduct an intervention inventory.**

Per Step 2a above, the team examines their PBIS and school mental health status to understand better how an integrated system builds on the foundation of PBIS. In Step 2b, the team examined how students currently access supports, noting what will be different in an integrated system. Now the team(s) will conduct an in-depth analysis of existing social-emotional-behavioral interventions that are in place within their school. The *School Level Intervention Mapping Tool* can be used to guide the team through this process by first listing all of the existing social-emotional-behavioral interventions/programs currently being implemented across the tiers. Next, the team(s) will review each type of support to ensure it adheres to the MTSS core features by examining the extent to which each intervention meets evidence-based criteria, is being implemented with fidelity, and is achieving the intended outcome. The school-level intervention mapping tool will also focus team discussion on the number of students referred for additional supports, supported with each intervention, and making progress per the evaluation criteria for the specific intervention.

*The School Level Intervention Mapping Tool* in the Installation Guide includes an example of a completed school inventory with items that have been flagged indicating a need for action. In this example, the team determined identified a divorce group that was not linked to a specific evidenced-based curriculum and did not employ a progress monitoring system. Furthermore, the divorce group did not consider the specific needs of the students but rather assumed that all students experiencing a common situation needed the same type of support. Ultimately the team dissolved the group as they established a formal routine for selecting evidence-based practices matched to specific student need instead of selecting students to participate in a group who shared a common circumstance.

As the team(s) complete the inventory, coaches will guide team members also to consider the results of the Initiative Inventory completed by the district community leadership team (see Chapter 4) and the impact on their school system. For example, the district/community leaders may have already decided to integrate initiatives with similar outcomes or eliminate a specific initiative that is not having a positive student impact. Similarly, if gaps in their continuum of supports are identified, the school team will use the process and protocol for selecting evidence-based interventions that were developed by the district team (e.g., Hexagon Tool). Coaches and leaders who participated in establishing the district protocol should assist setting up similar protocol at the school level.

**Step 2d: Assess data being used to identify social-emotional-behavioral needs.**

During this step, team(s) will consider the types of data they are currently using to detect the needs of their students and potential gaps in the continuum of supports. Schools that are implementing PBIS may already have systems in place to routinely review discipline, attendance, and academic data. Some schools may be examining school climate and student survey data. The district coaches may also be prompting discussion about available community data.
that could be useful as teams begin planning to expand their multi-tiered system. By first taking inventory of available school and community data, the team will be ready to consider how to use a broader set of data to inform their systems so that the full range of social-emotional-behavioral needs can be addressed beginning at the Tier 1 level. Table 5.4 provides examples of data sources organized into three categories: basic school data traditionally used by school teams; expanded social-emotional-behavioral data to address broader mental health needs; and community data that can inform prevention and interventions in an expanded continuum. After reviewing their current data, the team can begin discussing strategies for improving their use of data for decision making by considering additional data sources that could widen the impact on student social-emotional-behavioral functioning of students.

Table 5.4: Data Sources to Consider for an Integrated PBIS/Mental Health System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional School Data</th>
<th>Expanded School Data</th>
<th>Community Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Office Referral Rates (by location, time, grade, problem behavior, race/ethnicity, students with IEP)</td>
<td>• Nursing/School Counselor logs</td>
<td>• Demographic data for the school/neighborhood, community and/or district</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Attendance rates for students and staff</td>
<td>• Teacher ratings of student social emotional behavior/effort (Universal screening data)</td>
<td>• Socio-economic status, free and reduced lunch rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Academic data</td>
<td>• Student, staff, and family focus groups</td>
<td>• Homelessness rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Graduation rates</td>
<td>• Family screener</td>
<td>• Incarceration rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Minor incident reports and instructional time</td>
<td>• Climate data</td>
<td>• Issues related to environmental changes and weather events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Drug use/rate of drug overdoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Crisis center calls, suicide attempts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Issues related to families’ immigration status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• School and workplace violent incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Military deployment schedules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In summary, the school team(s) has examined the status of PBIS and mental health, assessed current structures for identifying students needing additional supports, and considered additional data sources to address more significant issues that contribute to the well-being of students. This analysis allows the team to identify areas of strength and areas of focus for expanding and aligning their systems. In Step 3, the team will begin to make decisions for strengthening their implementation efforts using the core features of MTSS.

**Step 3: Establish School Level Procedures and Routines of a MTSS**

A critical part of strengthening implementation efforts is to establish routines and procedures of a MTSS at both the district and school level. As the district establishes a standard set of routines and procedures for the integrated system, district coaches will guide the school level teams in the selected pilot schools to develop a similar set of protocols to support the integrated MTSS framework. Specifically, schools will need to establish routines and procedures for (a) implementing universal screening, (b) identifying a request for assistance process, (c) engaging in data-based decision making, (d) selecting evidenced-based interventions, (d) monitoring fidelity, and e) monitoring outcomes.

**Step 3a: Develop a process for implementing universal screening.**

As previously discussed, it is important that decisions for installing universal screening must be established by the district community leadership team rather than by individual schools. These district-level decisions include a selection of screening instruments and how the information will be shared with families/students including clarification of how to opt out of the screening. Additional district level determinations include how frequently the screener will be completed and which teachers will rate each student at various grade levels (e.g., classroom teacher, first-period teacher, social studies teacher).

District leaders and coaches will assist school leaders to develop and implement a schedule and plan to ensure screening is conducted at the intervals indicated within the district protocol and data are available for teams to use promptly. The schedule should include dates for training facilitators at the school, orienting faculty, communicating with families, conducting and scoring the screening, reviewing results by teams, and sharing results with staff and families. The *Universal Screener Timeline* provides a sample schedule for school-level installation of Universal Screening.

As discussed in Chapter 4, the availability of screening data that identifies internalizing, as well as, externalizing social-emotional-behavioral needs is essential. Additionally, screening data should be used in combination with other data sources available to teams. For example, school teams should consider combining the screening data with any early detection data the district is using for academics and behavior as the combined data may better inform the identification and intervention process. An expansion of screening data, including supplementary
screening or assessment measures for targeted groups of students, may be needed for students identified as having higher-level needs. For example, the district may have identified instruments and procedures for schools wanting to do more in-depth screening for depression, anxiety, or trauma to guide decisions about Tier 2/3 supports. Also, some students who have intensive needs may need a more comprehensive assessment conducted by a trained clinician.

Some Tier 2/3 responses must be available before screening occurs (e.g., a simple check-in check-out procedure and a system for Tier 2 groups are already established) and that the teams are poised to assign interventions as needed. Additionally, coaches should ensure that teams have clear decision rules to determine when students need additional supports through each tier. As a general guide, consider the percentages reflected in the three-tiered framework where schools should meet the needs of approximately 80% of student needs with Tier 1, 10% of student needs with Tier 2, and 5% of student needs with Tier 3. If large numbers of students are struggling with a particular skill or issue, then it may be more efficient to develop a solution that is implemented at Tier 1. For example, if 40% of students identify as ‘at risk’ for anxiety, the team may want to consider having teachers provide direct instruction on specific coping skills to all students by adding these skills into the Tier 1 teaching matrix. If only 10% of students are found to be at risk in this area, instruction of coping skills may be added to the continuum at Tier 2. Schools already implementing PBIS Tier 1 and Tier 2 will be familiar with these types of decision rules but may need to adjust or expand them to support the use of the screening data. Schools not experienced with PBIS may need more training and support on how to establish decision-rules before initiating universal screening.

Coaches will need to ensure that school leaders develop fluency by explaining the need, value, and logistics of universal screening with teachers and families. A suggested strategy is to analogize screening for social-emotional-behavioral needs with established protocols for vision and hearing screening. This type of comparison can help reduce the stigma around mental health and clarify the importance of early detection. Additional professional development for school teams will be needed on how to use the screening data promptly to ensure interventions are matched to presenting problems and are available across tiers. The Best Practices in Universal Screening for Social, Emotional, and Behavioral Outcomes: An Implementation Guide provides guidance to school teams for utilizing universal screening data for interventions and engaging stakeholders.

Step 3b: Develop a request for assistance process for identifying students who need additional supports.

As discussed in Step 2c, the newly integrated teams have the task to install a single request for assistance process to identify and quickly connect students to the full array of social-emotional-behavioral interventions available through both school and community employed personnel. The first use of universal screening may lead to more students iden-
tified as needing additional supports and teams will need to be ready to respond quickly, following a protocol that is streamlined through a single point of access. This use of a single point of access for all interventions could be a significant change if schools previously had separate forms and procedures for different systems.

Experienced PBIS teams with established Tier 2/3 processes, will likely be modifying or extending their current system to now include all requests within the newly integrated structure regardless of who (school or community employed) will be providing the intervention(s). Schools who have not reached PBIS Tier 2 and 3 fidelity, may need more training and support to develop their process for managing requests for assistance through a single set of teams. The district community leadership team will have set the stage for this transition by investing in a district-wide approach for the identification process and ensuring that school-level teams have access to the professional development and coaching needed. After careful examination of the current system, the school team will work with district coaches to modify the current system by designing a request for assistance process that includes designating a Tier 2 Coordinator, often a school counselor or other clinician, who can quickly sort students by level of need.

The request for assistance form should include the student’s name, grade, date, type of concern, and name of the person completing the form. As noted in the Sample Request for Assistance Form, the form should be easy to complete and submitted to the Tier 2 Coordinator who will manage the request for assistance system and make decisions between scheduled meetings. Most students should start receiving a Tier 2 support (e.g. accessing a simple check-in/check-out procedure) within a 72-hour period as basic Tier 2 supports should be continuously available for the 7-10% of the population who may need them (Newcomer, Freeman & Barrett, 2013; Yu). For students who need immediate support to ensure safety, specialized staff will follow emergency procedures to ensure the student is safe. Once students begin receiving supports, information is collected and teams can make decisions that more specifically match skill-building interventions.

Step 3c: Develop routines for data-based decision making.

During this step, the team will develop data-based routines for examining school level data as well as information about the broader community context including strengths and protective factors. Additionally, the team will develop decision rules to ensure students receive supports at the first sign of need. These decision rules include identifying data sources at the community and school-level, defining entrance criteria for students who need additional supports, and establishing thresholds or potential red flags that alert the team to increase supports at the system level. School based teams who are experienced with organizing structures around the academic and/or behavior needs of their students will likely be familiar with team-based data-informed problem-solving. Their task will be to engage community clinicians and other new team members with their data-based procedures to ensure all interventions are supported.
with data and progress monitoring structures. For teams who have not established Tier 2 systems, more training and district level supports will be required to establish these data routines.

**Identify and review expanded data sources.**

In Step 2, the team reviewed current data sources and began discussing data that could be used to ensure all students requiring supports are identified at the first sign of need. Now the team will define and adopt a range of relevant data sources to guide their efforts. As previously discussed, teams will want to expand beyond the typical school-level data that focus primarily on students with externalizing behaviors (e.g. absences, tardies, office referrals, suspension data) to ensure they are identifying students with internalizing, as well as, externalizing needs. Examples include loss of instructional time as documented in nurse and counseling logs and systematic screening data. Additionally, teams will identify community data (e.g. demographic information, student and family surveys, opioid misuse, unemployment rates, natural disaster impacts) thus establishing a data-based routine allowing members to analyze trends and quickly make informed instructional decisions regularly. There should be multiple ways of uncovering student needs and the process should be highly visible so families and students can also participate in the nomination process.

By examining school data in the context of the more extensive community data, teams should have more informed discussions about student need as they strengthen their Tier 1 efforts and design strategies at Tiers 2/3. Table 5.5 provides an example of how a merged mental health/behavior team organized their key findings as they examined multiple data sources at the population level. Upon review, the team noticed an increase in numbers of students with anxiety concerns in both the screener and student surveys. After seeing the trend, a team member suggested reviewing drug addiction rates specific to their neighborhood and found that more than 20% of their families had been impacted by opioid misuse as compared to 5% district-wide. Teachers also confirmed reports that many students were feeling worried about their parents during the school day. Since the numbers exceeded 20% of the students, the team decided to adjust Tier 1 supports by adding a series of coping skills into their teaching matrix and to teach these skills during previously established classroom meetings. School leaders dedicated additional time in their professional learning community and assigned coaching supports to help prepare teachers to deliver the coping skills sessions as a logical enhancement to their social-emotional-behavior curriculum. Once the adjustments were in place, staff and student survey information was collected. These data, combined with attendance and screening information, was used to ensure the changes were adequate for most of the students. Additionally, they quickly developed a plan to increase supports for students who required more support with these skills.
Entrance criteria and data thresholds.

Once the team determines what data sources will be used at the population level, the team will also need to develop decision rules for how students access supports. These data sources will allow teams to recognize when to strengthen Tier 1 implementation to better support all students and when to increase supports for selected groups or individual students. As described above, team(s) will continuously

Table 5.5: School Examples of Analyzing Multiple Data Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
<th>General Trends and Key Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Data</td>
<td>Climate Survey</td>
<td>• 60% of students feel like they belong to the school community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 80% of our staff feel like they belong to the school community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 60% of students feel safe at school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth Risk Assessment Survey</td>
<td>• 23% of students reported being in a fight one or more times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>during the last 12 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 6% of students reported they had been threatened with a weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>on school property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic Health</td>
<td>• 80% of students are on track to graduate on time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 70% of students are reading at proficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Behavior Health</td>
<td>• 70% of students have engaged in behavior resulting in 0-1 office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>referrals during the last 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 30% of students screened positive for anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance Data</td>
<td>• 94% attendance rate with variability across sub-groups.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Data</td>
<td>Census Data</td>
<td>• 11% of families living in poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 5% unemployment rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Assets and Wellness</td>
<td>• 50% of students live within a mile of a park or faith-based building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Health Indicator</td>
<td>• 5% of homes in our community have elevated lead levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavior Risk Factor Surveillance Data: Health Risk Behaviors</td>
<td>• 15% of families are without health insurance (as compared to 6% district-wide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 20% of families impacted by opioid misuse (as compared to 5% district-wide)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
monitor trends looking for patterns at the population level to detect when large numbers of students are demonstrating similar behaviors (e.g., chronic absences, tardies in specific classrooms, self-report of anxiety) which would indicate the need to problem solve at Tier 1. Similarly, problems experienced by a smaller number of students would indicate a need for more targeted interventions.

The team will need to establish system-level thresholds or potential red flags that alert the team to invest at the school-wide level before addressing individual student need. In the previously described example, if more than 30-40% of students screen positively for anxiety, the team will look for ways to strengthen the Tier 1 system to address the large percentage of students with similar needs. This may be a shift in thinking and practice as schools have traditionally steered problems they considered as mental health in nature (e.g., anxiety, depression) to clinicians for individual support without consideration of system-level supports (e.g., allowing quiet spaces for lunch) that can prevent escalation of problems in more significant numbers of students.

Establishing thresholds for action (e.g., percent of students expected to be experiencing success) and use of data for ongoing progress monitoring should be established across all tiers of support as well as, at the individual student intervention team (e.g., how many absences signal a need for the team to revise a student-specific strategy). As team-based problem-solving at both student and system levels may be new for school and community clinicians, ongoing coaching will be needed to support the transition to team-based data use.

**Step 3d. Develop a process for selecting evidence-based interventions.**

Team-based selection of evidence-based practices is a critical component of MTSS and perhaps a significant change for clinicians who previously operated in a co-located system. Rather than deciding individually about interventions for students, they will now participate in the selection process as part of a Tier 2 or Tier 3 team. It is essential for school teams to establish a routine for how they will decide if interventions currently available are enough to meet identified needs or if they need to design or adopt a new intervention. Based on the intervention mapping process described in Step 2c, the Tier 2/3 teams should understand interventions currently available and which of the interventions have the necessary features (e.g., established fidelity and outcome measures). Their task is to match interventions to presenting problems to ensure the highest likelihood of impact. If the team determines that a new, evidence-based intervention is required, the team will need to follow an established procedure for how selection will occur. The selection process should include (a) documenting the evidence base for the proposed intervention, (b) ensuring the intervention is matched specifically to the data that indicates unmet student need, (c) documentation of entrance-exit rules for the intervention, and (d) defined fidelity and evaluation procedures and tools for the proposed intervention.
If the district team has adopted the *Hexagon Tool* (Metz & Louison, 2019) as part of the protocol for selecting evidence-based interventions (see Chapter 4), school teams can use a similar protocol to guide their decision-making for the adoption of new practices. The *Consumer Guide for Selecting Evidence-based Mental Health Services* (Putnam et al., 2013) is also recommended to help teams establish a procedure for team-based selection. Additionally, the previously described Team Initiated Problem-Solving process will be helpful to keep the team focused on data-based selection of interventions. Training and coaching will be needed to support schools as they begin to operate in this team-based selection process, especially at Tiers 2/3. Additionally, professional development for clinicians and teachers supporting the use of selected interventions will need to be a part of the team discussion and plan.

**Step 3e: Establish a process for tracking fidelity of all interventions.**

As teams decide which interventions will be available at their school, they will need to establish a process for monitoring fidelity of interventions. The evaluation plan and data collection schedule developed by the district community leadership team should provide guidance on how this will be accomplished. Measuring fidelity will assist the team in establishing routines for regularly reviewing the quality of effort, the effectiveness of the intervention, and adjustments to training and coaching necessary to meet staff needs and implementation efforts. With support from district leadership and coaches, the teams will need to determine how fidelity will be measured for each intervention; this needs to be decided before prior to implementing and assessing effectiveness.

Schools already implementing PBIS will have experience with monitoring fidelity for their PBIS structures and some of the interventions. (e.g. SWPBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory (TFI), fidelity checklist for a check-in check-out intervention). When a team chooses to install an intervention that does not have fidelity measures established, the team will need to develop such a measure. Teams can select or build fidelity measures by identifying the (a) area of focus, (b) type of measure, (c) method by which the team will collect fidelity information, and (d) schedule or frequency of data collection (Conley, 2019). Table 5.6 provides factors for the team to consider in choosing or designing fidelity tools.
Table 5.6: Factors to Guide Choice of Fidelity Measures (adapted from Conley, 2019)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Practices. The accuracy, consistency, and quality of the plan activities that are directly delivered to the student (e.g., prompting, instruction, reinforcement).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System. The accuracy, consistency, and quality of the coordination and indirect tasks that support implemen ter practices and timely, data-based decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Summary rating. A written or verbal indication of overall implementation fidelity to all the behavior plan components on a small Likert-type scale (e.g., 0-4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quick checklist. A written list of three-to-five high-priority plan components completed by one or more implementers of the plan as a yes/no or Likert-type scale (e.g., 0-3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensive checklist. A written list of all plan components completed by one or more implementers of the plan, usually as a yes/no to list of components (e.g., 1-10) or Likert-type scale (e.g., 0-3).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|           | Anecdotal. A free-form written or verbal description of implementation fidelity. 
*This is often a supplement to the above fidelity measure types.* |
| Method    | Anonymous self-rating. One or more implementers of the plan complete an anonymous written (or electronic) measure of implementation fidelity. |
|           | Open self-rating. One or more implementers of the plan complete a verbal or written measure of implementation fidelity. |
|           | Interview. A coach or peer meets with one or more implementers to discuss implementation and collaboratively complete a measure of implementation fidelity. |
|           | Observation. A coach or peer observes one or more implementers and completes a measure of implementation. Feedback is provided to implementer(s) after the observation. |
| Schedule  | Monthly. One or two times per month |
|           | Weekly. One or more times per week |
|           | Daily. One or more times per day |
|           | Contingent. When specific setting events or antecedents occur (less common) |
Step 3f: Establish a process for monitoring the outcomes of all interventions.

Monitoring student progress is an essential data-based routine for evaluating the effectiveness of the intervention. Using data to progress monitor informs the response to student needs and decisions to adjust, continue, or fade the intervention(s). During this step, the team will establish a process to monitor the data that was used to identify the students for the intervention (e.g., office referrals, nurse visits, universal screenings) as well as collecting information to determine if students are using new skills across settings. For example, if students are being taught coping skills and have the option to seek alternative quiet spaces during lunch, the team would conduct direct observations to monitor student use of this new skill across settings (e.g., classrooms, lunchroom). Additionally, the team can review screening data and student survey information to confirm the effectiveness of the intervention.

Students receiving supports beyond Tier 1 will require more frequent assessment and specified increase in adult support as interventions increase in complexity. For example, when a daily progress report is used with a check-in-check-out process, a routine that reminds staff to prompt and reinforce school-wide expectations for participating students is established. For students receiving additional supports through a coping skills group, the daily progress report can be modified to include a skill taught within the group, prompting the teacher to reinforce the behavior of focus for the Tier 2 group. Figure 5.2 provides a sample of a *Layered Daily Progress Report*, illustrating how specific skills taught in groups (e.g., use calming strategy) can be added to the daily progress report. This layered use of the daily progress report structures a regular communication loop between staff facilitating the group and teachers supporting the use of the skill across settings. In addition to ensuring teachers are aware of what skills to look for in the classroom and other settings, the layered daily progress report also provides a prompt for teachers to pre-correct, re-teach and provide feedback to students throughout the day, increasing the likelihood for transference and generalization of new skills into natural settings. A note of caution is needed to ensure teachers

Figure 5.2 – Layered Daily Progress Report Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SW-EXPECTATIONS</th>
<th>1st block</th>
<th>2nd block</th>
<th>3rd block</th>
<th>4th block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Be Safe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use calming strategy</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be Respectful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use safe hands</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be Responsible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect with safe person</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Initials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
continue to give points for the basic expectation on the report (e.g., be safe, be respectful), thus not requiring the student to demonstrate the new skill in order to receive their points as that could place an additional burden on the student who is accessing the higher level of instruction through the group.

In addition to reviewing individual student progress, the team also needs to monitor the overall impact of interventions by category closely. The *PBIS Tier 2/3 Tracking Tool* can be used to monitor and problem solve aggregate student outcome data by reviewing the percentage of students receiving each support compared to the percentage of students experiencing success through the intervention. For example, if 45 students are accessing a check-in check-out intervention, and 43 of them are experiencing success (per points on the daily progress report), the team would likely determine the intervention to be effective. However, if ten students are participating in a coping skills group but only three students are experiencing success (e.g., reduction in presenting problem, or evidence that student is using skills), the team should consider reviewing fidelity data prior to adding supports for the students as there may be need to ensure staff are adequately supporting students to use new skills across settings. By examining the relationship between the proportion of students demonstrating success and fidelity, the team will determine if the adults need additional guidance (e.g. additional training and coaching) or if the support for the student needs to be modified. Using the Tier 2/3 tracking tool during each meeting shapes the behavior of the team to establish this new data-based routine (e.g., monitoring both the individual student progress and intervention fidelity) and prevents the team from moving to individualizing interventions too soon.

**Step 4: Develop an Integrated Action Plan**

As described in the preceding sections, the activities and tools in the *ISF School Level Installation Guide* supports teams to examine their current system and generate specific actions for moving into an integrated service delivery model. As schools begin implementing a single structure for providing mental health/behavior supports, the merged team(s) will need to continuously assess areas of strength and features that need improvement, refining their strategies as they progress. In addition to identifying the strengths and addressing areas of improvement, the team will need to modify their evaluation process by monitoring the effectiveness of the overall system, monitoring student impact and continuously adapt the training and coaching plan to support the specific needs of staff within the school community.

**Step 4a: Monitoring the effectiveness of the system.**

As part of the evaluation plan developed at the district level, school teams are encouraged to monitor the overall effectiveness of an interconnected approach by using the *ISF Implementation Inventory Version 3* (ISF-II; Spllett, Perales & Weist, 2019). This school level fidelity instrument, introduced in Chapter 4, assesses the features of an integrated model...
across the tiers of support, as well as, the overall effectiveness of the integrated system. Recent research as part of a national validation study found this tool to be a reliable and psychometrically valid measure of ISF implementation at all three tiers, with high usability ratings from stakeholders across 9 states, 16 school districts, and nearly 100 schools (Splett et al., under review). It provides an implementation score at each tier like the TFI and also requires completion of a SWPBIS fidelity measure such as the TFI contemporaneously in order to ensure the behavioral intervention strategies of SWPBIS are implemented at all levels of the interconnection. Supported by a coach or experienced facilitator, teams can establish a baseline during installation and repeat the assessment in the spring of each school year. The tool includes an electronic report that highlights areas of strength and improvement that can inform teams as they develop and refine their action plan. Continuous use of this fidelity tool allows teams to assess growth and prioritize activities within their annual action plan.

While the ISF-II can provide school teams with data to measure progress and fidelity over time, coaches can facilitate ongoing technical assistance using other data tools as well. As described in Step 2, schools who have invested in the Tiered Fidelity Inventory can use the ISF Action Planning Companion Guide to the School-wide Tiered Fidelity Inventory\(^{50}\) to expanding their PBIS effort and developing specific action steps for building an integrated approach.

**Step 4b: Monitoring student impact.**

District-level teams will work side by side with school-level staff to ensure that practices are delivered with fidelity and producing meaningful social-emotional-behavioral outcomes for students. To guide an outcome-driven approach, coaches will support teams to use the problem-solving approach described in Step 1e so that the routine for monitoring student outcomes occurs at least monthly. Teams will determine which data sources (e.g., attendance, nursing logs, office discipline referrals (ODRs), instructional time, suspensions, expulsions, levels of behavior risk gathered from screeners, surveys, and other academic achievement assessments) will be used as markers for social-emotional-behavior change resulting from high fidelity implementation of the ISF. District leaders will provide school teams with a schedule of data collection like the one depicted in Table 5.7 below.
### Table 5.7: School Sample Schedule and Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Aug–Sept</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context/Input</td>
<td>School Profile for schools entering ISF training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training schedule for teams, coaches and trainers, and District Leadership Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>List of team members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participant evaluation of training events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity</td>
<td>Tiered Fidelity Inventory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISF Implementation Inventory (ISF-II)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>SWIS Office Discipline Referrals (minor and major)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standardized Test Scores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Universal Screener (overall decreases of students and staff reporting students in elevated risk categories)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monitoring the effectiveness of the system alongside the impact on students is an iterative process of continuous quality improvement. As areas for improvement are identified through the evaluation process, additional training, technical assistance, and coaching may need to be supported by the district. Annual data reports should be shared with the district community leadership team to help inform district-level adjustments to training and coaching.

**Step 4c: Conduct professional development.**

As described in Chapter 4, the district community leadership team is tasked with establishing a professional development plan and coaching system to support school and community personnel through the installation and implementation of an integrated system. School leaders are responsible for ensuring that merged teams can participate in district-level professional development sessions with additional time scheduled for follow-up training and coaching support. Additionally, specialized staff delivering interventions will require more intensive training and coaching supports. Professional development should also ensure that staff, families, and youth have enough knowledge about all available interventions and how to access them (e.g., request for assistance process).
Leadership teams and designated district coaches (from both the school and community) will need to participate in a series of trainings designed to build fluency with the integrated approach, develop systems to support the expanded set of interventions including the use of data to monitor fidelity and impact. Effective professional development includes training for teams and coaches on how to use the fidelity tools to improve outcomes continuously. Teams will use multiple data sources to determine the effectiveness and work with district leaders to continuously adjust their approach. Designated personnel functioning as coaches will play a significant role in supporting staff to use a new set of routines and procedures. District leadership will need to ensure adequate professional development is provided for coaching personnel so they have the skills to be effective communicators, use multiple data sources to facilitate the problem-solving process with teams, and develop school-based training plan to increase the number of staff with social-emotional–behavioral expertise.

Conclusion

As schools get started with the installation and initial implementation of an integrated system, they will bring together school and community organization and/or agency staff to work together on a single set of multi-disciplinary teams. Decisions about interventions will be made based on an expanded review of data from the school community. The school leadership team will utilize the district community leadership team professional development plan to align with and develop an integrated action plan that includes professional development, communication strategies, and assessment and evaluation. Leaders may recognize that systems change can take time and is an iterative process. That said, careful consideration should be taken before installation to ensure staff are aware of the specific types of student and staff needs within their community and are clear about their role and function in providing supports to students with mental health needs. Furthermore, timeframes should be established in the action plan in order to ensure that the initial installation phase does not last longer than a school year.
CHAPTER SIX

Full Implementation, Sustainability, and Continuous Improvement

Introduction

In September 2016, National Public Radio (NPR) published a special online series on The Mental Health Crisis in Our Schools (Anderson & Cardoza, 2016). One of the big messages focused on the notion that mental health in schools needs to be everyone’s job. The Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF) holds great promise in improving the mental health of our youth by creating an environment where teachers and all school staff have increased confidence and competence in their role within a prevention-based comprehensive system of behavioral/mental health support. Implementing a truly integrated way of working together involves organizational change, requiring active leadership from those in authority to blend or braid funding streams, reposition personnel, and update policy and procedures to support the interconnected framework. In this chapter, we will examine the full implementation of an ISF, how to sustain its implementation, and engage in continuous improvement to maximize its effectiveness and efficiency. The four key messages of ISF described in Chapter 2 represent the ultimate goals of ISF at full implementation. Those messages -- (a) to utilize a single delivery system of delivery, (b) to promote mental health for all, (c) to move beyond “access to services” to focusing on outcomes, and (d) to install with a multi-tiered system of support, are intertwined with the description of movement to full implementation and sustainability in this chapter. A discussion of future directions is also included.

Stages of Implementation

The application of the ISF follows the logic of stages of implementation. These stages of implementation are summarized in Figure 6.1 and include exploration (Chapter 3), where states and districts investigate the changes needed and the potential impact of moving towards an integrated system. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the steps for installation, where districts and schools initially begin to implement an ISF, which, over time, leads to full implementation. During this
period, the district has begun to build capacity with district-level leaders, coaches, and trainers, typically relying on external technical assistance (TA) to train and support district and school-level teams. Sustainability involves the gradual shift to local personnel taking over the training and TA as more schools are brought onboard, per the multi-year district action plan that is continuously updated to ensure support structures adapt to meet the changing needs of schools.

**Figure 6.1 Stages of Implementation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sustainability</th>
<th>Gradual shift of capacity over time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration / Adoption</td>
<td>Assess need, explore and select evidence based practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation</td>
<td>Allocate resources to support implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Beginning implementation stages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Implementation</td>
<td>Practices are norm and integrated into policy and procedure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of this process is the Scranton (PA) School District, which was highlighted in Chapter 3 to illustrate the early stages of the implementation process in two demonstration schools. Because the leadership and stakeholders saw a positive impact, they made commitments to capacity building and sustainability as they added new schools each year, including middle and high schools. During the demonstration process with two schools, only one mental health provider agency was involved. As they expanded their approach to other schools, additional providers became involved. These provider agencies had key leaders join the district/community leadership team, while their clinicians joined the school teaming structures. During installation and initial implementation, the district and school teams were supported directly by outside trainers and facilitators. Coaches, identified from both the district and mental health provider agencies observed and partnered with the external trainers, thus building fluency with the ISF components. As new schools began installing the ISF, the local coaches used their newly acquired skills and were able to initiate more of the technical assistance to schools, and the external coaches shifted to emphasize supporting the local coaches (Perales & Leitzel, 2014).

The essential task of leadership is to ensure the sustainability of the newly integrated and strengthened system. McIntosh et al. (2013) suggest four factors to increase sustainability. They are (a) promoting and prioritizing the initiative, (b) ensuring effectiveness, (c) increasing efficiency in its implementation, and (d) using data for continuous regeneration (also see McIntosh, Horner, & Sugai, 2009). Throughout this chapter, we will provide examples of steps undertaken to promote these sustainability factors, with initial discussion on the critical role of the executive leadership team at the district/community level. Those operating at the state level are encouraged to apply these same factors to their ISF efforts.
Full Implementation at the District Level

A fully functioning district/community leadership team is the focal point in the development of a single system of delivery. Diverse stakeholders representing executive leadership of the school districts, critical decision-makers from multi-disciplinary partners in the community, and family/youth representation are essential. This team, at full implementation, has formal structures in place, which include (a) ongoing regular meetings of the stakeholders, (b) operating procedures and routines that improve efficiency and effectiveness, and (c) flexible resource allocation that match community specific needs and achieve maximum student benefit. These structures assist in sustainability by prioritizing the initiative with a focus on continuous improvement. As described in Chapter 4, the leadership team is guided by the mission statement they developed together, which is congruent with the goals of an ISF. The team continues to conduct data reviews and adjust policies as needed to ensure that personnel can work through similar team structures at the school-level.

As implementation improves across the district, the leadership continues to build this team, continuing to recruit additional partners. In this process, contractual agreements or memorandums of understanding (MOUs) are revisited annually among the school district and community partners to ensure they reflect any changes in critical areas such as funding, confidentiality, or how personnel are allocated. From the MOU and an annual review of fidelity and outcome data, the team uses an action plan to improve the application of an ISF, maximizing efficiency and effectiveness at the school level through a single set of teams. The development of this action plan should improve organizational structures that influence the way the mental health agencies, the school district, and other vital stakeholders support the ISF. Policies that reflect a priority for social-emotional-behavioral health and clear implementation guidelines need to be revisited and updated to ensure support for an integrated approach at the school-level. For example, if coaches report clinicians are struggling to manage their roles on systems teams due to competing priorities for their time, executive leadership may need to consider a time study of their activities (see Chapter 4) to make decisions about adjustments in job descriptions or staff allocations.

A key message is installing an ISF within the school's multi-tiered system of support (MTSS). As described in Chapter 4, the executive level leadership is encouraged to commit to the ongoing measurement of the integrity of multi-tiered implementation by a tool such as the National Technical Assistance Center’s PBIS District Systems Fidelity Inventory (DSFI). This district/community level assessment provides the leadership with knowledge and consensus about the implementation status of the core features of PBIS by having the team discuss and rate the current implementation across the schools. Additionally, use of the DSFI will guide integration and alignment efforts, and help
leadership prioritize enhancement activities as the district/community action plan is updated at least annually. At full implementation, the leadership team expands executive functions to enhance stakeholder engagement, funding, policy, systems alignment, and workforce capacity while supporting the necessary implementation functions (e.g., training, coaching, and evaluation). For example, the expectation that all organizations bring new funding opportunities to this multi-disciplinary leadership team for discussion and planning ensures the single integrated system is strengthened.

The following sections further describe the functions of executive leadership that reflect a vision of sustainability for the ISF: stakeholder engagement, workforce capacity, funding/alignment, and marketing. The role of the district/community leadership team in applying the MTSS features to all social-emotional-behavioral systems is also included. Examples from knowledge development and demonstration sites across the country are provided to illustrate how the ISF approach is used across different communities.

**Stakeholder Engagement**

As teams and pilot schools become more confident with integration, and as knowledge of the enhanced behavioral/mental health system spreads through the community, district/community leadership teams expand, inviting new members to participate. This includes additional agency partners as well as family/youth representatives. Families/youth actively participating in leadership teams help change the conversation that guides needed shifts in funding and policy (see Weist, Garbacz, Lane, & Kincaid, 2017, and the Family-School-Community Alliance for a range of relevant resources). Leaders from other systems such as juvenile justice, child welfare, or other community organizations should also be engaged to connect systems further. As the district gets closer to full implementation, a greater number of school-based leaders join the effort as an increased number of schools are added across the continuum of preschools, elementary, middle, and high schools as well as alternative schools and before and after school programs. Attending to feeder patterns and connections that already exist among schools will be helpful in purposeful mutual support and sharing of lessons learned.

Districts typically begin implementation of the ISF with a small number of community mental health providers, often those with whom they have current contracts. At initial installation, these personnel are typically not well integrated into schools, with their work instead reflecting a co-located arrangement. Thus, a key challenge is to create a plan for moving staff to an integrated status. As the district moves to sustainability of the ISF, additional stakeholders are often brought into the blended system to expand and improve the impact of supports provided to students. As new agencies join into the ISF, the change from co-located clinicians to a single system of delivery will need a similar level of effort although the pilot experiences should inform and improve the installation with additional partners.
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin (WI), provides an example of this expansion of partners over time. They began implementation of the ISF with one of their local mental health agencies working in two elementary schools. As the executive team added new agency leadership, they were able to initiate the ISF in additional schools as they simultaneously expanded PBIS structures into Tiers 2/3. Clinicians from the new agencies became part of the teaming structure from the onset and were more efficiently able to participate in team-based problem solving with support from the established coaching structures. The district/community leadership team continued to expand with more agencies requesting to participate. A survey to families about the new partnerships resulted in an increase of family representatives on the district/community team, further strengthening the structures needed to sustain the ISF (Eber & Ganske, 2019).

District/community leadership team development is iterative and continues over time as needs arise. An illustration of full implementation is the Milton, Pennsylvania (PA) Area School District who began to expand the data they reviewed to uncover additional students who may need support. One source of data they used was the Pennsylvania Youth Survey (PAYS; 2018). The PAYS survey is a validated youth survey that can be administered to students in grades 6, 8, 10, and 12 annually. It asks a variety of questions about risk and protective factors. The Milton High School data documented an increase in reports of students feeling depressed or having thoughts of suicide. There was also an increase reported in substance use, physical aggression, and bullying. The school recognized that they needed to expand their teams and continuum of interventions to address these needs. They first reached out to community partners to identify additional mental health partners to assist them. Next, they provided professional development to expand teacher awareness and knowledge about mental health and suicide prevention. Once this was completed, they installed a universal screener for both internalizing and externalizing social-emotional concerns. Finally, they engaged youth leaders within the school to assist with the problem-solving process (Eber, Knoster, & Empson, 2018).

One of the challenges in any systems change initiative is keeping stakeholders at the table and engaged. For example, if many stakeholders are invited from various organizations, such as juvenile justice, child welfare, mental health, family/youth advocacy, and early childhood, it can be challenging to make the agenda a meaningful use of everyone’s time. This challenge can be addressed by ensuring that meetings are efficient and involve the use of data that are relevant across stakeholder groups. Celebrations of successful outcomes, including family and student stories, should be shared regularly. Because the district/community leadership team is often a broad group, some decide to operate in smaller workgroups, thus maximizing everyone’s participation. For example, a large urban district in Illinois developed workgroups that meet separately to review specific tasks (e.g., job description alignment, youth survey development, authentic family engagement) and report back to and lead discussions with the larger executive-level team.
Workforce Capacity

A vital leadership task is building workforce capacity to implement an ISF including the application of an expanded continuum of evidenced-based practices. Attention to workforce capacity is necessary to ensure that social-emotional-behavior support reaches all students and that the focus is on producing outcomes rather than just providing access. To reach full implementation and ensure sustainability, professional development, including ongoing training and coaching around the implementation of the ISF and the changing role of the clinician, is critical. For example, the clinician may have previously provided individualized interventions separately from school teams and processes and their role has shifted as they become fully integrated into the multi-tiered teams, and actively involved in utilizing data and installing evidence-based practices, across all tiers.

Further elaborating, and as discussed in earlier chapters, roles for both community-employed and school-employed clinician are changing from, in some cases, crisis interventionists to becoming (a) a coach and a consultant with school-wide systems at Tier 1, (b) a coach and a coordinator of systems, teams, and facilitation of interventions at Tier 2, and (c) a coach and facilitator of individualized teams, as well as facilitating interventions with individuals at Tier 3. This evolution in roles allows quicker adaptation to the changing needs of the student population, including training and coaching to teachers to deliver a broader range of mental health supports at Tier 1. As new staff is hired within the district or partnering agencies, revised job descriptions emphasize this change of roles, and hiring practices now focus on selecting applicants with these competencies.

District/community leadership teams, in full implementation, address clinician qualifications and skills, allocation of their time, and identified job activities. The leadership explains how both education and agency personnel are supervised and evaluated. For example, job descriptions of school-based and community-based clinicians are aligned with the ISF principles, clarifying their active participation on specific teams, expectations for data-based decision making, and team-based selection of interventions they facilitate. In full implementation, the changes to roles are solidified in job descriptions and contractual agreements and ensure clinicians can will implement and refine evidence-based practices across tiers associated with effective data-based decision making. These changes also help to ensure clinicians are engaged in proactive versus reactive (e.g., excessive responding to crises) responding. An example is the previously mentioned Chippewa Falls, WI Unified School District that began the ISF implementation with a group of community ‘therapists’ co-located in their schools. As they moved to full implementation, they changed the title of this personnel to ‘clinicians’ to better represent the role within an interconnected system.
Data-Based Decision Making

As the ISF initiative moves toward full implementation, there is increasing documentation of intervention fidelity and student outcomes at the school level, and these data are shared with the district/community leadership team, assisting them with decisions that affect all schools. Using an efficient and accessible data system such as the School-wide Information System (SWIS) Educational and Community Supports (2019) or similar data systems, the district/community leaders can access school-level data in aggregate for regular review of changes in social-emotional-behavioral as well as academic outcomes. This expanded review of data represents the move from monitoring just access (e.g., counting how many students were ‘referred’ for mental health services) to a focus on outcomes (e.g., how many students have documented evidence of functional improvement following participation in a specific intervention). This school-level student outcome data, including academic outcomes, combined with community data (e.g., emergency room visits, overdoses, child welfare referrals), further inform district/community planning on how to allocate and or reposition resources to prevent school failure and better support readiness for learning for all students.

An example of district/community use of data involves a Pennsylvania district that had adopted a social skills curriculum as an intervention for small groups of students (Tier 2). In reviewing district-wide youth survey data, the district/community leadership team recognized an increase in vaping was prevalent across all student groups at all schools. The curriculum they were using for Tier 2 groups had evidence for substance abuse prevention and explicitly teaching students to respond to peer pressure. They decided to integrate this curriculum at Tier 1 across the district, adjusting both their health curriculum and their behavioral teaching matrix to incorporate lessons for teaching prevention strategies to all students. The leadership team also developed a process to continuously monitor youth survey responses and discipline data related to incidences of substance use or possession of paraphernalia as indicators of progress (Barrett & Perales, 2019).

An additional example involves a newly hired clinician from a mental health agency who joined the Tier 2 team. The expanded team identified a group of students who were acting out with physical aggression in response to a traumatic event that happened within the community. The team selected a coping skills evidenced-based intervention to address both the behavior and the trauma and developed an implementation plan. The clinicians taught coping strategies and other skills in Tier 2 groups while also assisting the team to teach and support teachers, family members, and others on how to use instructional strategies to reinforce coping skills across locations in the school. Both fidelity and impact data were monitored to guide refinements and improvements over time.

Use of universal screening data at the district/community level.

In the promotion of mental health for all, universal screening is routinely conducted to
identify students at the first sign of social-emotional-behavioral risk in fully implementing districts. As discussed in earlier chapters, this approach to early detection is driven by district-level decisions (e.g., which screener to use, timeframes, communication with families) and addresses both internalizing and externalizing concerns. In full implementation, these screening data are not only used continuously at the school level to connect students with interventions but are reviewed in aggregate by the district/community team to assess whole population needs. For example, if schools in specific neighborhoods see an increase in indicators for anxiety and depression, the district/community leadership team may adopt and support the installation of an evidence-based early intervention curriculum to be installed as part of Tier 1 social-emotional-behavioral systems in those schools.

The Scranton, PA district/community team who reviewed annual behavior data from all their elementary schools observed that kindergarten teachers were struggling with student behavior. Increased suspensions and elevated risk scores in acting-out behavior were noticeable across all elementary schools. The leadership team decided to adapt and apply a behavior intervention typically used at Tier 3 as a classroom practice. This intervention involved teaching Kindergarten teachers a process for changing their approach to incorporate a ‘prevent, teach, reinforce’ process (Dunlap, et al, 2013) for application in the classroom. The teachers were provided with specific professional development, and coaches supported the installation of the intervention within the classrooms across the district. Concurrently, extra support for families was organized, with information and guidance about positive behavior support strategies provided to all families of kindergarten students. A process to engage selected families and students in an individualized intervention provided by a community mental health agency was also initiated (Perales & Leitzel, 2014).

Resource Alignment

Districts moving towards full implementation often acquire additional funding or resources through a grant and/or through flexible funding to initiate or strengthen the ISF effort. These additional resources are helpful, but the leadership team should pay careful attention to how they are used to not only support operational costs but to build the capacity of the system. During ongoing reviews, it is often useful to examine how higher-level structures such as county, state or federal resources are used to support the initiative. For example, if resources are going to be used to build and develop district/community data systems, the district leaders need to ensure the data system is useful to the schools on a daily basis for decision-making. If the district team is actively involved with school level team efforts (e.g. school learning walks, school-based trainings) they will be aware that schools need data disaggregated by subgroups to help them focus on vulnerable populations. They may also discover the need for the data system to sort multiple data sets (e.g. surveys, screeners, attendance, academic) that provide an accurate picture of how their students...
are performing within the school environment. By installing feedback loops and spending more time in schools, district/community leadership team members can more easily make data-based, consumer informed decisions. Another purpose of an ongoing review process might be to build the capacity of staff to implement additional evidence-based practices, with attention to sufficient coaching support to ensure fidelity and impact. The Hexagon activity described in Chapter 4 could be used to assess the need for a new potential intervention, and the resources (e.g. training and coaching) needed for it to be successfully implemented.

Although grants can be helpful for startup and early learning, the goal is to build an action plan that builds and sustains capacity across the system. District and community leaders may need to collaborate with decision-makers at the state level, such as state departments of education, mental health, and human services, or managed care organizations in order to expand funding options. When state-level leaders see the value in a single system of delivery or the potential return on investment, they are more likely to change the funding structures to allow for community partners to be more flexible in their service delivery. For example, in New Hampshire, the RENEW (Rehabilitation, Empowerment, Natural Supports, Education, and Work) model of person-centered planning for adolescents (Malloy, 2010) became a Medicaid eligible intervention after it was demonstrated to improve outcomes for young people. The state of Pennsylvania is another example of state partners and managed care organizations changing policies to allow for more flexible service delivery and for clinicians from mental health agencies to be on school leadership teams.

A potential funding approach for an interconnected system is blended or braided funding across agencies. For example, in Charleston, South Carolina (SC), the school district pays the Department of Mental Health for school-based clinicians, and most of the clinicians work in the schools versus less accessible clinics. In SC, there is a priority for mental health system partnerships in all schools by 2022, and a key component is some funding from districts to support clinician involvement in the MTSS. For example, 20% of funding for the clinician for full-time services for the school is a win for the district (in obtaining full-time staff for part-time funding) and for the mental health center (in enabling more productive services in a more accessible setting). This funding also helps move the clinician from a co-located model where there is pressure to completely fund services through fees for services, to the integrated model as in the ISF, with 20% funding supporting the clinician’s work on the school PBIS or MTSS team and involved in tier 1 and tier 2 programming.

**Marketing**

As this integrated behavior/mental health framework becomes the natural order of doing business, teams often adopt a marketing plan shared on the district’s website that describes how the district is working with various partners to improve their student’s wellness. Outreach, using various platforms, would inform stakeholders of the status and benefits of the ISF ini-
tiative. These would include board members of the district as well as the board members of the organizations themselves and local, regional, and state government agencies of mental health and developmental disabilities. For example, the Keystone Central school district in Pennsylvania, worked with several community organizations to improve family-school-community partnerships. Each month, they held an event with a theme that supported improved relationships with families. They had a marketing campaign using websites, social media, and other platforms to encourage families to attend and to foster collaborative partnerships. One month focused on reading, and each family was given a book. One month focused on substance abuse prevention, where healthy family activities were shared, including families entered drawings for board games and movie theater tickets (Moss, et al., 2017). Through these processes, families are likely to have improved perceptions of their interactions with the district, and mental health stigma can be reduced (Weist et al., 2017).

Full Implementation at the School Level

As discussed in previous chapters, the hallmark of an ISF at the school level is the shift from a co-located mental health system to a single system of mental health that is embedded in previously or newly established PBIS structures. In full implementation, multi-tiered teams align and integrate personnel and stakeholders that address all social-emotional-behavioral efforts through a unified system. These teams now have a full range of members that includes students and families as well as expanded clinical expertise. Both school and community employed clinicians have moved from their traditional roles of sole responsibility for selecting and implementing interventions for a specific caseload of students to shared decision-making through teams. Job descriptions and contractual agreements now include collective data review, intervention design, progress monitoring, and design of professional development.

A fully interconnected system at the school level is typified by an expanded continuum of supports for students, families, and staff that address internalizing issues as rigorously as externalizing problem behavior (Weist et al., 2018). Ongoing coaching is needed for teams of school staff, working together with families and community partners to uncover and quickly address the social-emotional-behavioral needs of their students. Although they may have been familiar with assessing school-wide behavioral structures, school personnel come to appreciate how interventions for anxiety and depression can also be supported in the classroom and assessed for progress. As previously mentioned, sustainability is linked to efficiency and use of data (McIntosh et al., 2013), so as schools align and integrate personnel and stakeholders to address all social-emotional-behavioral efforts through a unified system, they increase the likelihood of effective interventions being applied for a more comprehensive array of student needs.

Initially, school staff may have questions, possibly concerns, about the expectation that supporting student mental health involves all school staff. Clinicians sometimes also express
hesitation about the blended system as doing their work within a school-based teaming structure may also bring different expectations about, for example, progress monitoring and other MTSS features. Over time, roles become established, and the features of an MTSS are eventually applied to all interventions as team members establish clarity and increasing confidence in roles and functions across the tiers of support. Ongoing coaching from both community mental health and school personnel augments the professional development activities designed to support both community and school employed staff to build competencies to support the needs within each school.

In this integrated system, there are role shifts in administrative and instructional staff. For example, school leaders dedicate professional development days to teach and support all instructional staff to promote positive, predictable school environments by embedding social, emotional competencies across academic content areas. The instructional staff is focused on developing relationships with students as well as how to administer social-emotional-behavioral screening tools to identify students who are at risk. Teachers and families become familiar with the multi-tiered request for assistance process. Confidentially and communication agreements allow efficient dialogue across all stakeholders, respecting confidential information, and the laws and regulations governing the school and mental health records.

An additional aspect of sustainable change involves modification in the language used to describe behavioral/mental health prevention and supports and how they are provided to students. These changes include more precise dialogue about what can be expected by those who interact with the students in their natural environments, such as the classroom. For example, renaming ‘therapists’ as ‘clinicians’ confirms role changes and represents a shift in interactions between how teachers and clinicians work together on teams to decide what practices would be most likely to produce a desired change for the students. Rather than saying a student is being ‘seen’ by a counselor or is ‘in counseling,’ teachers, students and families can name a specific intervention, its needed dosage and frequency, and when they should see what level of change. These language adjustments signify a shift towards transparency of what mental health support is and establishes a context for the message that mental health is everyone’s job in schools. The following section provides further discussion and examples of the move from co-located to a single system of behavioral health, with illustrations of the impact of MTSS features on school-level systems, practices, and data.

**MTSS Features Applied across the Interconnected System at the School Level**

Integrating all social-emotional-behavioral efforts through one system results in improved consistency in how interventions are provided, with the notable application of MTSS features. As school teams become comfortable with established MTSS routines and procedures, more precise use of data guides teams to refine practices,
contributing to greater effectiveness. Below is further discussion and examples illustrating the impact of an ISF with regards to continuous regeneration, system responses at first sign of need, linking interventions across tiers, and staff wellness.

**Continuous regeneration.**

At full implementation, each school is more aware of its strengths and areas for improvement in the single system of behavioral/mental health support. An action plan addresses areas of needed improvement. Using the SWPBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory on an annual basis helps teams to determine the extent to which the features of PBIS are in place and provide guidance for implementing the core features at all three tiers. As described in Chapter 4, using the ISF Action Planning Companion Guide to the SWPBIS Tiered Fidelity Inventory determines the extent that the integration of mental health components is included in the PBIS framework and provides direction for the integration of mental health components for action planning. For example, the teams are now multi-disciplinary and use community data along with school data to determine the specific expansion of social-emotional-behavioral skills routinely taught to all students.

**Core Features of MTSS**

1. Effective teams
2. Data-based decision making
3. Formal processes for the selection and implementation of evidence-based practices (EBP)
4. Early access through the use of comprehensive screening
5. Rigorous progress-monitoring for fidelity and effectiveness
6. Professional Development and ongoing coaching

Schools implementing an integrated approach are encouraged to improve the fidelity of core features of the PBIS framework through an enhanced lens to ensure that both internalizing and externalizing needs of all students are being met. As a result, the teams incorporate a broader range of social/emotional skills into their school-wide expectations through weekly lesson plans that increase staff use of the expanded language of school-wide expectations to prompt, acknowledge, and pre-correct skills needed for emotional regulation and problem-solving new ways to respond to stress and anxiety. Table 6.1 provides an example of such an expanded school-wide teaching matrix.
Table 6.1: Teaching Matrix of Social-Emotional-Behavioral Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School-wide Expectations</th>
<th>All Settings</th>
<th>Hallways</th>
<th>Lunch</th>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Online</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Respect</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Be on time.</td>
<td>• Walk to the right.</td>
<td>• Invite those sitting alone to join.</td>
<td>• Stay in my seat.</td>
<td>• Consider the feelings of others before I post.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assume positive intent.</td>
<td>• Use level 2 voice volume.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Be an upstander – speak up when I see unsafe behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Achieving and Organized</strong></td>
<td>• Hands and feet to self.</td>
<td>• Walk directly to my designated area.</td>
<td>• Have a lunch plan.</td>
<td>• Have a plan.</td>
<td>• Check my feelings before I post.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Responsible</strong></td>
<td>• Recycle.</td>
<td>• Pick up litter.</td>
<td>• Use my breathing technique.</td>
<td>• Watch for my stop.</td>
<td>• Double-check sources before I post.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Be prepared.</td>
<td>• Maintain physical space.</td>
<td>• Listen to my signals.</td>
<td>• Use level 1 voice.</td>
<td>• Think before I forward.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Action at first sign of need. At full implementation, schools have established structures to identify students who are at risk of internalizing as well as externalizing conditions. This full implementation includes an expanded use of both school-based data, (e.g., discipline referrals, attendance, minor incident reports, social-emotional-behavioral screening) as well as community data (e.g., homelessness, incarceration rates). Based on a review and assessment of existing interventions, the school has expanded the range of evidence-based interventions that would meet the needs of the student population.

As described in Chapter 5, a request for assistance process is an essential component of a system that routinely provides an expanded range of supports at first sign of need. Schools that build fluency with early responses can prevent problems from escalating and requiring more intensive supports. For example, a school in
Iowa developed a request for assistance form that parents, teachers, and others could use to seek help for a student. The team reviewed requests in addition to routinely monitoring data, such as attendance, grades, nurse visits, and screening results. A parent filled out the request for assistance for her daughter because she was concerned that there was a change in her mood and behavior. The team reviewed data for this student, and the only data point that was of concern was an increase in visits to the nurse. The team selected a daily check-in check-out intervention for this student to receive. After several weeks of this intervention, nurse visits decreased, and the parent perception of her child’s progress was that she had shown improvement in her functioning following this increased dosage and frequency of positive teacher attention throughout her day.

**Expanded types and use of data.**

School teams re-configured to be multi-disciplinary have the advantage of a broader viewpoint that also includes a focus on different or new data sources. As these school teams become more proficient with different data, they can expand the reach of their problem-solving. For example, an elementary school team in Marion County Florida was reviewing school and community data to determine needs. They recognized that multiple child welfare workers were coming into school to investigate reports of abuse and neglect that had been made to their hotline. The team made outreach to the local Department of Child and Family Services and invited a representative to join their team. The team began to monitor these data and developed an action plan to not only support these students but to offer support to impacted families (Splett, Perales, & Weist, 2018). This is a potentially powerful mental health prevention strategy due to the understandably high incidence of school failure and mental health problems within this vulnerable population.

The schools continuously share data to ensure staff buy-in and support as well as aim for sustainability. These data may include examples of improved fidelity, increased instructional time, improved student impact, as shown by reductions in office discipline referrals, and improvement in student wellness. Improvements in economic impact could be measured by reductions in the time allocated to discipline as well as less use of expensive out-of-district placements (Putnam, Luiselli, Sennett, & Malonson, 2002). Dissemination strategies might include the use of the district’s and school’s website, newsletters, social media, robocalls to families, board meetings, and various trainings. For example, an elementary school in Florida began to install the universal screening protocol designed for use across the district. Screening occurred once in the fall and once in the spring. Using a spreadsheet developed through the district/community leadership team, the coach guided the school teams to organize their screening with their district’s early warning system data that included academic risk factors such as grades, absences. The spreadsheet combined the social-emotional data with academic risk indicators and calculated overall risk levels for students, allowing the team to identify students who needed targeted or individual interventions quickly. The teams
were able to use this combined data set to link these students to appropriate interventions. The school team saw a reduction of students being indicated as at risk in the screening data over time. This information was shared through multiple district/community modalities and helped increase the promotion of the integration efforts, a critical factor in sustainability (Splett, Eber, & Abshier, 2018).

**Linking interventions across tiers and into the classroom.**

As schools fully implement an ISF, Tier 1 is strengthened with the addition of social/emotional skills brought into the teaching matrix, thus expanding the prevention focus. The robust Tier 2 practices designed for those students identified as at-risk for internalizing and externalizing problems are deliberately linked to the skills taught at Tier 1. The continuum of Tier 2 targeted group instruction includes options for students in need of developing coping skills and other strategies to replace the flight, fright, or freeze behaviors typical for students reacting to trauma.

Schools develop routines for selecting and implementing evidenced-based interventions to address the needs of their students as well as a process for adding interventions as the need arises. Students needing Tier 3 supports have well-coordinated intervention plans that integrate both school and community services using relevant data-based decision making. This use of data supports the sustainability of implementation by improving efficiency and using this data to ensure continuous regeneration. In the case of a traumatic event such as a natural disaster, both school and community resources can be deployed in a coordinated way.

Clinicians who are facilitating Tier 2/3 interventions, delineate the skills they are teaching students (e.g., social, coping, emotional regulation, problem-solving) so teams can ensure systemic linking and layering onto what students are taught at Tier 1. This consistency across tiers promotes teacher-directed practice for Tier 2/3 interventions in the classroom, strengthening the interventions as emerging skills are practiced and reinforced in the natural setting of the classroom. Clinicians, teachers, and other school-based staff become fluent with reinforcing skills being taught in small group and individual interventions by linking these more specialized interventions directly to the Tier 1 and Tier 2 activities in the classroom. For example, teachers can use the daily check-in check-out process in the classroom to provide structured feedback of skills taught in higher-level interventions by linking these skills through the layered progress report (see Chapter 5).

**School climate and staff wellness.**

A positive school climate impacts students’ academic and social success but also impacts organizational health and staff efficacy. (Bradshaw, Koth, Thornton, & Leaf, 2009). Staff wellness is a critical component of a healthy school. Districts that invest in staff wellness programs see reductions in sick days, staff turnover, workplace injuries, and worker compensation claims, substantially reducing overall organizational costs (Bradshaw et al., 2009). Developing and supporting a healthy workforce includes employee assistance programs that offer
comprehensive health care and other workplace wellness plans that increase healthy behaviors. These strategies, combined with information to improve mental health literacy, can also contribute to reducing stigma about mental health. Professional learning communities that promote continuous growth and social networks for employees are also suggested. Critical aspects of professional learning should include coaching supports with performance feedback, time for developing examples for embedding social, emotional, behavioral competencies alongside academic content.

The stigma around mental health can be reduced as teachers become more knowledgeable about and comfortable with prevention and early intervention strategies in the classroom with regards to more internalizing issues (e.g., anxiety and depression). The increase in direct instruction around emotional regulation and coping skills for anxiety and depression at the lower tiers of the continuum are indicators of an expanded system of behavioral/mental health support, with emphasis on prevention and early intervention. Other notable targets in an improved system for supporting all students include increasing inclusive opportunities for vulnerable populations such as students with disabilities and reductions in the number of students placed in more restrictive settings including out of district placements (Putnam, Luiselli, Sennett, & Malonson, 2002). These improvements can result in cost savings for districts that can be invested in building capacity for strengthening both academic and behavior/mental health services. For example, these additional funds could be directed toward an increase in evidenced-based trauma-informed interventions integrated across all tiers to address those students who are at risk of further mental or physical health problems that often comes from exposure to adverse childhood events.
Conclusions and Future Directions

Prevention of social-emotional-behavioral problems is now recognized as a critical part of education, but schools continue to struggle with how to establish a comprehensive system of mental health support. The ISF is an emerging approach for building a comprehensive system to address and respond to the mental health and social-emotional needs of all children and youth with greater efficiency and effectiveness, allowing new knowledge and resources to be aligned and integrated through one system that can produce maximum impact. For example, with an increased awareness of how environmental risk factors (e.g., exposure to toxins like lead, substance abuse, poor nutrition, chronic stress) impact brain development, early detection and quick system wide proactive responses (e.g., public health approach) play a more critical role. Ensuring that all students have a safe, predictable and consistent learning environment can counteract risk factors. The ISF integrates protective factors into the same school-wide systems that provides interventions for the full spectrum of social-emotional-behavioral issues.

Advancing Educational Effectiveness, Volume 2 (see Barrett et al., 2013 for Volume 1) is an implementation guide that provides leaders, practitioners, families and students with specific steps to integrate mental health and PBIS through a single system of support, increasing the likelihood for every child to have a positive school experience. This transformation will require leaders across stakeholder groups to apply the same rigorous approach as they have academic reform efforts. Prevention and wellness promotion efforts need to be embedded in every facet of school life, permeate every interaction and delivered across every setting within the school. A comprehensive system also means that everyone shares the responsibility for mental health promotion- it simply cannot continue to come from one stakeholder group (e.g., education alone) or from one division within the school system (e.g., student services). As all community leaders begin to share responsibility for children’s mental health and the ISF continues to be increasingly adopted, implemented, and sustained, several areas remain for community leaders, researchers, families, and students to address, including equitable outcomes for all, and bridging the science-to-service gap.

Equitable Outcomes for All

There are known and longstanding gaps between student groups in educational and mental health systems. For example, students of color often experience lower academic achievement than their ethnic majority peers (Fryer and Levitt, 2004). Students of color are over-represented in disciplinary actions and in special education (Harry & Klingner, 2014), but underutilize mental health services (Bradshaw, Buckley, & Ialongo, 2008). Students with disabilities are also disproportionately represented in disciplinary actions (Losen & Martinez, 2013) and more likely to be bullied in the school setting than their non-disabled peers (Rose & Gage, 2017). LGBTQ youth are also more likely to be the victims of bullying and peer harassment, and have thoughts of suicide more than their hetero-
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sexual peers (Kosciw, Gretytak, Zongrone, Clark, & Truong, 2018; Saewyc et al., 2007). A critically important feature of an ISF is that mental health and well-being is for ALL. All means all and there is a need for education and mental health leaders to take up these very pressing and serious issues of equity. The ISF provides a model from which such issues could be addressed.

Inequitable outcomes such as those just mentioned often evolve from both systemic issues (e.g., inequitable insurance access and location of mental health services), as well as culturally responsive services. Given their multi-faceted nature, a student- and family-centered, systemic changing approach to resolving them is necessary. Leaders willing to change systems in order to interconnect education and mental health for improved student outcomes are also well-positioned to change systems in ways that reduce systemic inequities and address implicit biases in these students’ environments.

In forthcoming iterations of the ISF, school and community leaders, family and student leaders, researchers, policy makers, and other key stakeholders should consider how the essential features of the ISF can be leveraged to address the implicit biases and systemic inequities that drive inequitable student outcomes. For example, in a newly-launched randomized controlled trial (Enhancing School-Based Violence Prevention through Multilevel Racial/Ethnic Discrimination Intervention, Principal Investigator [PI], C. Halliday-Boykins, National Institute of Minority Health and Disparities, #1R01MD013812; 2019-2024), ISF researchers are leveraging data-driven practices of the ISF to implement a range of bias reduction strategies with school staff and community collaborators (also see Smolkowski, Girvan, McIntosh, Nese, & Horner, 2016).

The study is also leveraging the ISF’s features of teaming and universal prevention practices to (1) ensure members of the school and district-community leadership teams include representatives from diverse school communities (e.g., faith-based and community organizations connected to diverse communities) and (2) provide evidence-based implicit bias training to all students and staff in the school environment (Forscher, Mitamura, Dix, Cox, & Devine, 2017). The study expects integrating strategies known to reduce systemic inequities and implicit biases in the school and mental health systems into essential features of the ISF will reduce disproportionate gaps in these students and further improve student outcomes for all.

Bridging the Science-to-Service Gap

Since the last monograph, there has been substantial adoption of the ISF in practice and service settings with many moving towards implementation and sustainability. Examples from real-life communities provided throughout this edition illustrate this movement. Simultaneously, there has been an uptick in research in the area with several large-scale research studies examining student outcomes in the ISF (see Interconnecting PBIS and school mental health to improve school safety: A randomized trial, PI, M.Weist, National Institute of Justice, #2015-CX-BX-0018, 2016-2020) as well as specific components of the model (e.g.,
universal screening in Splett et al., 2018), implementation process (e.g., teaming in Splett et al., 2017), and focus areas (e.g., internalizing problem type Weist et al., 2018). However, research on the ISF is still in its infancy, with only two federally funded studies up to this point, underscoring a critical need area for the field.

Although evidence-based practices from research settings are needed, evaluation of ongoing implementation in service settings could also be leveraged such that practice-based evidence is also established (Splett & Maras, 2011). Partnerships between researchers and ISF implementers are required to meet this need. That is, in addition to the emphasis on evidence-based practices primarily developed in the research setting and disseminated to the practice setting, work is needed to develop practice-based evidence where real-world implementation strategies are evaluated and those found to be promising inform further investigation in more resource-intensive efficacy studies (Cook & Cook, 2016). In this way, the ISF research agenda is driven by the practice setting and strategies tested in randomized controlled trials are already proven feasible and acceptable in the practice setting. Evaluating real world strategies in addition to outcomes in grant-funded randomized controlled trials also exponentially expands the volume of research on the ISF thereby improving our understanding of how to implement the model most effectively. This may be particularly true in the current context where the rapid dissemination and implementation of the ISF provides abounding opportunities to examine potentially promising practices.

However, in order to leverage such opportunities and sustain the momentum, partnerships between all key stakeholders, including school and community leaders, families, trainers, and researchers, are critically needed (Kovacs et al., 2015). In the same way that an ISF builds upon collaborations that interconnect education and mental health systems, partnerships between practice and research settings will also be needed. Researchers and practice leaders should prioritize such partnerships in order to continue building the ISF’s evidence base and inform best practices. They may also need to pursue funding mechanisms to support such work and establish communities of practice that involve members from different stakeholder groups with practice and research expertise to learn from one another. Communities of practice involve groups of people who share a concern or passion for something, working together collaboratively and regularly to learn how to do the work better (Wenger-Trayner & Wenger-Trayner, 2015). In order to both build the evidence-base and close the gap between research and practices for the ISF, partnering across research and practice systems in models akin to communities of practice could be particularly impactful in building the ISF evidence-base and narrowing the gap between research and practice.
Conclusion

The Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF) for school mental health and PBIS holds great potential to improve outcomes at the societal level and, as evidenced in this second iteration of the ISF monograph, sites across the country are investing in the ISF, sharing lessons and showcasing their successes. Since the first ISF monograph was published, there has been increased national emphasis on mental health in schools. But popularity can breed fragmentation and as more people join this movement, it will be critically important for researchers, practitioners, families and students to continue to coalesce around the core features of MTSS, continuously adapting to fit local context and culture, keeping student outcomes the top priority. The potential exists for the ISF to radically change student outcomes for large communities of children and youth. The ideas, tools, and strategies for doing so are described in this monograph and being widely adopted, but they need to become the new way of doing business in order to improve the lives of the children and families we serve. The question remains of whether youth-serving systems can effectively integrate as in the ISF, or will they retreat to the status quo of single system service delivery characterized by parallel play? We hope this second monograph is a useful resource for the field in building momentum for true systems integration driven by diverse stakeholders toward broadly improved social, emotional, behavioral, and academic outcomes for students in the U.S. and beyond.
COMMENTARY

Beyond the Tipping Point: Addressing Barriers to Comprehensive School Mental Health

Mental health luminary Dr. Atkins described the first edition (2013) of the Interconnected Systems Framework (ISF) monograph as “one large step for PBIS, one giant leap for children’s mental health.” He recognized that leveraging the foundational principles and practices of Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) and embedding mental health into the natural infrastructure and staffing of the education sector would drive children’s mental health beyond traditionally siloed systems and prevention-intervention paradigms to reflect a more integrated and continuous delivery system.

In the years since, academic and popular literature have increasingly aligned about school mental health reaching a “tipping point” to favor including mental health services within all schools (Hoover, Bostic & Nealis, 2020; Martinez, 2017). The link between mental health and academic success, and the role of schools in promoting student well-being and delivering effective mental health interventions has encouraged ever more schools to integrate a continuum of mental health supports and services (Fazel, Hoagwood, Stephan, & Ford, 2014). For many schools, ISF offers a framework to actualize the goal of national scaling up of school mental health. In this second edition of the ISF monograph, the authors describe national and local successes of ISF, offering more concrete steps to create an integrated system of education and mental health supports, emphasizing the “how to” of ISF by offering “real world” examples and specific strategies. District and school building leaders will appreciate this guidance on selecting, delivering, and evaluating evidence-based mental health practices across multiple tiers of intervention, from promoting universal mental health to addressing the most complex mental health challenges that interfere with learning.

Using the analogy offered by Atkins (2013), child mental health is now poised to take an even larger step. Our current predicament is that amidst a growing evidence base supporting integrated school mental health, school districts still vary widely in what they now provide as comprehensive school mental health (Hoover et al., 2019). So, our efforts to embrace the offerings in this ISF guidance must be coupled with a recognition and earnest tackling of the primary obstacles still impeding widespread integration of mental health in schools.

First, stigma continues to hinder mental health integration in education. District and community leadership will require support to address and penetrate the stigma persisting around mental illness. Many educators
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and families believe that schools are in the business of academics and consider mental health a private matter apart from our school systems. Mental health remains a taboo topic in several communities, with families encouraged to avoid school services and to only seek care in private, community-based clinics. The lack of cultural responsiveness in our mental health systems only worsens this stigma, particularly for youth and families of color whose behavioral manifestations of emotional challenges have historically resulted in a punitive response rather than a response that promotes student well-being. This monograph offers suggestions for decreasing stigma, including improving mental health literacy for educators, families and students, and conducting marketing that normalizes mental health care in schools. To further decrease mental illness stigma and advance our efforts to improve student mental health, we must also embrace a conceptualization of "complete mental health," with a focus on student well-being, resilience, and strengths. Drs. Furlong, Dowdy and colleagues have demonstrated that our current narrow focus on “externalizing and internalizing” problems, and identifying the 15-20% of students with most impairment, have left us without information about the assets and strengths of students that buffer against mental illness and promote positive mental health and academic success (Dowdy et al., 2015; Furlong, Dowdy, Carnazzo, Bovery, & Kim, 2014). They demonstrate that a broader conceptualization of mental health that moves beyond a deficit-based psychopathology model to one that considers and measures factors like engaged living, belief in self and others, and emotional competence resonates better with students, families and school staff and is also more predictive of current and future success. The ISF monograph offers tremendous guidance on how schools can use data to make informed decisions about students’ mental health needs and progress. As districts and schools embark on improved student information systems for identifying and triaging students into mental health supports, an enhanced understanding of mental health in our assessments and our interventions may diminish stigma. Concretely, districts may wish to consider mental health screening and monitoring that reflects a co-vitality framework of student functioning, coupling assessment of emotional and behavioral problems with subjective well-being and psychological/coping strengths (Moore, Dowdy, Nylund-Gibson, & Furlong, 2019). Such interventions would move beyond focusing on the negative (reductions in problematic emotions and behaviors), to focus also on positive outcomes that promote flourishing.

Second, as discussed above, mental health is a unique, evolving construct that also stretches PBIS into new territory and applications. It is imperative that as we align mental health with existing PBIS structures that we simultaneously recognize the distinctions of mental health from other behaviors traditionally addressed within the PBIS framework. For example, the authors advocate demystification of mental health by establishing open dialogue by school staff about the goals of mental health interventions. Interdisciplinary training of mental health and education staff is a valuable goal to ensure com-
mon language and coverage of a full continuum of emotional and behavioral supports. This will indeed be useful for investing all school staff in a coordinated, familiar mental health language. However, professionals within school systems have unique training, roles, and responsibilities. While some professional development overlaps, it is also important to maintain some boundaries and clarity about who does what, when and for whom so that we do not end up with a diluted set of professional skills in an effort for everyone to know everything about student mental health. To reach the tipping point for integrated school mental health, consideration of the balance of essential knowledge and practices for all school staff with mindful distinctions of more personal student/family information will enhance adoption of integrated school mental health. Similarly, the ISF 2nd Edition appropriately calls for increased implementation accountability, including the use of fidelity checklists, to track intervention component delivery. Current empirical studies suggest that over half of what predicts mental health treatment success are the “common” or “non-specific” factors of therapy, including empathy, positive regard, and genuineness of the therapist and characteristics of the therapist-client relationship (Mulder, Murray, & Rucklidge, 2017). While these may be measured, they are not simply a checklist or recipe that an interventionist can follow, yet they greatly influence outcomes. In the same way, not all mental health outcomes are directly measurable by classroom teachers. For example, students experiencing depression, anxiety or post-traumatic stress may be meeting classroom demands sufficiently yet may be struggling internally. Therefore, we must reliably monitor observable behaviors such as classroom disruptions, withdrawn behavior, and school work completion, and also afford room for less observable measures of mental health intervention impact, such as self-reported improvement in mood, functioning, and perceived quality of life. PBIS offers an impressive foundation for integrating mental health into schools, and we will be most successful if we carefully consider the ways in which school mental health will require inclusion of important components of effective interventions and how the PBIS approach can be adapted to address needs in diverse school systems.

Third, a significant obstacle to comprehensive, integrated school mental health remains stable funding support. Ultimately, this challenge reiterates who harbors the responsibility for student mental health—mental health, education, or both? Wide-scale implementation of effective mental health integration in schools is most effective when sufficient resources are allocated by all child-serving systems to support a sustainable, comprehensive, accountable school mental health delivery system. The authors astutely recognize that reliance on a fee-for-service model of school mental health places unrealistic financial burden on our current healthcare system, just as “walled” models of school mental health, where schools bear the burden for all student mental health supports/services, reflect an unfair over-reliance on the education sector. Braided and blended funding models, such as examples cited in Pennsylvania and South Carolina, best invest multiple child systems in comprehensive mental
health. To advance comprehensive school mental health expansion, particularly to less well-resourced schools/communities, these creative approaches to linking funding streams need to become familiar to state and local school and mental health leaders, as well as our advocacy partners.

Enthusiasm for this ISF guidance package will remain high, and the authors are to be commended for constructing a roadmap for school districts to realize the potential of school mental health. The diligence and detail these authors have demonstrated in compiling this resource will further propel our school mental health field forward. Paired with vigilant discussion and attention to the other factors discussed in this commentary – the unique nature of mental health in the context of PBIS/MTSS, reducing mental health stigma by promoting complete mental health, and advocating for shared funding –we have cause to be optimistic that we will witness comprehensive school mental health move “beyond the tipping point” to a standard of practice for all schools nationwide. Another big step for PBIS, and a giant stride for comprehensive school mental health.

Sharon Hoover, PhD
Professor, University of Maryland School of Medicine
Co-Director, National Center for School Mental Health
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